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Abstract
Cloud computing and Internet of Things (IoT) are very widely spread and
commonly used technologies nowadays. The advanced services offered by
cloud computing have made it a highly demanded technology.
Enterprises and businesses are more and more relying on the cloud to
deliver services to their customers. The prevalent use of cloud means that
more data is stored outside the organization’s premises, which raises con-
cerns about the security and privacy of the stored and processed data. This
highlights the significance of effective security practices to secure the cloud
infrastructure.
The number of IoT devices is growing rapidly and the technology is being
employed in a wide range of sectors including smart healthcare, industry
automation, and smart environments. These devices collect and exchange a
great deal of information, some of which may contain critical and personal
data of the users of the device. Hence, it is highly significant to protect the
collected and shared data over the network; notwithstanding, the studies
signify that attacks on these devices are increasing, while a high percentage
of IoT devices lack proper security measures to protect the devices, the data,
and the privacy of the users.
In this dissertation, we study the security of cloud computing and IoT
and propose software-based security approaches supported by the hardware-
based technologies to provide robust measures for enhancing the security of
these environments. To achieve this goal, we use obfuscation and diversifica-
tion as the potential software security techniques. Code obfuscation protects
the software from malicious reverse engineering and diversification mitigates
the risk of large-scale exploits. We study trusted computing and Trusted
Execution Environments (TEE) as the hardware-based security solutions.
Trusted Platform Module (TPM) provides security and trust through a
hardware root of trust, and assures the integrity of a platform. We also
study Intel SGX which is a TEE solution that guarantees the integrity and
confidentiality of the code and data loaded onto its protected container,
enclave.
More precisely, through obfuscation and diversification of the operating
systems and APIs of the IoT devices, we secure them at the application level,
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and by obfuscation and diversification of the communication protocols, we
protect the communication of data between them at the network level. For
securing the cloud computing, we employ obfuscation and diversification
techniques for securing the cloud computing software at the client-side. For
an enhanced level of security, we employ hardware-based security solutions,
TPM and SGX. These solutions, in addition to security, ensure layered trust
in various layers from hardware to the application.
As the result of this PhD research, this dissertation addresses a number
of security risks targeting IoT and cloud computing through the delivered
publications and presents a brief outlook on the future research directions.
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Tiivistelmä
Pilvilaskenta ja esineiden internet ovat nykyään hyvin tavallisia ja laajasti
sovellettuja tekniikkoja. Pilvilaskennan pitkälle kehittyneet palvelut ovat
tehneet siitä hyvin kysytyn teknologian. Yritykset enenevässä määrin nojaa-
vat pilviteknologiaan toteuttaessaan palveluita asiakkailleen. Vallitsevassa
pilviteknologian soveltamistilanteessa yritykset ulkoistavat tietojensa käsitte-
lyä yrityksen ulkopuolelle, minkä voidaan nähdä nostavan esiin huolia tal-
tioitavan ja käsiteltävän tiedon turvallisuudesta ja yksityisyydestä. Tämä
korostaa tehokkaiden turvallisuusratkaisujen merkitystä osana pilvi-infra-
struktuurin turvaamista.
Esineiden internet -laitteiden lukumäärä on nopeasti kasvanut. Teknolo-
giana sitä sovelletaan laajasti monilla sektoreilla, kuten älykkäässä tervey-
denhuollossa, teollisuusautomaatiossa ja älytiloissa. Sellaiset laitteet kerää-
vät ja välittävät suuria määriä informaatiota, joka voi sisältää laitteiden
käyttäjien kannalta kriittistä ja yksityistä tietoa. Tästä syystä johtuen on
erittäin merkityksellistä suojata verkon yli kerättävää ja jaettavaa tietoa.
Monet tutkimukset osoittavat esineiden internet -laitteisiin kohdistuvien tie-
toturvahyökkäysten määrän olevan nousussa, ja samaan aikaan suuri osuus
näistä laitteista ei omaa kunnollisia teknisiä ominaisuuksia itse laitteiden tai
niiden käyttäjien yksityisen tiedon suojaamiseksi.
Tässä väitöskirjassa tutkitaan pilvilaskennan sekä esineiden internetin
tietoturvaa ja esitetään ohjelmistopohjaisia tietoturvalähestymistapoja tur-
vautumalla osittain laitteistopohjaisiin teknologioihin. Esitetyt lähestymista-
vat tarjoavat vankkoja keinoja tietoturvallisuuden kohentamiseksi näissä
konteksteissa. Tämän saavuttamiseksi työssä sovelletaan obfuskaatiota ja
diversifiointia potentiaalisiana ohjelmistopohjaisina tietoturvatekniikkoina.
Suoritettavan koodin obfuskointi suojaa pahantahtoiselta ohjelmiston takai-
sinmallinnukselta ja diversifiointi torjuu tietoturva-aukkojen laaja-alaisen
hyödyntämisen riskiä. Väitöskirjatyössä tutkitaan luotettua laskentaa ja
luotettavan laskennan suoritusalustoja laitteistopohjaisina tietoturvaratkai-
suina. TPM (Trusted Platform Module) tarjoaa turvallisuutta ja luottamuk-
sellisuutta rakentuen laitteistopohjaiseen luottamukseen. Pyrkimyksenä on
taata suoritusalustan eheys. Työssä tutkitaan myös Intel SGX:ää yhtenä
luotettavan suorituksen suoritusalustana, joka takaa suoritettavan koodin
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ja datan eheyden sekä luottamuksellisuuden pohjautuen suojatun säiliön,
saarekkeen, tekniseen toteutukseen.
Tarkemmin ilmaistuna työssä turvataan käyttöjärjestelmä- ja sovellus-
rajapintatasojen obfuskaation ja diversifioinnin kautta esineiden internet -
laitteiden ohjelmistokerrosta. Soveltamalla samoja tekniikoita protokolla-
kerrokseen, työssä suojataan laitteiden välistä tiedonvaihtoa verkkotasolla.
Pilvilaskennan turvaamiseksi työssä sovelletaan obfuskaatio- ja diversifioin-
titekniikoita asiakaspuolen ohjelmistoratkaisuihin. Vankemman tietoturval-
lisuuden saavuttamiseksi työssä hyödynnetään laitteistopohjaisia TPM- ja
SGX-ratkaisuja. Tietoturvallisuuden lisäksi nämä ratkaisut tarjoavat moni-
kerroksisen luottamuksen rakentuen laitteistotasolta ohjelmistokerrokseen
asti.
Tämän väitöskirjatutkimustyön tuloksena, osajulkaisuiden kautta, vas-
tataan moniin esineiden internet -laitteisiin ja pilvilaskentaan kohdistuviin
tietoturvauhkiin. Työssä esitetään myös näkemyksiä jatkotutkimusaiheista.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The advancement of cloud computing technology has facilitated the busi-
nesses and enterprises with the possibility to deliver services to their cus-
tomers with lower cost, but higher performance, availability, and scalability.
The benefits offered by cloud have made it a highly demanded technology
these days. Nonetheless, using cloud services implies that more and more
data is stored and processed outside the organization’s perimeters, which in
fact, raises concerns about the security and privacy of this data. Ergo, this is
highly significant that the cloud service providers employ effective security
practices to secure their computing infrastructure, to ensure the integrity
and confidentiality of the stored/processed data and code, and to preserve
the privacy of its users. Some of the taken security measures consider the
cloud provider untrusted or malicious from which the users’ data need to
be protected. In contrast, some other security measures protect the cloud
infrastructure from the external intrusions and attacks.
IoT is another wide-spreading technology that is used these days in var-
ious public and private sectors for providing services ranging from wearable
health monitoring, to smart connected cars and smart grids. IoT encom-
passes a broad ranges of devices, sensors, actuators, and humans connected
to each other through the Internet and exchange data in order to make hu-
man lives more intelligent and automated. By the continuous growing trend
of this technology, more ”things” are connecting to each other every day,
collecting and sharing data. It is estimated that the number of connected
devices will reach to 75.44 billion by 2025 [6]. However, in spite of the preva-
lent use of IoT, building security in IoT devices has not been the priority in
development and distribution of the IoT devices. According to the report of
the review conducted by HP Security Research [7] on the most commonly
used IoT devices, 70% of the devices are vulnerable with alarming number
of vulnerabilities per device.
The high popularity and wide adaption of these two technologies have in-
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creased the significance of security protection of them, as the leakage of data
shared and processed by such technologies could have severe consequences.
A cloud infrastructure (e.g., storage and computing units) may contain an
organization’s business critical data or the customers’ personal data includ-
ing social security numbers, credit card information, and addresses. Leakage
of such data harms the business and puts user’s security and privacy at risk.
A breach in an IoT device could open a door for an adversary to enter the
network and also could result in the breach of a huge number of similar
devices, due to their identical design. IoT devices collect and share a great
amount of data, the leakage of which could lead to the loss of user’s privacy,
security and even safety. Nonetheless, the latest news on the growing num-
ber of vulnerabilities, malware, and security attacks on computer systems
clearly indicate the current security measures are not sufficient, and there is
an urgent need for more robust and sophisticated security approaches.
This dissertation contributes to enhancing the security and trust level
in cloud computing and IoT through obfuscation and diversification soft-
ware security technologies, backed with hardware-based security solutions,
trusted computing and Trusted Execution Environment (TEE).
At the application level, we obfuscate and diversify the operating systems
and APIs of the IoT devices. Code obfuscation makes the application harder
to read and reverse engineer. Software diversification makes the software
instances unique which forces the attacker to design individual attack models
for each instance. In these ways, conducting a successful attack becomes
more challenging, inefficient, and costly from attacker’s point of view, and
the risk of a massive scale attacks is mitigated. At the network level, we
obfuscate and diversify the communication protocols used between the IoT
devices, in order to protect the data that is communicated over the network
between the IoT devices. In cloud computing we apply obfuscation and
diversification at the client-side application.
Nevertheless, we believe that software security measures might not be
sufficient in some cases. Therefore, additional hardware security measures
make a more robust system to alleviate the risk of both software and hard-
ware attacks. In this regard, in addition to the two discussed software se-
curity technologies, we also study hardware-based security solutions, TPM
as a trusted computing solution and Intel SGX as a TEE solution. Com-
bination of the software and hardware techniques makes a more complete
security approach.
Due to the fact that protecting the cloud software on client-side is not a
sufficient solution, we study the use of TPM in cloud computing to leverage
hardware-based roots of trust to improve computer security and provide pri-
vacy protection and trust. We employ the virtual TPM in a container-based
virtualization. Virtual TPM emulates the physical TPM that is integrated
on the hardware and presents its functionalities to containers.
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We also study using Intel SGX that provides security, trust and isolation
for the critical applications and data by creating a secure integrity-protected
processing area that guarantees the confidentiality and integrity of the code
and data that is loaded in it. However, since SGX is prone to some side
channel-attacks, we employ obfuscation as a software security technique.
We apply control-flow obfuscation on the enclave programs of the SGX ar-
chitecture, and mitigate the branch-shadowing side-channel attack on SGX.
The dissertation is organized in five different chapters:
• Chapter 1 presents an introductory note on this PhD dissertation and
organization.
• Chapter 2 presents the preliminaries and the background on the concepts
discussed in this dissertation. This chapter first focuses on presenting the
background on the studied execution environments in this dissertation
(cloud computing, IoT) and general status of security in these environ-
ments. The chapter then continues with introducing the software and
hardware security techniques used in the dissertation (obfuscation, diver-
sification, trusted computing, and TEE) to enhance the security and trust
level in cloud computing and IoT.
• Chapter 3 describes in detail the contributions that this dissertation has
made in enhancing the security and trust for cloud computing and IoT,
regarding the background presented in Chapter 2. This chapter, starts
with introducing the objectives and motivation of this dissertation, the
research questions, the research methodology, and it continues by pre-
senting how the dissertation answers the research questions through the
original publications included in this dissertation.
• Chapter 4 presents the concluding remarks, contributions made by this
PhD dissertation, and the future research direction.
• Chapter 5 presents the original publications included in this PhD disser-
tation, Publication I - Publication VI.
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Chapter 2
Preliminaries
This chapter presents background preliminaries of the terms, concepts and
technologies discussed in this dissertation, including cloud computing, IoT
and the general status of security in these environments. The chapter con-
tinues with presenting the software security solutions (obfuscation and diver-
sification), and the trust assurance solutions (trusted computing and TEE)
that are used to improve security and trust in the stated environments, in
the original publications and the subsequent chapters of the dissertation.
2.1 Cloud Computing
Cloud computing has become a popular technology through which organi-
zations and service providers are delivering services to their customers in a
cost-effective and convenient way. This section presents the background on
cloud computing: the definition, architecture, deployment models and the
discussion on the current security status of cloud computing.
2.1.1 Definition
Cloud computing is the delivery of computing services such as storage,
servers, databases, software, and networking over the Internet, on a pay-per-
use basis. The following is the definition provided by the National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST) for cloud computing [47]:
“Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, conve-
nient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable
computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applica-
tions, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released
with minimal management effort or service provider interaction.
This cloud model is composed of five essential characteristics,
three service models, and four deployment models.”
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In the stated definition five essential characteristics are mentioned for
cloud computing. These characteristics are as follows [47]:
1. On-demand self-service: computing capabilities could be provisioned uni-
laterally by the consumer when required.
2. Broad network access: computing capabilities are widely available over
the network using thick and thin clients. Clients refer to the applications
that run on workstations or computers and rely on a server to carry out
operations. A thick client is a full-featured computer that often provides
rich functionality and does not require continuous communication with
the central server. In contrast, a thin client is designed small in size and
the main data processing occurs on the server.
3. Resource pooling : using a multi-tenant paradigm, the computing re-
sources are pooled to serve a multitude of consumers. In this paradigm,
there exists a location independence concept which means that service
consumer may not necessarily have knowledge or control over the physi-
cal location of the resources (such as processing, storage, and memory).
4. Rapid elasticity refers to scalable provisioning and the ability of providing
scalable services. Rapid elasticity provides users with additional space
and resources on the cloud upon their request.
5. Measured service: the cloud service provider monitors, controls, reports
and optimizes the offered resources in a transparent manner to both
provider and consumer of the services.
2.1.2 Deployment Models
Cloud computing is an evolving technology with new capabilities and ser-
vices that have remarkable benefits compared to traditional service provid-
ing approaches. The services are delivered with lower cost (in usage as it is
pay-for-use, in disaster recovery, in data storage solutions), greater ease, less
complexity, higher availability and scalability, and faster deployment. These
compelling benefits have motivated the enterprises to adopt cloud solutions
in their architectures and deliver their services over cloud. Depending on
the need of the enterprise and how large the organization is, four different
deployment models are available, including public, private, community, and
hybrid clouds [1, 45, 47]. In a public (or external) cloud, a third party vendor
is responsible for hosting, operating, and managing the cloud. A common
infrastructure is used to serve multiple customers, which means that the
customers are not required to acquire any software, hardware, and network
devices. This makes the public cloud a suitable model for the enterprises
that wish to invest less and manage the costs efficiently. The security in a
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Figure 2.1: Cloud architecture and resource management at each layer
public cloud is managed by the third party, which leaves less control for the
organization and its users over the security. The contrary solution is pri-
vate (or internal) cloud, where the organization’s customers are in charge of
managing the cloud. The storage, computing, and network are dedicated to
the customer owning the cloud, and not shared with other customers. This
enables the customers to have a higher control on security management and
have more insight about logical and physical aspects of the cloud infrastruc-
ture. Community cloud refers to the type of clouds that are used exclusively
by a community of customers from enterprises with common requirements
and concerns (e.g., policies, security requirements, and compliance consid-
erations). The last model is hybrid cloud that is the composition of several
clouds (private, public, and community). According to the needs and budget
of the enterprise and how critical its resources are, a suitable deployment
model is chosen that can serve the enterprise’s needs the best way [45].
2.1.3 Cloud Architecture and Service Models
The cloud computing services are offered to the customers in three different
models [23, 47], and depending on the need of the consumer/enterprise, a
suitable delivery model is deployed and adapted: Infrastructure as a Ser-
vice (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a Service (SaaS).
Figure 2.1 illustrates the cloud architecture and the resource management
at each layer [23]. The IaaS model offers storage, network and fundamental
computing resources to the consumers, so that they could deploy and run
software such as operating systems and applications. The consumers do not
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have control over the underlying infrastructure, however, they could manage
and control the storage, operating system and deployed applications, and
some of the networking components. The PaaS model offers an integrated
environment to the consumer for deploying, building, and testing applica-
tions using programming languages, tools and libraries supported by the
service provider. The consumer has no control over the underlying cloud
infrastructure (e.g., server, operating system, storage). In the SaaS model,
the main services offered by the service providers to the consumer are the ap-
plications that are hosted and executed on the cloud and are available to the
customers through the network, typically over the Internet. In this model,
the consumer has no control over the underlying infrastructure including
servers, operating system, network, and storage.
2.1.4 Virtualization Models
During the past decade various virtualization mechanisms have been devel-
oped, including hypervisor-based virtualization and container-based virtu-
alization. In hypervisor-based virtualization, a hypervisor (Virtual Machine
Monitor (VMM)) is running on top of the server hardware enabling mul-
tiple VMs to share virtualized hardware resources. This, in fact, means
that different operating systems (e.g., Linux, Windows) can run on top of
the hypervisor on the same physical platform. However, in container-based
virtualization (also referred to as operating-system-level virtualization), vir-
tualization happens at the operating system level rather than the hardware.
That is to say, only one operating system can run on top of the platform,
and the containers share the kernel of this operating system. In other words,
operating system virtualization allows running a multitude of execution en-
vironment instances on a single kernel. Figure 2.2 illustrates the architecture
of these two virtualization models. A container is considered as a lightweight
operating system that runs inside the host system, with the instructions that
are native to the core CPU. This, in effect, eliminates the need for just-in-
time compilation or instruction level emulation [25].
Containers and VMs are similar in the sense that they offer resource iso-
lation and allocation benefits and meanwhile, different in function. In the
container-based virtualization the operating system is virtualized, while in
the hypervisor-based virtualization the hardware is virtualized. There are
advantages and disadvantages associated with each of these virtualization
models. Due to the fact that containers are more lightweight in compari-
son to VMs, they have lower performance overhead, take less storage, and
they boot faster than the guest operating system. On the other hand, the
container-based virtualization has lower flexibility considering that the base
operating system is shared and the containers are hosted with the same
operating system that the hosting platform uses.
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Figure 2.2: Hypervisor-based vs. container-based virtualization
2.1.5 Status of Security in Cloud Computing
The convenience and efficiency offered by cloud computing have encouraged
more users to turn towards this technology. Cloud service providers have
a strong incentive of keeping their software proprietary due to competitive
advantages, and as well are reluctant to report bugs and security incidents to
maintain the reputation of their business. In addition, in cloud computing
where the computing (storage and services) happens outside the organiza-
tion’s premises, the customers are neither aware of the location where their
data is stored/processed, nor have any knowledge of the way cloud infras-
tructure is being managed. The client organizations with more strict data
protection policies are unwilling to confide their data to service provider,
with the concern that their data might be accessed by an unauthorized
party (including cloud provider itself), and might be utilized in an unwanted
manner. Furthermore, due to the nature of virtual environment, in order
to support the cloud’s multi-tenancy attribute, some additional layers are
added to the architecture: the hypervisor that resides between the hardware
and the operating system, and the operating system which is running on the
VMs on top of the hypervisor. In addition to the risk of security attacks that
existed in the traditional computing systems, the added layers have intro-
duced new attacks and expanded the attack surface. These concerns on the
security, confidentiality and integrity of the data have become the primary
issue of trust from clients towards the cloud provider, which therefore has
slowed down the pace of cloud computing adoption into the businesses.
The role of security community is to provide strong security measures to
firstly secure cloud infrastructure in its all layers so to protect the data being
stored or processed on cloud provider side from external threats. Secondly,
they should provide and develop security measures to protect the customers’
data from cloud service provider, so to guarantee the confidentiality and
integrity of data even if the cloud provider is compromised or malicious.
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2.2 Internet of Things
2.2.1 Definition
Decades after the advent of the Internet, the emerging era of ubiquitous
computing began and the continuous connectivity is no dream anymore.
One of the prominent elements of pervasive computing is Internet of Things
(IoT) or Internet of Everything. The term was used for the first time by
MIT Auto-ID Labs in 1999 [17]. IoT embeds computational capabilities into
the everyday used objects, and enable their connectivity to each other and
to the Internet from anywhere at any time. The term Internet of Things is
composed of two significant pillars of ”Internet” and ”Things”. The notion
”Things” encompasses any object that is able to connect to the Internet,
including sensors, smart devices, and any other element that is capable of
communicating with other entities. IoT is regarded as the third revolution in
information technology after Internet and mobile communication networks.
Today, IoT is used in multitude of public and private sectors in various
applications including healthcare, smart spaces, wearable data monitoring
systems, smart lighting, and farming.
2.2.2 Operating System and Software on IoT Devices
IoT comprises a wide variety of heterogeneous components with varied func-
tionalities and computing capabilities ranging from sensors with lightweight
8-bit micro-controllers, to powerful 32-bit processors (e.g., PCs and smart-
phones). On that account, the designed operating system and the software
should be adaptable by all ranges of objects participating in the network
including the low-powered ones. Moreover, in addition to supporting the
functionality of the ubiquitous devices, the software should also be compat-
ible with the limitation of these devices, in terms of memory, computational
power, and energy capacity. Baccelli et al. [14] discuss that the software de-
signed for IoT devices should be a) designed considering the heterogeneous
hardware constraints: the IoT software should operate with low complexity
and have fairly low memory requirement; b) programmable: the IoT soft-
ware should provide a standard application-program interface (API) and
support the standard programming languages (such as C, C++) for appli-
cation developers; and c) autonomous: for energy efficiency purposes, the
software should consider sleeping cycles for energy saving at the times that
the hardware is in idle mode. Moreover, due to the fact that IoT is de-
ployed in critical systems, it is essential that the operating system functions
reliably. These requirements motivated the developers to build operating
systems and software that are compatible with all variety of IoT devices
with diverse capabilities and capacities, that could both leverage the capa-
bilities of the more powerful devices and could also be run on the power-
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restricted devices. Table 2.1 lists some of the operating systems designed for
such low-end embedded devices. The most widely used operating systems
for IoT devices are Contiki [26] and TinyOS [41]. Contiki [26] is an open-
source operating system, developed in C language to operate on low-power
memory-restricted devices (by requiring only a few kilobytes of memory).
Through supporting networking standards (e.g., CoAP, IPV4, and IPV6)
Contiki enables the low-power microcontrollers to connect to the Internet.
TinyOS [41] is as well an open-source operating system that is developed in
nesC [9] language (an extension of C). Similar to Contiki, TinyOS is mul-
tithreading, event-driven, and is designed according to a component-based
programming model with monolithic structure. TinyOS is specifically de-
signed for the sensor network devices with constraint resources (e.g., 512
bytes of RAM and 8Kb of memory).
Table 2.1: Operating systems for embedded devices
OS Overview Characteristic Lang. Open
source
Contiki designed for WSN and
memory-efficient embed-
ded systems network
Modular structure,
multi-tasking, multi-
threading, event-driven
C 3
TinyOS Intended for the low-
power wireless devices
Monolithic struc-
ture, multi-threading,
event-driven
NesC 3
RIOT
OS
Real-time Modular structure,
multi-threading
C,
C++
3
Mantis Designed for WSN. It
presents C API with
Linux and Windows de-
velopment environments.
Threads C 3
Nano-
RK
Equipped with a light-
weight resource kernel
and networking support
for WSN.
Threads C 5
LiteOS UNIX-like OS for WSN Threads and Events LiteC++ 3
Free
RTOS
Real-time OS designed
for embedded devices
Multi-threading C 3
Linux Various Linux distribu-
tions can run on IoT de-
vices, e.g. Raspbian and
Ubuntu Core
Monolithic structure,
event-driven
C,
C++
3
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2.2.3 Protocols Used for Connection of IoT Devices
Considering TCP/IP as the de facto standard for the communication net-
works, some are on the opinion that it could also be used in IoT in the
future. However, at this point the low capacity of the IoT devices makes
the deployment of IPv6 for connecting such devices challenging. Therefore,
the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has presented protocols that
are adaptable to this environment, with the assistance of which the normal
IP-based devices (e.g., PCs and smartphones) can connect to the low-end
devices. Since the IoT devices may use different protocols to communicate,
the protocols should be translated to a standard protocol using XML, JSON,
or RESTful APIs. The following ones are some of the most commonly used
protocols for connecting the IoT devices to each other through the Internet:
• User Datagram Protocol (UDP) [49] is the most commonly used pro-
tocol at the transport layer for the low power networks.
• Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) [53] is an application-layer
protocol built on UDP and is compatible with resource constrained
nodes, and replaces HTTP as it has higher overheard for IoT.
• IPv6 over Low Power Wireless Personal Area Networks (6LoWPAN)
[8] is a protocol that comes as an adaptation layer between the link and
network layers, and allows transmission of packets over IEEE 802.15.4-
based network. It presents packet fragmentation and header compres-
sion to decrease datagram size.
• Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) [34] is a publish/-
subscribe messaging protocol for communication of the devices and
servers. It is a many-to-many protocol, i.e., the messages are trans-
ferred between clients via a central broker. The protocol is designed on
top of TCP/IP, thus the connection can be encrypted with SSL/TLS.
• Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP) [58] is an application-
layer protocol that reuses the underlying transport models (e.g., TCP/IP
and UDP) and connects servers together. AMQP offers flexible routing
and queuing system.
• Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP) [2] is protocol
based on XML that provides instant messaging and presence function-
ality services. XMPP is used to connect devices to servers.
2.2.4 Security Status of IoT
From the advent of IoT technology, the focus of the service providers prin-
cipally has been on operability and availability of the IoT services. Often,
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security of the devices and privacy of their users were afterthoughts. This is
while IoT has gained more and more popularity and more sensors, actuators,
and devices are connecting to each other and to the Internet. The number
of connected devices is projected to reach 75.44 billion by 2025, which is
about 5 times increase in 10 years time (2015 - 2025) [6]. These objects/de-
vices/sensors collect a great deal of data and share them over the Internet.
Some of these data contains sensitive information about users such as per-
sonal, financial, and the physical location of the users. Leaking of such data
could not only result in violation of the users’ privacy, but could also endan-
ger their safety and security. HP Security Research conducted a review on
the most commonly used IoT devices, and the report shows that 70% of the
devices are vulnerable with very high rate of vulnerabilities per device [7].
These vulnerabilities include Heartbleed, denial of service, weak passwords,
and cross-site scripting. Considering the fact that IoT is established on the
Internet, it is prone to the traditional security risks for the Internet. In ad-
dition to those risks, the dynamic nature of the IoT environment, along with
the heterogeneity and large scale of devices, make the traditional security
issues more critical and also present new security challenges. OWASP [11]
has listed the following as the 10 top vulnerabilities that IoT devices suffer
from: easily guessable and brute-forced passwords, insecure network ser-
vices, insecure ecosystem interfaces, lack of secure update mechanism, using
outdated and insecure components/libraries on the device, lack of sufficient
privacy protection mechanism, insecure transmission and storage of data (no
encryption and access control mechanism), absence of device management,
insecure default setting, and absence of physical hardening measures.
Securing the IoT devices and protecting the collected and shared data is
exceedingly significant. However, special characteristics of IoT devices have
made securing of them a challenging task compared to the traditional com-
puting devices. These special characteristics include low capacity of devices
in terms of memory and computational power, heterogeneity of devices with
different capabilities, scalability of network, wireless connection of devices
to network (via Wi-Fi, ZigBee, Bluetooth), mobility of the devices in the
network, and the single-purpose design of the embedded IoT devices. There-
fore, it is essential that the security measure that is designed to protect the
security and privacy in IoT is lightweight, tolerable by the devices, and is
compatible with the limitations of the IoT devices.
2.3 Obfuscation
Code obfuscation is the process of scrambling and transforming the code
to an unintelligible form that is more complex, and harder to read and com-
prehend. The obfuscated code is syntactically different, but still functional
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and semantically equivalent to the original code [20]. With the help of ob-
fuscation transformations, even if an adversary obtains the program’s source
code, it takes more time and energy to comprehend the code and reverse
engineer it. Obfuscation does not guarantee that the program will not be
tampered with or reversed engineered, but it advances the level of defense
by increasing the effort and cost for the attacker to learn the functionality
of the obfuscated program.
Figure 2.3a shows a simple piece of C code and Figure 2.3b shows the
obfuscated version of this code using a free online obfuscation tool [10]. The
obfuscated version of the code is not easy to read and understand. Certainly,
with given resources and time the attacker may be able to comprehend and
reverse engineer the code, albeit requiring higher time and energy.
#include <stdio.h>
int main(){int
o_29fb4af0a1adf7ee01a3b3dd06bbe963,o_c3fc214552f8031f1447db420dff1c96,o_eab5836874947171c8ad490372fe6348=
(0x0000000000000000 + 0x0000000000000200 + 0x0000000000000800 ­
0x0000000000000A00),o_31b27256bfe8509585c3676eed39aaca=(0x0000000000000002 + 0x0000000000000201 +
0x0000000000000801 ­ 0x0000000000000A03),o_ae6b7175f17dcdedea722a581a2ca6b9;printf("\x45""n\164e\x72"" \164h\x65""
\156u\x6D""b\145r\x20""o\146
\x74""e\162m\x73"":\040");scanf("\x25""d",&o_c3fc214552f8031f1447db420dff1c96);printf("\x46""i\142o\x6E""a\143c\x69""
\123e\x72""i\145s\x3A"" ");for (o_29fb4af0a1adf7ee01a3b3dd06bbe963 = (0x0000000000000002 + 0x0000000000000201 +
0x0000000000000801 ­ 0x0000000000000A03);(o_29fb4af0a1adf7ee01a3b3dd06bbe963 <=
o_c3fc214552f8031f1447db420dff1c96) & !!(o_29fb4af0a1adf7ee01a3b3dd06bbe963 <=
o_c3fc214552f8031f1447db420dff1c96);++o_29fb4af0a1adf7ee01a3b3dd06bbe963){printf("\x25""d\054
",o_eab5836874947171c8ad490372fe6348);o_ae6b7175f17dcdedea722a581a2ca6b9 = o_eab5836874947171c8ad490372fe6348 +
o_31b27256bfe8509585c3676eed39aaca;o_eab5836874947171c8ad490372fe6348 =
o_31b27256bfe8509585c3676eed39aaca;o_31b27256bfe8509585c3676eed39aaca =
o_ae6b7175f17dcdedea722a581a2ca6b9;};return (0x0000000000000000 + 0x0000000000000200 + 0x0000000000000800 ­
0x0000000000000A00);};
#include <stdio.h>
int main()
{
    int i, n, a = 0, b = 1, nextTerm;
    printf("Enter the number of terms: ");
    scanf("%d", &n);
    printf("Fibonacci Series: ");
 
    for (i = 1; i <= n; ++i)
    {
        printf("%d, ", a);
        nextTerm = a + b;
        a = b;
        b = nextTerm;
    }
    return 0;
}
Obfuscation
(a)
(b)
Figure 2.3: Excerpt from obfuscated piece of C code: a) original code, b)
obfuscated version of the same code
In the literature, there has been a large body of research on the various
obfuscation mechanisms [21], each of which has different target for applying
obfuscation transformation, and at various phases of the software develop-
ment life-cycle [33]. According to the taxonomy presented by Collberg et
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al. [21] the target of obfuscation could be control flow, data, and program
layout. For achieving each of these obfuscation transformations, there exist
a wide range of mechanisms. Control flow obfuscation is one very common
way of concealing the program flow. To obfuscate the program’s control flow,
opaque predicates could be used [22]. An opaque predicate is a Boolean ex-
pression in a program code that is designed to be executed always the same
way. Although the outcome of this execution is always known to the ob-
fuscator in a priori, it still is evaluated at execution time to make the code
analysis harder and more cumbersome. Bogus (dead/gray/dummy code)
insertion [27, 59] is another common control flow obfuscation technique that
is used to confuse the code analyzing tools, by adding a piece of code that is
never executed. Data obfuscation attempts at obscuring data and concealing
data structure of a program. Some of the obfuscation mechanisms that fall
in the category of data obfuscation are class transformation [56], and array
transformation [24]. The third category is layout transformation which is a
type of obfuscation that targets the program’s layout structure, for instance
through renaming the identifiers [35], Instruction Set Randomization (ISR)
[57], and Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) [44].
Code obfuscation has been proposed and used by software developers for
various purposes [33], including protecting secrets and data in a program,
protecting protocols from spoofing, protecting program from tampering and
illegitimate modification, making code analysis difficult, protecting digital
watermarks and birthmarks in programs, and protecting mobile agents. Like
many other security measures, obfuscation has also been used by malware
developers to conceal the malware’s malicious code from being detected by
the scanners [64].
2.4 Diversification
Software diversification is changing the structure and internal interfaces
of a program in order to generate unique diversified versions of this program.
Unique instances of the software are distributed among the users. These in-
stances are all functionally the same, but differently diversified. This means
that diversification breaks the monoculture software distribution model and
introduces multiculturalism in software deployment process. The security
benefit of the multicultural software deployment model is impeding the risk
of large-scale attacks. Even supposing that the attacker manages to crack
one instance of the software and utilize some non-public internal interface,
on account of the fact that software instances are unique, the attacker cannot
access other instance. In other words, the attack model must be designed
individually for each particular software instance and the same attack model
does not work on all software instances. Therefore, diversification is a very
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Figure 2.4: Software diversification
effective technique for securing largely distributed systems and also the sys-
tems in the current era of operating system and interface monoculture. Fig-
ure 2.4 shows the unique design and distribution of the diversified software
instances, and how diversification thwarts the risk of large-scale attack.
In order to access the resources of a system, interfaces are used. Di-
versification alters the internal interface(s) to secret ones. Diversifying the
internal interfaces of the software creates a unique secret that is propagated
only between the legal ”clients” of the interface (i.e., they are also diversified
to be compatible with inner layers), to maintain their communication be-
tween each other. The diversification secret is kept private from illegitimate
parties to prevent their access to the diversified resources.
Interface diversification introduces proactive protection against malware,
especially when it is applied throughout all the interface layers. Malware
(malicious software) is a piece of software that is designed to run its code on
a user’s computer to disrupt its operation or manipulate the system in the
way that the attacker desires [55]. To do this, malware needs to gain knowl-
edge on the system, its environment, and how to interact with it and access
its resources. Software diversification modifies the internal interfaces of the
software and makes it challenging for the malware to get such knowledge.
Consequently, the malware code becomes incompatible with the system’s
environment and when not able to interact with it, it becomes ineffective.
To achieve this, many different diversification techniques have been pro-
posed that each target various parts in software layer. Depending on the
need of the system, different diversification mechanisms could be employed.
Diversification mechanisms could be as simple as name changing or a more
complex technique such as system call diversification.
System calls are the programmatic ways for a program to request services
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from the operating system kernel. System calls as part of overflow attacks
could be misused by a malware to access the operating system and carry
out its malicious intend. Diversification of the system calls could conceal
their interface and make them inaccessible by the malware. Symbol diver-
sification [39] diversifies the indirect library entry points to the system calls
by renaming the symbols in Linux binaries. This makes it difficult for the
malware to use these entry points and system’s resources, because it does
not know the diversification secret (the function that relates the original and
new symbol names). Liang et al. [42] propose a system call randomization
approach to counter code injection attacks. This type of attacks uses system
calls to inject code. By randomizing these system calls, the attacker who
does not know the randomization algorithm key, will inject a code that is not
randomized in the same way that the target process has been randomized,
so it is not valid for the de-randomized module. Thus, the injected code
fails to execute without correctly calling the system calls. Address Space
Layout Randomization (ASLR) [44] is another practical and effective diver-
sification technique that protects the operating system from buffer overflow
by randomizing the location of the executables in the memory [35]. This,
randomizes and reshuffles the address space locations of a process (the base
of the executable, heap, stack, and library position). Here, the memory
could be seen as an interface that after diversifying it, the attacks that rely
on the known layout structure are prevented.
Software diversification has many parallels with code obfuscation. Whilst
the main goal of these two software security approaches are different, many
of the techniques developed for software obfuscation can be parameterized
for software diversification purposes. This means that obfuscation could be
applied to generate diversified versions of the code, and obfuscation could be
applied to make diversified software less understandable and distinguished
from equivalent versions. These two techniques do not aim to eliminate
software vulnerabilities, but make it difficult for an attacker to exploit these
vulnerabilities and conduct a successful attack. In the literature, there exist
a wide range of studies on applying these two techniques for securing various
execution environments [32] such as cloud computing [37, 50], IoT [29, 30],
mobile and embedded systems. The studies show that the two techniques
have been successful in mitigating the risk of a wide range of attacks [32]
including buffer overflow, injection attacks, Return-Oriented Programming
(ROP) attacks, and JIT spraying attacks. Diversification and obfuscation
could be applied on different parts of software at different phases of develop-
ment process: design and implementation, compilation and linking, loading,
installation and update, and execution. The most common phase is compile
time (i.e., at the time the program is compiled and linked) [33].
It is worthwhile discussing here how obfuscation and diversification differ
from security through obscurity. Security through obscurity protects the
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code/secret/asset by concealing it. This means that the asset is safe until it
is not discovered. When it is discovered, it is no longer safe, and the system
is vulnerable. This is while that obfuscation does not try to hide the program
but instead secures the program, even in the case that the source code or
the binary code of the program is revealed. This means that even if the
attacker gets access to the code, he/she cannot read/understand it, because
it is obfuscated in a way that the attacker does not know. For instance, in
source code obfuscation the code is not hidden but it is obfuscated in a way
that it is difficult to comprehend and reverse engineer.
Diversification removes the knowledge necessary to interact with the
environment and access the resources, i.e., the previously publicly known
interfaces towards the system resources are removed, and thus, the system
is hardened. For instance, in symbol diversification [39] the indirect library
entry points to the system calls are renamed. This means that the old names
are not hidden, but they do not exist anymore.
Therefore, security through obscurity could be valuable to add a valid
layer of security, but it cannot be a sufficient and strong security mechanisms
by itself and cannot substitute the security for secrecy.
2.5 Trusted Computing
Trusted computing (TC) is a technology that leverages a hardware-based
roots of trust to improve computer security through hardware enhancements
and alteration of the associated SW. TC creates a secure environment re-
ferred to as Trusted Computing Base (TCB) which provides privacy protec-
tion and trust. TCB assures the security of the system and guarantees that
it is behaving in the expected manner. Different hardware manufacturers
have promoted and developed specifications to protect computer resources
from the access of malicious entities. Trusted Platform Module (TPM) [13]
is a tamper resilient co-processor chip that is designed by Trusted Com-
puting Group consortium [12], to provide security solutions to its hosting
platform. These solutions include trusted boot, secure storage, integrity
measurement, remote attestation, and cryptographic functionalities. Today,
a large number of computing devices are equipped and shipped with TPM
and benefit from the security guarantees that it offers. TPM specification
version 1.2 was first published in 2011, and a newer version of it, TPM 2.0,
was released to the market with stronger cryptographic capabilities and al-
gorithm supports. TPM provides Root of Trust for Storage (TRS), Root
of Trust for Reporting (RTR), and Root of Trust for Measurement (RTM)
[62]. RTS offers a protected and secure repository to store the sensitive
data and cryptographic keys. It also contains a cryptographic engine to
securely conduct lightweight cryptographic operations. RTR offers a pro-
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tected environment and interface that is responsible for managing identities
and signing the assertions. It cryptographically binds the information to a
specific device, in order to prove the integrity and non-repudiability of the
information. RTM provides the measurements on the platform’s trust sta-
tus. These services offered by TPM, make the identification, authentication,
integrity verification, and encryption of a device feasible.
Remote attestation which is the primary attribute provided by TC tech-
nology extends the trust from the lower levels, towards the upper levels and
applications. This step-by-step verification of trust is known as the chain of
trust, in which all the component are considered untrusted and are measured
before they are loaded or executed. A TCB measures the integrity of the
platform both at the boot time and at the run time. At the time of system
boot, it needs to be assured that the system is being booted correctly, and
it is running the appropriate operating system. This is achieved by creat-
ing a chain of trust starting from the Core Root of Trust for Measurement
(CRTM). CTRM is a trusted code in the BIOS boot block that measures
the integrity values of other components, and stays unaltered during the
whole platform’s lifetime. CRTM is an extension of normal BIOS that is
run to measure the integrity of other parts of the BIOS block. The BIOS
measures the hardware and the bootloader, and then it passes the control to
the bootloader. The bootloader measures the kernel image of the operating
system and passes the control to the operating system. Based on the taken
measurement values in each of the steps in the boot process, the appropri-
ate Platform Configuration Register (PCR) value is updated [63]. Storing
a new value to the PCR works by extending the existing value with a new
value. TPM PCRs are the protected memory locations for storing sensitive
information, such as integrity measurement values that attest the system’s
integrity. Besides the strong isolated storage that the TPM offers, it also
holds a set of keys that assist at the time of attestation, Endorsement key
(EK) and Attestation Identity Key (AIK). EK is an RSA key pair that is
used for cryptography operations such as digital signature operation. This
key is a pair of public and private key that is generated at time that TPM is
being manufactured. The private part of the key is tied to TPM and never
leaves it. EK is used for signing the information that is generated inside the
TPM, such as PCR values. AIKs are the keys that are used at the time of
remote attestation, to preserve the privacy of the platform’s identity. When
a platform (attester) receives remote attestation request from a verifier, it
sends out an integrity report that is composed of PCR values and their dig-
ital signature computed with an AIK. Due to the fact that the private part
of the AIK’s key pair never was released from TPM, a certified authority
can certify the authenticity of it. This is a guarantee for the integrity and
authenticity of the report [62].
In recent years, hardware virtualization technology has emerged rapidly
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and has reduced the costs associated with the ownership of computer sys-
tems. This technology has especially been advantageous for systems that
share hardware platform among multitude of software workloads with the
aim of cost reduction and utilization improvement. Cloud computing is one
of these systems that have benefited from hardware/platform virtualiza-
tion. The added benefits have also introduced security concerns due to the
shared resources. The software workloads that are sharing the same hard-
ware should be kept separate from each other to protect their security and
maintain the software integrity. Virtual Machine Monitor (=hypervisor) is
a proper solution for isolating these workloads, and TC is a suitable technol-
ogy to provide hardware based root of trust, guaranteeing software integrity
and mitigating the software attacks. Hence, combination of these technolo-
gies is a well-fitting solution in this scenario. Virtualization of the TPM was
proposed [16] to make TPM functionalities available to all VMs running on
a platform, in a way that there is only one physical TPM per platform which
is virtualized. Each VM receives its own virtual TPM (vTPM) instance and
these vTPM instances act just as physical TPMs and offer the same func-
tionalities as the hardware TPM. Due to the fact that vTPM is software
based, it has more flexibility comparing with physical TPM.
2.6 Trusted Execution Environment
A Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) [51] is a secure integrity-protected
processing area inside the main processor with memory and storage capabil-
ities. It runs in an isolated environment in parallel to the operating system,
and guarantees the confidentiality and integrity of the code and data that is
loaded in the TEE. The trusted applications that run in TEE have access to
the processor and memory of the device. Hardware isolation secures these
applications from the other applications installed by the user that run in
the operating system. Cryptographic software isolation inside these trusted
environments protects different applications from each other. The primary
concepts of a TEE are security, trust, and isolation of critical data. TEE
enables device identification through root of trust which enables the stake-
holders to identify the authenticity of the device that they are interacting
with. Also, it cryptographically protects the data that is processed and the
applications that are executed in it.
Intel R© SGX [4, 5] is a hardware-based TEE solution developed to provide
isolated execution. SGX is a set of new instructions and modifications to the
memory access, added to the Intel R© architecture that enable an application
to instantiate a highly protected container called enclave. Enclave is referred
to the protected area in the address space of an application that guarantees
integrity and confidentiality, even in the presence of malware. This protected
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memory area is accessible only by the software that resides in the enclave,
and access is prevented for the applications outside it, even for the privileged
software such as hypervisor, BIOS, or operating system [46]. The memory
area utilized by an enclave is encrypted in order to protect application’s
secrets from adversaries with access to the memory. Some instances of the
typical use cases of enclave are password managers, password input, and
cryptographic operations. Figure 2.5 shows the enclave secure container
within the application’s virtual address space [46].
OS
Enclave
App stack
App code
Entry table
Enclave code
Enclave heap
Enclave stack
Figure 2.5: Excerpt of an enclave within application’s virtual address space
In the recent years, Intel SGX has received considerable attention by
virtue of the fact that it could be a practical solution for various domains
including trustworthy public cloud. Confidentiality and integrity assurance
have always been a major concern and obstacle on cloud adoption. These
concerns could be alleviated through the use of Intel SGX.
Despite of the great advantages that Intel SGX has introduced, it has
recently shown to be prone to several side-channel attacks that attempt to
extract some information about the program running in an enclave. One
of these side-channel attacks is the branch shadowing attack [40] that aims
at learning the secret-dependent control flow of the code running inside an
enclave. To do this, the attack misuses the Branch Prediction Unit (BPU)
of the CPU to identify whether an instruction is executed/taken or not,
and also the target of the branch. BPU is a feature in modern processes to
improve performance through instructions pipelining before exact branching
decisions are known. In other words, based on the recent branch history,
BPU speculates whether or not a branch is taken, and also the targets
of indirect branches. Similar to branch-shadowing attack that uses BPU
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and CPU’s speculative execution feature, Meltdown [43] and Spectre [36]
also misuse the critical vulnerabilities of modern CPUs to get hold of the
secrets that are stored in the memory of other running applications, such
as passwords stored in the browser or password manager, personal emails,
photos and business-critical documents stored on the victim’s machine.
Page fault (=control-based) side channel attacks [61] are critical side-
channel attacks that allow a malicious operating system to take control over
the SGX program’s execution and to extract large amounts of sensitive infor-
mation from the protected application. To conduct this type of attack, the
malicious operating system interrupts the execution of the enclave, unmaps
the target memory pages, and resumes the execution of the enclave. To
unmap the memory, the operating system induces page-fault traps through
restricting the access to particular data pages or code. At the time when a
data object on that particular data page is accessed or a function on that
particular code page is called, a page-fault is triggered and the operating
system is notified. By observing the pattern and sequence of accessed ad-
dresses of data and control transfers, the malicious operating system can
infer the sensitive data.
A cache-based side channel attack [19] extracts the secret of an enclave
program (e.g., RSA key) through monitoring the access patterns of the
caches that are shared between enclave and untrusted software. This moni-
toring could be done through Prime+Probe cache monitoring technique [48].
In this technique, the adversary fills up all the cache lines. Then the victim
accesses a cache line. The adversary detects whether or not the cache line
is used by the victim through checking if its cache entry has been evicted.
Intel has stated that these side-channel attacks are beyond the scope of
SGX and it is the responsibility of the developer to mitigate the risk of such
attacks [3]. In this regard, researchers and developers have developed several
defense mechanisms to mitigate these side-channel attacks, such as T-SGX
[54] and SGX-Shield [52] as mitigating solutions to the controlled-channel
attack, DR.SGX [18] to mitigate cache attacks on enclave, and mitigating
solutions to thwart the branch-shadowing attacks [31].
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Chapter 3
Contributions of the
dissertation
This chapter is organized in five different sections and describes in detail
the contributions this dissertation makes in providing security and trust for
cloud computing and IoT. Section 3.1 presents objectives and motivations of
this dissertation (M1 - M5) to conduct further research and tackle the secu-
rity issues. Section 3.2 introduces research questions (RQ1 - RQ4) devised
in order to follow the motivations and achieve the objectives of dissertation.
Next, in Section 3.3 we present the research methodology chosen for this dis-
sertation, and in Sections 3.4 we explain the process of answering research
questions through the original publications included in this dissertation. Fi-
nally, Section 3.5, presents a detailed description of the contributions that
each individual publication has made to this dissertation.
3.1 Motivation and Objective of the Research
The following, M1 - M5, are the motivations of conducting this research dis-
sertation in the studied domain, security and trust in cloud computing and
IoT. M1 - M3 are the motivations on the choice of execution environment,
and M4 - M5 are the motivations for the choice of security approach:
• M1: Improving security in cloud computing
• M2: Improving trust in cloud computing
• M3: Improving security in IoT
• M4: Improving the security of software through obfuscation and diver-
sification techniques
• M5: Improving the level of security and trust through hardware-based
security solutions, TC and TEE
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The advancements of cloud computing technology have facilitated the orga-
nizations and enterprises with lower cost and higher performance services
that are more scalable and available. Due to these advantages, there is a
high demand for cloud computing services and organizations rely on cloud
technologies more and more to deliver services to their customers. How-
ever, in comparison to in-house premises, in a cloud scenario the data is
stored outside the organization’s perimeters. This always raises the concern
about the security and privacy of the data and also trust towards the cloud
provider and cloud infrastructure. This motivated us to seek for solutions
that employ effective practices to secure the cloud computing infrastructure,
preserve the privacy of its users, and provides trust relationship between the
service provider and consumers. Such motivations are formulated as M1 and
M2 in this dissertation.
In addition to cloud computing, we study the security in Internet of
Things as another pervasive environment. IoT is being used in multitude
of public and private sectors, ranging from the public safety to health care.
This means that more and more devices are being connected to each other
and to the Internet, collect and share a great deal of data including personal
and business data. Security attacks on these devices could result in leaking of
this data, consequently harming the business, loss of millions of dollars, and
even endangering the safety and security of the consumers. The traditional
software and hardware security measures that are meant for computers are
not directly applicable to IoT devices and embedded systems, as they often
overwhelm the limited resource and processing capability that these devices
have. To these reasons, we were motivated to seek for a software security
solution to improve the security of IoT devices. This led us to the third
motivation of research in this dissertation (M3).
In order to secure a system, there exists a wide range of security mea-
sures to provide security in various levels, including hardware, software, and
network. This dissertation investigates the security mainly in software and
hardware level and it touches network level security very briefly (in Publica-
tion IV). To achieve this goal, we chose software security techniques, obfus-
cation and diversification, as we believe that application of these techniques
at operating system and API level generates unique diversified software in-
stances, and thus, lowers the risk of large-scale and targeted attacks. They
additionally lower the risk of malicious reverse engineering of the software,
make the attack more challenging, inefficient, and costly from an attacker’s
point of view, and have a potential to render the malware useless. This led
us to research motivation M4 to study these two techniques extensively in
enhancing the security of software in cloud computing and IoT. Nonetheless,
software security measures might not be sufficient in some cases, therefore,
additional hardware security measures make a more robust system to al-
leviate the risk of both software and hardware attacks. In this regard, in
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addition to the two discussed software security technologies, we also use
hardware based security solutions, trusted computing, and TEEs to make a
more complete security approach, and increase the level of trust. This led
us to research motivation M5.
3.2 Research Questions
In order to address the motivation of the studies (Section 3.1), we formulated
the following research questions:
• RQ1: How can software diversification and code obfuscation improve
the security of software?
These two software security techniques have been extensively stud-
ied in the literature as promising techniques for protecting software
systems. Through answering this question, we aim at learning what
is known about the use of obfuscation and diversification in securing
the software, the state-of-the-art, the types of threats these techniques
could successfully mitigate, what exactly is obfuscated and diversified
in order to lower the risk of such threats, when and through what
methods they are applied, in what execution environments these tech-
niques are applicable or have been applied.
• RQ2: How can we enhance the level of security and trust in cloud
computing through obfuscation, diversification and trusted computing
and TEE technologies?
In the current scenario that many of the organizations and users are
relying on cloud services, the security of it is of paramount importance.
This security should be guaranteed at various levels. In addition to
the significance of security, we require a trust relationship between
the cloud service provider and its users. In this dissertation, we con-
template the cloud security from software security point of view, and
we consider the use of trusted computing and trusted execution envi-
ronments for providing trust and verifying the cloud’s accountability.
Through investigating this research question, we consider the possibil-
ity of applying obfuscation and diversification techniques to enhance
the security and utilize trusted computing technology and trusted exe-
cution environments to guarantee the trust relationship in virtual envi-
ronments and ensuring the integrity and confidentiality of the program
execution.
• RQ3: How can we enhance the level of security in IoT through obfus-
cation and diversification technologies?
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With the pervasiveness of the usage of IoT and the high amount of data
collected by the IoT devices, it is very important that these devices are
secured and the network on which the data is transmitted is protected.
Through investigating this research question, we consider the possibil-
ity of applying obfuscation and diversification techniques to enhance
the security in IoT, at network and application layer. This approach
provides security at devices level, mitigates the risk of massive-scale
attacks, and lowers the risk of malware.
• RQ4: How can we combine the software security techniques, with hard-
ware backed solutions to introduce a robust security measure?
It is known that the rate of malware and software attacks are increas-
ing, thus there is a high demand for strong software protection mech-
anisms. However, the software security techniques have sometimes
been proved to be vulnerable and breakable. On the other hand, the
hardware security approaches lack the flexibility and simplicity in im-
plementation that the software-based approaches have. Thus, by an-
swering this research question, we aim at employing software security
techniques (obfuscation and diversification) together with hardware-
based security solutions (TC and TEE) to have more robust protection.
Figure 3.1 shows the relationship of research questions we formulated
in this dissertation in order to follow the research motivations explained in
Section 3.1.
M1
M2
M3
RQ1
RQ2
RQ3
RQ4
M4
M5
RQ1:	How	can	software	diversification	and	code	obfuscation	improve	the	security	of	software?
RQ2:	How	can	we	enhance	the	level	of	security	and	trust	in	cloud	computing	through	obfuscation,
diversification	and	trusted	computing	and	TEE	technologies?
RQ3:	How	can	we	enhance	the	level	of	security	in	IoT	through	obfuscation	and	diversification	technologies?
RQ4:	How	can	we	combine	the	software	security	techniques,	with	hardware	backed	solutions	to	introduce	a
robust	security	measure?
M1:	Improving	security	in	cloud	computing
M2:	Improving	trust	in	cloud	computing
M3:	Improving	security	in	IoT
M4:	Improving	the	security	of	software	through	obfuscation	and	diversification	techniques
M5:	Improving	the	level	of	security	and	trust	through	hardware-based	security	solutions,	TC	and	TEE
Figure 3.1: Relationship of the motivations of the research with the formu-
lated research questions in this dissertation.
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3.3 Research Methodology and Research Approach
In order to answer the defined research questions in this dissertation (RQ1
- RQ4), different research methodologies and research approaches are em-
ployed. This section presents an overview of these methodologies and ap-
proaches, and explains the type of methodology and approach that has been
used in each of the original publications (Publication I - Publication VI).
Research methodology is a systematic way of solving a research prob-
lem. In a research methodology the various steps that should be adopted
by a researcher are applied. Meanwhile, research methods are referred to
all the techniques and methods that can be utilized in performing research
operations [38]. According to the classification of the research methods pre-
sented by Wohlin and Aurum [60], besides the survey method, there are
three main classes of research methods: 1) case study, 2) action research,
and 3) design science research.
A case study research aims at investigating a phenomenon by employing
multiple data collection methods and collecting information from various
sources. A case study research typically follows the phases of designing,
conducting the case study, analyzing the collected data, and developing a
conclusion [60].
An action research aims at solving a problem of an organization for
which the research is conducted. In this research, the researcher is part of
the organization during the process of investigation, developing and applying
the solution. The process of action research typically follows the phases of
diagnosis of the problem, planning, action taking, evaluating, and specifying
the learning [60].
A design science research aims at addressing a problem through building
and evaluating an artefact that is designed to meet the requirements of that
problem. This research is considered as a problem-solving process. This
means that for solving that specific problem, an innovative and effective
artefact is designed that should be evaluated by applying thorough evalua-
tion approaches. The outcome of this research is presented in the form of a
model, method, construct, or an instantiation [60].
Although there is an overlap in some stages of research approach used
in action research and design science research, the focus of the outcome is
different. Action research focuses on solving a problem in an organization
through organizational and social changes. While, design science research
focuses on bringing a solution as an IT artefact (such as a framework or a
model) that will become a knowledge base for researchers.
Table 3.1 presents the research methods used in each of the original
publications in this dissertation.
In Publication I, the survey research method is used, as the publication
extensively observes and studies the literature and the existing solutions.
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Publications Research method
Publication I survey
Publication II survey & design science
Publication III design science
Publication IV design science
Publication V design science
Publication IV design science
Table 3.1: Research methods used in original publications included in this
dissertation.
Publication I: Using Diversification and Obfuscation Techniques for Software Security: A
Systematic Literature Review
Publication II: Obfuscation and Diversification for Securing Cloud Computing
Publication III: Security in Container based Virtualization through vTPM
Publication IV: Security in the Internet of Things through Obfuscation and Diversification
Publication V: Interface Diversification in IoT Operating Systems
Publication VI: Mitigating Branch Shadowing Attacks on Intel SGX using Control Flow
Randomization
The research approach to conduct this thorough observation is systematic
literature survey.
In Publication II, the survey and design science research method is used.
Survey research method is used to collect and analyze the data, and draw
a conclusion. More precisely, the literature is reviewed in order to identify
the existing obfuscation and diversification solutions in the context of cloud
security. Then, based on this conclusion, we propose an innovative method
for solving the identified problem. More precisely, based on the conducted
review and identified research gaps, a new software obfuscation method is
proposed to enhance the security on the client-side software in cloud com-
puting.
In Publication III, design science research method is chosen, as the pre-
vious solutions were observed (using vTPM for hypervisor-based virtual en-
vironments), and then a new model was designed and implemented to use
vTPM in container-based virtualization to enhance the security in such en-
vironments. In this design science research, we design an innovative artifact
in the form of a model and construct.
In Publication IV, the design science research method is used, since as
the result of studying the existing security problems in IoT environments, we
have proposed an innovative method to solve them, i.e., this paper proposes
a solution for securing operating system and APIs of IoT devices.
In Publication V, the engineering and design science as the research
approach is used. In this paper, based on the solution proposed in our
previous study (Publication IV), a new obfuscation solution is designed,
developed and measured to improve the security of software on IoT devices.
In Publication VI, the design science research method is used. In this
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study, we first study an existing problem (a type of side channel attack
on SGX), and design a model and approach to solve this problem. This
model is innovative, and the effectiveness of it is evaluated. More precisely,
in this paper, a new control-flow obfuscation and randomization approach
is designed, developed and measured to protect the enclave program and
enhance its security.
3.4 Research Process and Publications
We started this PhD research by thoroughly studying the obfuscation and
diversification techniques which was published as a Systematic Literature
Review (SLR) (Publication I) [33]. As the result of this SLR study, we iden-
tified the research gaps which became directions for further research. One of
the findings of this SLR was the execution environments that could benefit
from the studied software security techniques, obfuscation and diversifica-
tion and have not been covered in the literature. Therefore, we looked into
the possibility of applying these techniques in IoT and cloud computing,
as these two environments are very commonly used execution environments
nowadays and there exist a vast number of security attacks on them.
Publication VI
Publication IIIPublication I
Publication V
Publication II
Publication IV
Internet of Things
Cloud Computing
secu
rity
trust
Publication I: Using Diversification and Obfuscation Techniques for Software Security: A Systematic
Literature Review
Publication II: Obfuscation and Diversification for Securing Cloud Computing
Publication III: Security in Container­based Virtualization through vTPM
Publication IV: Security in the Internet of Things through Obfuscation and Diversification
Publication V: Interface Diversification in IoT Operating Systems
Publication VI: Mitigating Branch­Shadowing Attacks on Intel SGX using Control Flow Randomization 
Figure 3.2: Relationship of the publications with each other in this disser-
tation.
Figure 3.2 shows the relation of the publications included in this dis-
sertation. After Publication I, the research was continued in two different
themes, cloud computing and Internet of Things. In the first theme we first
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studied the enhancement of security in cloud through obfuscation and di-
versification software security techniques (Publication II), and then studied
the enhancement of trust in cloud through utilizing trusted computing tech-
nology as a hardware-based approach (Publication III). Then we continued
the same theme by combining these directions to provide security and trust
in cloud computing through the use of obfuscation and diversification and
TEE provided by Intel SGX.
The result of studies we gained in each of these publication helped us an-
swer the research questions set in this dissertation (RQ1 - RQ4). Figure 3.3
illustrates the relationship of the publications and the research questions.
RQ1 RQ2 RQ3 RQ4
Publication	I Publication	II Publication	III Publication	IV Publication	V Publication	VI
Publication	I:	Using	Diversification	and	Obfuscation	Techniques	for	Software	Security:	A	Systematic
Literature	Review
Publication	II:	Obfuscation	and	Diversification	for	Securing	Cloud	Computing
Publication	III:	Security	in	Container-based	Virtualization	through	vTPM
Publication	IV:	Security	in	the	Internet	of	Things	through	Obfuscation	and	Diversification
Publication	V:	Interface	Diversification	in	IoT	Operating	Systems
Publication	VI:	Mitigating	Branch-Shadowing	Attacks	on	Intel	SGX	using	Control	Flow	Randomization
RQ1:	How	can	software	diversification	and	code	obfuscation	improve	the	security	of	software?
RQ2:	How	can	we	enhance	the	level	of	security	and	trust	in	cloud	computing	through	obfuscation,
diversification	and	trusted	computing	and	TEE	technologies?
RQ3:	How	can	we	enhance	the	level	of	security	in	IoT	through	obfuscation	and	diversification	technologies?
RQ4:	How	can	we	combine	the	software	security	techniques,	with	hardware	backed	solutions	to	introduce	a
robust	security	measure?
Figure 3.3: Relationship of the research questions and the publications in-
cluded in this dissertation.
We answered RQ1 through a comprehensive systematic literature review
(Publication I). This review presented classifications of the various available
obfuscation and diversification techniques, the target language and envi-
ronment of obfuscation/diversification, the level of software development
life-cycle in which the techniques were applied, and the types of security
attacks that could be mitigated through the use of these techniques. The
research gaps in this area and the potential uncovered research directions
led us to our next publications.
For answering RQ2, we took two different directions: in the first one, we
studied application of obfuscation and diversification in cloud computing
as software-based security approaches, and in the second one, we studied
the use of trusted computing and TEE technologies in cloud computing as
hardware-based security approach. In the earlier direction, we surveyed how
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obfuscation and diversification techniques have been previously used in cloud
computing, and then we proposed and applied these techniques on them on
the client-side web application (Publication II). In the latter direction, we
studied the use of TPM as a trusted hardware technology and proposed the
use of virtual TPM in container-based virtualization setting (Publication
III). Combination of these two directions is reflected in (Publication VI)
where we use both obfuscation as software-based security solution, backed
with hardware-based security guarantees from Intel SGX. There, we applied
control-flow obfuscation on the enclave programs of the Intel SGX architec-
ture to mitigate the branch-shadowing side-channel attacks.
We answered RQ3 by studying the vulnerable points of IoT environments
and proposed the application of obfuscation and diversification techniques
for improving the security on IoT in two various layers: at application layer,
by obfuscating/diversifying the operating systems and APIs of the IoT de-
vices, and at network layer, by obfuscating/diversifying the communication
protocols used among the devices (Publication IV, Publication V).
We answered RQ4 by combining the software-based and hardware-based
security techniques that we had studied in the previous publications. We
applied compile-time obfuscation and run-time randomization on the control
flow of the Intel SGX enclave program (Publication VI).
3.5 Description of the Original Publications In-
cluded in the Dissertation
The following is a description of the set of publications included in this
dissertation, to answer the formulated research questions. For each of the
publications (Publication I - VI), a summary is presented that highlights
the primary content of the publications, and also the contribution of author
in each publication is explained.
3.5.1 Publication I: ”Using Diversification and Obfuscation
Techniques for Software Security: A Systematic Liter-
ature Review”
Summary : This publication presents a systematic review of the state-of-
the-art of utilizing diversification and obfuscation techniques to improve the
security of software. In this survey 357 papers published in the domain
were collected, studied, analyzed and classified. As a result, we learned
that these two software security techniques have been used in the literature
for various aims and for mitigating a wide range of security attacks. We
identified four broad categories of aims that the studied literature could
belong to: a) making the act of reverse engineering of the program more
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difficult, b) preventing the widely spreading of vulnerabilities, c) preventing
unauthorized alteration of the software, and d) data hiding. Figure 3.4
illustrates the types of attacks that are successfully mitigated through using
diversification and obfuscation techniques [32, 33].
Buffer overflow 29%
Code injection 18%
ROP 18%
JIT spraying 11%
Slicing 7%
Insider attacks 7%
Piracy 7%
Web application attacks 4%
Figure 3.4: Attacks that could be thwarted using diversification and obfus-
cation techniques [32, 33]
Furthermore, in the literature, these techniques are proposed to secure
various environments. Many of the studies claim that their approach could
be applied in any environment, which reflects the broad applicability of di-
versification and obfuscation in different software layers and different plat-
forms. Due to the fact that computer systems run native code on the low-
est level of abstraction level, a large group of publications reported native
code as the target environment for obfuscation and diversification. The
other execution environments that have been discussed in smaller group of
publications to benefit from these two techniques are server, cloud plat-
form, distributed/agent based devices, mobile devices, embedded devices
and desktops.
In the studied literature, obfuscation and diversification were applied
on a wide range of languages to protect the program and code. A more
descriptive view of the type of languages was achieved by further classifying
the research into four language categories of hardware oriented, high level,
scripting, and domain specific languages. Categories, the languages in each
category, and number of studies considering those languages are as follows:
• Systems programming (N=158): C (52), Assembly (29), C++ (21),
Cobol (1)
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• Managed (N=81): Java (54), C# (3), Haskell (2), J# (1), Lisp (1),
OCaml (1), VB (1)
• Scripting (N=19): JavaScript (11), Python (3), Perl (2), PHP (1)
• Domain specific, DSL (N=7): SQL (5), HTML (1)
The systems programming (C/C++) and high level languages (Java &
JavaScript) represent the vast majority of the studies.
Transformation
Control flow Data Layout
Opaque predicates
Bogus insertion
Polymorphism
Branching function
Inlining methods
Self-modification mechanism
Instruction transformation
Instruction reordering
Instruction replacement
Instruction hiding
Adding fake instructions
Reordering of blocks
Jump table spoofing
Code transformation
Loop transformation
Class transformation Removing debugging or
formatting information
Identifier renaming
Class splitting
Class coalescing/merging
Class hierarchy flattening
Type hiding
Array transformation
Array splitting
Array folding
Array merging
Variable renaming
Address randomization
Instruction set
randomization
Memory-layout
randomization
Loop condition
transformation
Loop intersection
Loop unrolling
Variable transformation
Variable substitution
Variable encoding
Variable splitting
Code substitution
Encryption
Figure 3.5: Transformation mechanisms
In the studied literature, various transformation mechanisms are pro-
posed to make diversified program instances. Figure 3.5 illustrates these
obfuscation/diversification techniques as a tree, on which the first level
represents the target of the transformations and the lower levels are the
transformation techniques. This classification is based on the taxonomy
presented by Collberg et al. [21]. Control flow obfuscation obscures and
alters the flow of a program in order to make it challenging for an attacker
to successfully analyze and comprehend the code. To achieve this type of
obfuscation, various methods have been utilized such as the use of opaque
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predicates, re-ordering of blocks, and transformation of the instructions,
code, and loops. Data obfuscation obscures data and conceals the data
structure of a program. Transformation of classes, arrays, and variables
are some examples of the approaches to achieve data obfuscation. Layout
obfuscation is a type of obfuscation techniques that targets the layout struc-
ture of the program, for instance through removing debugging formatting
information from the program, or identifier renaming which includes address
randomization, instruction-set, and memory-layout randomization.
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Figure 3.6: Various stages in software life-cycle that obfuscation and diver-
sification techniques are applied on.
Each of the proposed obfuscation/diversification mechanisms is applied
at different stages and levels of software development/deployment process.
Figure 3.6, presents all the observed stages and their overlap in five different
categories, from design to application execution time in software develop-
ment life-cycle. Some of the studies applied obfuscation/diversification in a
single stage, while many others operated in one to three stages. Applying
obfuscation and diversification at compilation and linking time was the most
commonly used phase, followed by execution time. Numbers on each stage
in Figure 3.6 represent the number of studies that were applying/studying
obfuscation and diversification in that particular stage.
In addition to the constructive works that were proposing a new ob-
fuscation/diversification approach, there was a group of papers that were
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empirically studying these two techniques, in the form of a survey, discus-
sion, evaluation, optimization, experiment, comparison, and presenting a
classification.
Author’s contribution: In this project, the author had the primary role in
leading the project, collecting and analysis of data, presenting classification
and writing the paper.
3.5.2 Publication II: ”Obfuscation and Diversification for Se-
curing Cloud Computing”
Summary: This project is the result of our contribution with our colleague
in Padova University, Italy. As the result of findings in Publication I, we
learned that obfuscation and diversification techniques could be applied in
various execution environments to boost the security. One of these environ-
ments is cloud computing. In Publication II, we first survey how obfuscation
and diversification has been previously used in cloud computing to improve
the security. We then propose an approach that uses these two techniques
to improve the security in cloud computing environment and preserve the
privacy of its users. The result of the survey (43 papers) showed that the pa-
pers in this area were employing obfuscation and diversification techniques
in nine different ways to protect the cloud and its users: 1) generating
noise obfuscation, 2) client-side data obfuscation as a middleware, 3) gen-
eral data obfuscation, 4) source code obfuscation, 5) location obfuscation,
6) file splitting and storing on separate clouds, 7) encryption as obfuscation,
8) diversification, and 9) cloud security by virtue of securing the browser.
This classification is depicted in Figure 3.7, with the number of papers in
each class.
Studying the existing works shed light on the research gaps. For in-
stance, in the majority of works in the studied set of publications, the cloud
service provider is considered as untrusted and may deduce the users’ data
maliciously and without their consent. Therefore, they were proposing ap-
proaches that use obfuscation and diversification techniques to protect the
user’s data ”from the cloud”, and to preserve their privacy. This implies
that there is room for protecting the cloud itself from the external or inter-
nal malicious parties with the help of these two techniques. This motivated
us to propose a source code level obfuscation for the web applications written
in JavaScript. This approach is proactive and transparent to significantly
mitigate the risk of data manipulation and tampering of applications. Ob-
fuscation alters the application that executes on the user’s web browser by
scrambling the HTML and JavaScript code. In this manner, it is more diffi-
cult for a malicious software to gain knowledge about the internal structure
of the web application, and therefore, becomes more difficult for the attacker
to compromise the application and harm it.
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Figure 3.7: Classification of the studies that use obfuscation and diversifica-
tion techniques for protecting the security and privacy in cloud computing
Author’s contribution: In this project, the author had the primary role
in leading the project, data collection, analysis of data, presenting classifi-
cation, proposing the mitigating approach, and writing the paper.
3.5.3 Publication III: ”Security in Container-based Virtual-
ization through vTPM”
Summary : We studied integration of trusted computing technology in vir-
tual environments and learned that in all existing works, vTPM is proposed
and implemented for hypervisor-based virtualization model and no paper
considers this security solution for container-based virtualization. This is
while the use of containers is growing due to their benefits (e.g., being
lightweight and fast). This motivated us to consider the possibility of ap-
plying vTPM in container-based virtualization. In Publication III, we pro-
pose two architectural solutions that integrate the vTPM in container-based
virtualization model and extend the functionalities of TPM module to the
containers. In the first design, the TPM module resides below the container-
layer in the operating system kernel, and it is virtualized to make it available
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Figure 3.8: a) vTPM implemented in a kernel module, b) vTPM located in
a dedicated container.
to multiple containers. In this design, a kernel module provides arbitrary
number of software based vTPMs. The virtual TPMs present character de-
vice type interfaces to the userspace, and present the same interface to the
software as the hardware-based TPM does. Also there is a strong association
between the containers and their corresponding vTPM instance. Figure 3.8a
depicts this design.
The second design is inspired by the work done by Berger et al. [16]
which employs vTPM in traditional hypervisor-based virtualization model,
and the vTPM manager is placed inside a separate Xen domain. Our design
is proposed for container-based virtualization, and virtual TPM manager is
placed in a separate container. vTPM management container has access to
the hardware TPM and exposes vTPM interface to other containers through
a communication channel which could be a local UNIX domain socket or an-
other Inter-Process Communication (IPC) mechanism. Figure 3.8b depicts
the second architectural design in Publication III.
Author’s contribution: In this project, the author had the primary role in
studying the use of trusted computing for securing virtual environments and
co-contributed in proposing, designing and implementing the architectures
for using the vTPM in container-based virtualization setting. The author
had the primary role in writing and the paper.
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3.5.4 Publication IV: ”Security in the Internet of Things
through Obfuscation and Diversification”
Summary : This publication studies the vulnerabilities and the existing
weak points that challenge the security of IoT devices. The IoT devices
range from more potent 32-bit processors (e.g., smart phones) to the very
lightweight sensors controlled by 8-bit micro-controllers with limited com-
putational power and memory. Thus, the chosen software for these devices
should be applicable to a wide range of devices, including the lowest power
ones and capable of supporting the functionality of the object. Such a sce-
nario, due to the special characteristics of these devices, makes the security
measures fairly limited. IoT sensors and devices contain embedded chips
that function with the help of an operating system and APIs, which could
be prone to malware and software attacks, and hence need to be protected.
The first proposed idea in Publication IV is on applying obfuscation and
diversification techniques on the operating systems and APIs on the IoT de-
vices to protect them at the application layer. Obfuscation makes the IoT
software harder to reverse engineer and be accessed, whereas diversification
thwarts the massive-scale attacks. This means that if the attacker manages
to attack one device through designing an attack model, she cannot take
other devices under control with the same attack model, because they have
differently diversified and obfuscated software, although with the equivalent
functionality. This is a very significant outcome in the highly distributed
systems to lower the risk of massive scale attacks occurring.
The second proposed idea in Publication IV is applying these techniques
on some communication protocols to protect the devices at the access proto-
col level. In a communication network, an application level protocol defines
the interfaces and the shared protocols used by the communication parties.
Protocol identification is the act of identifying what protocol is used in the
communication session, and it can be done via static analysis methods and
comparing the protocol used in the communication with the common exist-
ing protocols. The information gained from this analysis could be used by
an intruder and could endanger the confidentiality and integrity of the com-
munication. Protocol obfuscation could protect them from being identified
and make them more difficult to be recognized by the traffic classification
machines. Obfuscation removes the identifiable properties from the proto-
col, e.g., packet size and byte sequence and make them look random [28].
We propose obfuscating the communication protocol among a small set of
nodes (e.g., within a home) in a way that the obfuscation method is kept
secret among them and only the nodes that know the secret are able to
communicate with each others. By changing/complicating the form of the
protocol and making it different from the default format, we aim at generat-
ing a huge number of unique diversified protocols from a reference protocol.
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Besides the protocol obfuscation, we propose protocol diversification, which
considers the protocol as an operation of two state machines, so that (syn-
chronized) state changes are messages sent between parties. The original
implicit state machine of a protocol can be diversified by adding/splitting
new states and transitions.
Author’s contribution: In this project, the author had the primary role
in studying the security status of IoT devices, proposing the idea of using
obfuscation and diversification to secure these environments (at application
and network layer), and writing the paper.
3.5.5 Publication V: ”Interface diversification in IoT oper-
ating systems”
Summary : This publication follows the work done in Publication IV, and
applies diversification on the interfaces of IoT operating systems. More pre-
cisely, we apply diversification in post-compilation and linking phase of the
software life-cycle, by shuffling the order of the linked objects while preserv-
ing the semantics of the code. This approach successfully prevents malicious
exploits from producing adverse effects in the system. Besides shuffling, we
also apply the library symbol diversification method, and construct the re-
quired support for it, for example into the dynamic loading phase. Besides
studying and discussing memory layout shuffling, and symbol diversification
as a security measure for IoT operating systems, we provide practical im-
plementations for these schemes for the Thingsee and Raspbian operating
system and test these solutions to show the feasibility of diversification in
IoT environments.
We applied layout diversification on Thingsee operating system with a
flat address-space configuration. The main goal was to prevent Return-
Oriented Programming (ROP) attacks that depend on known entrypoint
addresses, from functioning. First, we wrote a vulnerable Thingsee oper-
ating system application program that writes user-supplied data to a stack
buffer without bounds-checking. We devised an exploit that overwrites a
return address on the stack and makes the program jump to a chosen func-
tion. After executing the function, the system apparently crashes and re-
boots. Thence, we rebuilt the Thingsee operating system using our modified
GNU ld linker with randomization of the order of functions and data in the
Thingsee operating system image. An identical exploit did not cause the
chosen function to be executed this time, but it nevertheless invoked un-
defined behavior and, in our case, made the operating system crash. Our
vulnerable program was simply created by modifying the “Hello World” ex-
ample in the Thingsee operating system in order to facilitate creating a new
Thingsee operating system application. Our vulnerable program takes an
input from a command-line argument as a hexadecimal string and writes it
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evil()
...
... stack
0
8
0
1
3
f
c
c
33221110
77665544
bbaa9988
ffeeddcc
11111111
08013fcd
...
stm32_busfault
...
... stack
Memory space
08013fc6
33221110
77665544
bbaa9988
ffeeddcc
11111111
08013fcd
Return 
address
Stack 
buffer
Flash 
memory
...
stm32_usagefa...08013fce
...
evil()
08024668
a) b)
SRAM
Figure 3.9: a) Normal operating system: execution jumps to beginning of
evil(), b) operating system with diversified layout: execution jumps to the
middle of an instruction.
to a stack buffer in a hex-decoded form without bounds-checking. We use
this method of input to simulate a malicious input that would be received
from a real application environment, such as a network server. Figure 3.9
illustrates how execution flows in a normal operating system and an oper-
ating system with diversified layout. In the diversified operating system the
execution jumps to an address that is no longer the address to the malicious
function, so the attacker cannot execute its code.
The second part of the work done in this publication is a diversification
scheme we implemented for Raspbian on a Raspberry Pi device. In order
to utilize critical resources of a device, typically applications use the well-
known libraries. Diversifying the symbol names in these libraries, makes
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it impossible for the adversary to use the well-known symbol names of the
operating system libraries and attack the system. The diversification needs
to be propagated to the legitimate applications, so they could still access
the libraries. As a result, the diversified applications know some part of
the diversification secret (some set of the diversified symbol names) and are
compatible with the library binaries that include the important functions.
In addition to library functions, some IoT operating systems support system
calls for providing services to user programs. In such setting, the system call
diversification should be applied together with symbol diversification. For
performing this diversification, a symbol diversification tool was used that
we had previously designed and build for diversifying x86 64 Linux [39]. The
tool was modified to support 32-bit ELF files.
Author’s contribution: In this project, the author had the role of advising
in the choice of diversification method and the APIs to apply diversification
on, based on the thorough systematic literature review that was done pre-
viously on the topic (Publication I). The author also participated in writing
and presenting the paper.
3.5.6 Publication VI: ”Mitigating Branch-Shadowing Attacks
on Intel SGX using Control Flow Randomization”
Summary : This publication was the result of author’s research visit in Secure
System Lab in Aalto University, Finland. We studied the branch-shadowing
attack as one of the side-channel attacks on Intel SGX and proposed and
implemented a defensive solution to thwart this attack. We applied program
control flow obfuscation and run-time code randomization in Intel SGX en-
vironment, with the aim of protecting the enclave program’s control flow.
Branch-shadowing attack is one of the side channel-attacks on Intel SGX.
The main goal of this attack is to infer the control flow of the program
running inside an enclave. Figure 3.10 shows a simple example of a case of a
conditional branch that has been taken. The blue line in Figure 3.10 shows
that the branch is taken. The attacker gains the source code or binary of
the victim program through static/dynamic analysis and designs a shadow
of this code which is aligned with the victim’s code in terms of branches and
their target addresses. Then the malicious operating system that has control
over the execution of the enclave, interrupts the enclave execution and gives
the control to the shadow code. There, Last Branch Record (LBR) is enabled
which reports the prediction hits and misses. The shadow code then starts
executing. It gets to Block0’ and Branch Target Buffer (BTB) predicts that
the branch should be taken, and because the jumps in Block0 and Block0’
are aligned, what had happened inside enclave, affects the prediction of this
jump on the shadow code. So in the attack code the jump to Block2’ is taken
as well. Then the attacker reads LBR that reports the hits and misses of
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Block0: 
   cmp 0, a 
   je Block2 
Block1:  .....
Block2:  .....
Block3:  .....
Block0': 
   cmp 0, a 
   je Block2' 
Block1':  .....
Block2':  .....
Block3':  .....
#enableLBR
#readLBR Correctprediction
Branch Target Buffer(BTB)
aligned
Trusted environment Untrusted environment
interruptenclave
Figure 3.10: Branch shadowing attack
branch predictions, and learns that the prediction has been correct, meaning
that the conditional branch has been taken. In this way, the value of ”a”
is leaked. Since the control flow of the program is dependent on the value
of ”a”, this means that the control flow of the program running inside the
enclave is also leaked to the attacker.
To defend against this attack, we proposed and implemented a novel ap-
proach that is composed of two main components: an obfuscating compiler
and a run-time randomizer. The obfuscating compiler modifies the code by
converting all branching instructions to indirect branches. We use condi-
tional moves as replacements for conditional branch. Trampolines are also
created at this point. Trampolines are minimal code sections that include
intermediate jumps/bounces to the target locations. We assume that code
and trampolines are known by the attacker. Trampolines are randomized
inside the enclave at run-time by the randomizer to prevent the attacker
from reliably tracking their execution. Randomizing the layout of the tram-
poline, forces the attacker to shadow all possible locations. The finite size
of the BTB limits the number of guesses the attacker can perform, and
thus we can quantify and limit the success probability of a branch-showing
attack using the size of the trampoline as a tunable security parameter. Fig-
ure 3.11 illustrates the high level design of our system, and also depicts how
the obfuscating compiler modifies the code at compile time.
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If (a! = 0)
    /* Block 1*/
else
    /* Block 2*/
/* Block 3*/
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lea Block1, r15
lea Block2, r14
cmp a, 0
cmov r14, r15
jmp r15
cmp a, 0
    je Block2
Block1
else
jmp Block3
Block2
Block3
Figure 3.11: Our proposed approach for mitigating branch shadowing attack.
Author’s contribution: In this project, the author had the primary role in
proposing the idea, co-contribution in design, implementation, benchmark-
ing the system, writing and presenting the paper.
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Chapter 4
Conclusions
The advancement in cloud computing technology and the beneficial services
and resources that it offers to the consumers, have made it a very popular
technology in the past decade. The services offered by the cloud include
infrastructure for processing and storage of data, platform for software de-
velopment, and software to serve the application-level business needs. The
profound reliance of the enterprises and businesses on cloud makes it more
and more significant to employ robust security measures to protect the in-
frastructure from insider and outsider threats.
The other widely used technology is IoT, which is in use in various sectors
to provide services ranging from healthcare and wearable data monitoring
systems, to smart lighting, grids and farming. The high amount of data these
devices collect raises security and privacy concerns, as some of the collected
and shared data over the network might contain personal or critical data.
The instances of security incidents in the past years have shown that security
of IoT still needs more attention from developers and researchers.
The widespread use of cloud computing and IoT and the current security
status in these environments motivated us to focus this PhD research on im-
proving the level of security and trust in these execution environments. To
achieve this goal, we used two software security techniques, obfuscation and
diversification, and two hardware-based security solutions, trusted comput-
ing and TEE. By obfuscation and diversification of the operating systems
and APIs of the IoT devices, we secure them at the application level, and by
obfuscation and diversification of the communication protocols, we protect
the communication of data between them at the network level. For securing
cloud computing, we looked into the use of obfuscation and diversification
for securing the cloud computing software at the client-side. Moreover, we
studied the hardware based security techniques, TPM and SGX, for provid-
ing higher level of security and layered trust in various layers from hardware
to the application.
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This PhD dissertation was organized in 4 different chapters. Chapter 1
presented the introductory remarks, and Chapter 2 presented fundamental
background on the concepts discussed in this dissertation. Chapter 3 pre-
sented in detail the research conducted in this dissertation. This chapter
(Chapter 4) presents an overview of contribution made by this dissertation,
limitations of the study and future directions for further research.
4.1 Contributions
The following revises the contribution made by this dissertation (C1 - C4)
to the security and trust in the context of cloud computing and IoT.
In the following, we explain each of the contributions in detail and discuss
how we answered the research questions and delivered the contributions
through the different original publications included in this dissertation:
• C1: Obfuscation and diversification for improving the security of soft-
ware: The two techniques have been extensively used in the literature
through various mechanisms to improve the security of software. Pub-
lication I contributes to C1 and answers the RQ1: How can software
diversification and code obfuscation improve the security of software?
by collecting and studying all the studies published in the domain.
Our contribution in this domain was to present classification of these
studies in respect to various perspectives, such as the obfuscation and
diversification mechanisms used, the stages of application in software
development life-cycle, target of application, languages, and the ex-
ecution environments. We highlighted the aims of use of these two
software security techniques and the security attacks successfully mit-
igated by them. Furthermore, we pinpointed the research gaps, limi-
tations, and proposed solutions and future research directions.
• C2: Improving security and trust in cloud computing: In order to
consolidate the security in cloud computing, we chose software secu-
rity solutions (obfuscation and diversification) backed with hardware
based solutions (TPM and TEE). In this respect, Publication II stud-
ied how obfuscation and diversification have previously been used to
enhance the security in cloud, and proposes a client-side software secu-
rity obfuscation and diversification technique. Publication III proposes
and implements the use of vTPM in container-based virtualization to
increase the level of security and trust in this virtual environment.
Publication VI also contributes to both security and trust in cloud
computing through the studying of Intel SGX as a technology to pro-
vide secure and trustworthy execution environment. More specifically,
in this line of research, Publication VI studies one of the side-channel
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attacks on Intel-SGX and proposes and implements a practical solu-
tion to mitigate this attack. Publication II and Publication III an-
swer RQ2: How to enhance the level of security and trust in cloud
computing through obfuscation, diversification and trusted computing
technologies?, whereas Publication VI answers to RQ4: How can we
combine the software security techniques, with hardware backed solu-
tions to introduce a robust security measure?
• C3: Improving security in IoT: In order to consolidate the security
in IoT, we considered obfuscation and diversification as two poten-
tial techniques to secure IoT devices. Publication IV conduces to this
contribution by proposing the application of obfuscation and diversifi-
cation on the operating systems of the IoT devices and on the commu-
nication protocols used by these devices to protect them at network
and application level. Publication V contributes to C3 by applying
memory layout shuffling, and symbol diversification on the APIs of
operating systems on IoT devices. These approaches make the mal-
ware ineffective and unable to execute its code, and also prevent the
massive-scale attacks on the IoT devices.
• C4: Combining the software security techniques with hardware backed
solutions: As discussed before, the security solutions that are merely
software-based might not be always the best practices and the strongest
defense mechanisms. To this end, combining the software-based secu-
rity approached with hardware-based solutions reinforces the overall
security level of the system (RQ4). In this regard, Publication VI
contributes to C4 and answers RQ4 by utilizing obfuscation as the
software security technology and Intel SGX as the hardware-based
security solution. More precisely, in Publication VI we apply compile-
time obfuscation and and run-time code randomization on the enclave
program’s control flow.
We believe that the outcome of this thesis could have tremendous results
for future academic research in the field, as well as industry. Combining
the software and hardware techniques makes a more complete and robust
security approach for different execution environments including cloud and
IoT that we studied extensively in this thesis.
The application of the proposed approaches in this thesis mitigates large-
scale attacks. Due to the identical design of the IoT devices, the developers
and vendors of these devices could greatly benefit from the diversification
mechanisms proposed in this thesis to diversify the operating systems and
APIs to prevent breach of all devices, if one device was breached.
The proposed software security approaches in this thesis do not aim at
removing security holes, but by making it difficult (or at best impossible) to
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access and use these security holes. Moreover, these approaches reduce the
reliance on the malware scanners, as they do not rely on detecting the mal-
ware, but they aim at preventing the malware from performing its malicious
activities and thus, making it effective. These results have very positive
impact in the software security business.
Also, since Intel has explicitly stated that the side channel attacks on
SGX is out of the scope of their support, our proposed solution to mitigate
the branch shadowing channel attacks on Intel SGX brings a significant
value to the research in the field and also for the consumers of the product.
Figure 4.1 illustrates the relationship of the motivations of the research,
research questions, and the contributions made in this dissertation through
the delivered publications. M1 - M5 are the motivations of research in the
domain, security and trust in cloud computing and IoT (discussed in detail
in Chapter 3), from which M1 - M3 are the motivations associated with the
choice of execution environment, and M4 - M5 are the motivations associated
with the choice of security approach. To follow the stated motivations we
formulated the research questions RQ1 - RQ4. The result of the conducted
research is published in six different publications that are included in this
dissertation, Publication I through Publication VI. The collection of these
publications provides the set of contributions C1 - C4.
C1:	Obfuscation	and	diversification	for
improving	the	security	of	software
C2:		Improving	security	and	trust	in
cloud	computing
C4:	Combining	the	software	security
techniques	with	hardware	backed	solutions
C3:	Improving	security	in	IoT
M1
M2
M3
RQ1
RQ2
RQ3
RQ4
M4
M5
Publication I
Publication I
Publication I
Publication IV, V
Publication VI
Publication I, II, III, VI
RQ1:	How	can	software	diversification	and	code	obfuscation	improve	the	security	of	software?
RQ2:	How	can	we	enhance	the	level	of	security	and	trust	in	cloud	computing	through	obfuscation,
diversification	and	trusted	computing	and	TEE	technologies?
RQ3:	How	can	we	enhance	the	level	of	security	in	IoT	through	obfuscation	and	diversification	technologies?
RQ4:	How	can	we	combine	the	software	security	techniques,	with	hardware	backed	solutions	to	introduce	a
robust	security	measure?
M1:	Improving	security	in	cloud	computing
M2:	Improving	trust	in	cloud	computing
M3:	Improving	security	in	IoT
M4:	Improving	the	security	of	software	through	obfuscation	and	diversification	techniques
M5:	Improving	the	level	of	security	and	trust	through	hardware-based	security	solutions,	TC	and	TEE
Figure 4.1: Relationship of the motivations, research questions, and the
contributions made through publications included in this dissertation.
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4.2 Challenges
Interface diversification is a potential approach to generate unique versions
of software instances in a way that each machine has its own version which is
differently modified from other machines. This different modification makes
the diversified interfaces incompatible with the ones that are not diversified
or diversified differently. This feature, on one hand, has the benefit that it
makes a piece of malware incompatible and makes it unable to communicate
with the environment (e.g., call the system calls) and execute its code. On
the other hand, it raises the challenge about managing the diversification
secret (i.e., securing and propagation of it). The following are the challenges
(Ch1 - Ch6) we identified in this field of research for applying obfuscation
and diversification for cloud and IoT:
• Ch1- Propagation of the diversification secret : all the legitimate ap-
plications/interfaces that we would like to maintain their access to the
diversified machine need to be also diversified the same way and with
the same diversification secret so they could be compatible. These le-
gitimate applications need to know how and using what identifier they
could access the resources on the diversified machine. Propagating the
diversification secret is still a challenge that needs to be managed.
• Ch2- Securing the diversification secret : the information regarding the
diversified interfaces and how to interact with them needs to be kept
secret from illegitimate applications. This prevents a malware from
using them and access the system resources. In many cases such as
diversifying the system call or shared libraries, this secret is in the form
of a key or a hash value that could be utilized to transform the original
interfaces into diversified ones. The way and the place to securely store
this secret is another challenge for interface diversification.
• Ch3- Updating the diversified software: Patches and updates are very
essential to protect the software. Managing the update of the diversi-
fied software is still an open issue. In ideal case, each software could
have diversification built-in so that it could be configured with the
diversification secret. At this moment, this is not feasible and at the
time of each update, the software needs to be recompiled manually.
• Ch4- Interface diversification of the IoT devices: When studying the
application of diversification on the interfaces of IoT devices and sen-
sor networks, we learned that some of these devices have an operating
system (e.g., RIOT and TinyOS) that has limited number of diver-
sifiable interfaces. Meanwhile, some others (e.g., Linux and Android
Things) have several essential interfaces that could be diversified and
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benefit from the protection this technique offers. In addition, some of
these operating system are not fully open-source and the source code
is not completely available. This, introduces challenge to propagation
of diversification secret throughout the whole system.
• Ch5- Associated overhead and cost : Using diversification and obfusca-
tion is always a race against time, in a way that the adversary poten-
tially could guess the diversification secret correctly or de-obfuscate
the code. Dynamically obfuscating/diversifying is an adequate de-
fense, but raises complexity and performance costs of the approach
and is difficult to implement.
• Ch6- Non-compliant TPMs: One unresolved issue is trusted comput-
ing technology us the lack of standardization through which the het-
erogeneous devices could interact with each other. This means that
TCG does not require certain set of implementation specifics to its
adopters. As a result, some of the available TPMs do not comply with
TPM specifications, and this will be the case for the foreseeable fu-
ture. This will bring along the limitation and challenge for the future
interoperability of different trusted platforms [15].
4.3 Future Directions
In this PhD dissertation various aspects of software and hardware security
were discussed and studied, as a result of which various publications were
published tackling the security and trust concepts in cloud computing and
IoT. While we argue that this dissertation work presents a valuable contri-
bution to the present day security of IoT and cloud computing, we consider
the following as the future research directions concerning the dissertation’s
studied topics:
vTPM diversification and obfuscation: regarding the work done in Pub-
lication III on virtualizing the TPM to protect virtual environments, we
consider applying obfuscation on the vTPM software to make it more diffi-
cult to break, and apply diversification in order to generate unique vTPM
instances. In such a scenario, each of the containers/VMs receives a uniquely
diversified version of the vTPM software. In the case that one container/VM
is compromised and the malware manages to access the vTPM and executes
its code, the same malware cannot work on other vTPM instances. Con-
tainers themselves could also benefit from diversification and obfuscation
approaches. Interfaces and APIs of containers could potentially be diversi-
fied so that each container would have a diverse execution environment.
Secure storage of the diversification secret : as discussed earlier (in Sec-
tion 4.2), the diversification secret needs to be propagated to the trusted
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APIs and applications, and kept secret from the untrusted ones to prevent
their access to the system resources. Considering that TPM offers a secure
storage for storing cryptographic keys, it could also be a potential place to
hold the diversification secret.
PKI system for diversification: basic version of diversification is based
on secret key cryptography. One valuable line of research would be to find
whether there could be any feasible interpretation of diversification based
on public key cryptography. This means that the public key is used for
diversification and shared publicly, and the private key is used by execu-
tion engine(s) to de-diversify the diversified program, in order to be able to
execute it. In this scenario also, TPM could be used to hold the private key.
Mitigation of a wider range of side-channel attacks on Intel SGX : re-
garding the work done in Publication VI, we plan to continue this line of
research by integrating our approach with other defence mechanisms avail-
able such as T-SGX [54], SGX-Shield [52] in order to mitigate a wider range
of side-channel attacks.
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A B S T R A C T
Context: Diversification and obfuscation are promising techniques for securing software and protecting com-
puters from harmful malware. The goal of these techniques is not removing the security holes, but making it
difficult for the attacker to exploit security vulnerabilities and perform successful attacks.
Objective: There is an increasing body of research on the use of diversification and obfuscation techniques for
improving software security; however, the overall view is scattered and the terminology is unstructured.
Therefore, a coherent review gives a clear statement of state-of-the-art, normalizes the ongoing discussion and
provides baselines for future research.
Method: In this paper, systematic literature review is used as the method of the study to select the studies that
discuss diversification/obfuscation techniques for improving software security. We present the process of data
collection, analysis of data, and report the results.
Results: As the result of the systematic search, we collected 357 articles relevant to the topic of our interest,
published between the years 1993 and 2017. We studied the collected articles, analyzed the extracted data from
them, presented classification of the data, and enlightened the research gaps.
Conclusion: The two techniques have been extensively used for various security purposes and impeding
various types of security attacks. There exist many different techniques to obfuscate/diversify programs, each of
which targets different parts of the programs and is applied at different phases of software development life-
cycle. Moreover, we pinpoint the research gaps in this field, for instance that there are still various execution
environments that could benefit from these two techniques, including cloud computing, Internet of Things (IoT),
and trusted computing. We also present some potential ideas on applying the techniques on the discussed en-
vironments.
1. Introduction
In most organizations, information is a key asset that comes in the
form of, for example, financial information, client data, and product
design data. Intentional or accidental leakage of any of this information
exposes both the business and the customers. Therefore, it is highly
significant for any business to have security strategies for protecting the
information and services and ensuring the confidentiality, integrity,
and availability of the information.
Computer security assures that the system functions under the ex-
pected circumstances, and prevents undesired behavior. Many security
breaches begin with identifying and exploiting the vulnerabilities in the
system. Vulnerabilities are the defects that occur in the process of de-
sign and implementation of the software. Defects in design are known
as flaws, and the defects in implementation are known as bugs. To
ensure the security of software, we need to prevent or mitigate the risk
of software vulnerabilities. In other words, we should either eliminate
these bugs and flaws, or make it harder to exploit them.
In this paper, we focus on making exploitation of vulnerabilities harder,
and reducing the possible damage of the attack. To this end, we center
our research around two software security techniques, diversification
and obfuscation.
Code obfuscation is the process of scrambling the code and making it
unintelligible (but still functional), in order to make reverse
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engineering more difficult [1]. The transformed code is functionally
and semantically equivalent to the original code, but is more compli-
cated and harder to comprehend [33]. With the help of code obfusca-
tion, even if adversaries get access to source code, analysis of the code
and finding the vulnerabilities will no longer be a simple task. This
requires more time and energy and makes the reverse engineering of
the code harder and more costly. Obfuscation does not guarantee that
the program is not tampered/reverse engineered, but adds an addi-
tional level of defence by increasing the effort and cost for an attacker
to learn the underlying functionality of the protected program. Various
obfuscation techniques exist that obfuscate different parts of the code at
different phases of software development process. For instance, using
opaque predicates [75] is a common way of obfuscating the control
flow of a program, at source code [109] or binary code level [247], at
implementation [109] or compile-time [17].
Software diversification refers to changing the internal interfaces and
structure of the software to generate unique diversified versions of it.
The users receive unique instances of the software that all function the
same, although differently diversified. In other words, diversification
breaks the ”monoculturalism” and introduces ”multiculturalism” in the
software deployment process.
Malware (malicious software) is any software that intends to run its
code on user’s computer to disrupt the computer’s operation or ma-
nipulate the system towards the attacker’s desire [2]. To do this, it
needs knowledge on how to interact with environment and access the
resources. Software diversification alters the internal interfaces of the
software and makes it challenging for malware to gain this knowledge.
Thus, malware becomes incompatible with the environment and
eventually becomes unable to take effective actions to harm the system.
It should however be noted that, in order to maintain the access of
legitimate applications to resources, we need to propagate the changes
to trusted applications, i.e., they will be diversified as well to be com-
patible with inner layers.
Diversification does not attempt to eliminate the vulnerabilities of a
software, but tries to avoid or at least make it toilsome for malware to
exploit them and perform a successful attack. In a worst-case scenario,
even if the malware succeeds in running its malicious code and attack a
computer, this attack can only work on that particular computer. The
designed attack model does not work on other computers, since their
software are diversified differently with different diversification secrets.
To take a large number of computers under control, different attack
models should be designed specifically for each software instance,
which makes it an expensive and arduous task for the attacker. On that
account, diversification is considered as an outstanding approach for
securing largely-distributed systems, and mitigating the risk of massive-
scale attacks.
It is worthwhile mentioning that the terms obfuscation and di-
versification, sometimes, have been used interchangeably in the lit-
erature. In this paper, we make a clear distinction between these two
concepts.
1.1. Method of the study
The method of study we chose in this research is Systematic
Literature Review (SLR). A SLR is a means of research that identifies,
evaluates and interprets all high quality studies related to a particular
research question, or an area of interest [3]. This method of study was
originally used in medical sciences [4], but later gained interest in other
fields as well. A systematic review can improve a traditional review [4],
in a way that the set of studies is not restricted to better-known and
frequently-cited publications, and not biased towards the research
area/interest of the researcher, as all studies in the field are captured. A
systematic review, by classifying and mapping the scattered research
studies, identifies research gaps and produce baselines for future re-
search.
We conducted a SLR on studies that deal with the two techniques,
obfuscation and diversification, with the aim of securing the code and
software. There have been previously some other reviews [5,6,248].
However, they (a) cover a more limited number of studies (14, 69, and
10 papers respectively), (b) consider these two mechanisms from other
perspectives than security, (c) focus on one of these two mechanisms, or
d) discuss only one particular technique.
The surveys studying the obfuscation related studies include a re-
view on control-flow obfuscation techniques [6], and a review on code
obfuscation approaches [5]. These research works cover less than 15
studies and are published, respectively, in 2005 and 2006, which im-
plies that the studies published after that are missing. Larsen
et al. [248] authored a survey that reviews the state-of-the-art in au-
tomated software diversity with the aim of security and privacy. An-
other recent literature review on software diversification, surveyed by
Baudry et al. [284], investigates diversification from five various per-
spectives aimed at different goals, including fault tolerance, security,
testing, and reusability.
The main factors that differentiate our survey from the existing
ones, are: (1) the systematic process for collecting the data, (2) a
thorough list of covered studies on both obfuscation and diversification,
(3) the focused scope of the study (security), and (4) classification and
analysis of the collected studies.
1.2. Structure of the study
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 dis-
cusses the aim of our study, and specifies the research questions we
have formulated and addressed in this research. Section 3 reports the
process of search and selection of the relevant studies, and also the data
extraction from these papers. Section 4 presents the results of the data
collection and analysis of the results. In Section 5, we present the dis-
cussion. Limitations of the study, concluding remarks, and the future
work come in Section 6.
2. Aims and research questions
We undertook a SLR of the papers reporting the use of obfuscation
and diversification techniques in software security domain. Before
starting the search, we determined the research questions, and formed
the search strings. Our SLR addresses the following research questions:
• RQ1: What is the aim of obfuscation/diversification being used?
• RQ2: What is the status of this field of study? (E.g., outputs per
annum, types of studies reported, collaboration of academia and
industry)
• RQ3 In what environments the techniques are used/studied in order
to boost the security (i.e., the programming language and execution
environment the techniques are used for).
• RQ4: What mechanisms have been proposed/studied? (i.e., the ob-
fuscation/diversification method used, (b) target of transformation,
(c) level and stage, (d) cost and effectiveness of the approach.
3. Search and selection process
In order to carry out the research review systematically, we need to
follow a protocol that defines the search strings and strategy, inclusion
and exclusion criteria, and methods to extract data and synthesis the
results. In this regard, we based our SLR on the research protocol
suggested by Kitchenham et al. [7], and conducted our SLR in seven
different phases. These phases are as follow: search and selection pro-
cess (Phase I), inclusion and exclusion (Phase II to IV), snowballing
(Phase V), data extraction (Phase VI), data analysis (VII). Fig. 1 illus-
trates the different phases in this process. The numbers on the arrows
indicate the number of search results and included papers after each
phase. In what follows, the details of the protocol developed for our SLR
are presented.
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3.1. Search
3.1.1. Initial search
Before starting the search process, we conducted an initial search to
assure that there are sufficient numbers of articles available in the
target field to study. In this stage, we found 48 articles discussing the
improvement of software security using diversification/obfuscation
techniques, which confirmed that this could be an appropriate topic to
conduct a SLR on.
3.1.2. Manual search
For the manual search, Phase I, we selected a set of proper search
strings, with which we assumed we would find the majority of the re-
lated articles. We also selected six of the largest digital databases, in-
cluding IEEEXplore Digital Library, ACM Digital Library, Wiley online
library, ScienceDirect, dblp, and SpringerLink. We limited our search to
titles, abstracts and keywords of the articles to avoid false positive re-
sults of the full-text search. In some cases, search query was adapted
according to requirements of the search engine. The following search
command was used to retrieve studies from the databases:
(software OR code OR program) AND (diversification OR
obfuscation
OR obfuscate OR obfuscator)
We undertook the manual search separately in the databases and
combined the results in a large spreadsheet. After removing the dupli-
cates, 6040 articles proceeded to Phase II for inclusion and exclusion
(Section 3.2).
3.1.3. Automatic (citation-based) search
To complete the manual search, we performed an automatic search
(backward snowballing), in Phase V. Backward snowballing is done by
analyzing the reference lists of selected papers to find any missing re-
lated paper [7]. Therein, 268 papers were collected, for which we re-
peated the inclusion/exclusion process (Phase II to IV).
3.2. Selection of the studies
After collecting the papers in Phase I, we should include relevant
and drop irrelevant papers. For that, we defined some inclusion/ex-
clusion criteria, based on which we make decision (in Phase II-IV)
whether to include/drop a paper. The followings are the inclusion cri-
teria in our study:
• papers that are written in the English language;
• peer-reviewed papers (however, we did not exclude technical re-
ports and books, since there exists some widely cited high quality
technical reports in this domain, e.g., [13]);
• papers in the context of software production/development;
• papers related to software security;
• papers related to obfuscation/diversification; and
• obfuscation/diversification in the paper is used/discussed with the
aim of improving/enhancing the security in software/code/pro-
gram.
Considering that obfuscation and diversification techniques have
been used in different domains for various purposes, we decided to
narrow down our results. To this end, we focused our search on studies
that are using obfuscation/diversification with the aim of software se-
curity and leave out the papers that were falling in our exclusion cri-
teria:
• studying the possibility/impossibility of obfuscation;
• studying the use of obfuscation/diversification by malware, to hide
their malicious code from scanners and malware analyzers;
• studying the techniques at a level other than software (e.g., hard-
ware/network);
• proposing an approach that needs hardware assistance;
• studying obfuscation/diversification from cryptographic point of
view;
• using the approaches to protect software watermark, birthmark and
intellectual property rights; and
• unavailable studies, that we were not able to access in anyway.
Considering the defined criteria, we followed this process to select
the relevant studies:
1. In Phase II, we screened the papers based on their titles. Each paper
title was checked by four authors to determine whether it is relevant
to our study or not, according to the defined inclusion/exclusion
criteria.
2. In Phase III, two of the authors screened the papers based on their
abstracts, and included the papers that were compatible with the
inclusion criteria and dropped the papers that were not.
3. In Phase IV, the same process was repeated as Phase III, but based on
the full text of the papers this time. There were several cases in
which the full texts were not available in online databases. We tried
Fig. 1. The systematic search and selection process. On the left are the online databases and on the right are various inclusion and exclusion phases in the study. The
number of articles left after each phase are shown on arrows.
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to contact the author(s) or find the text from other sources. If we
were not successful finding the text in any way, we dropped the
paper.
3.3. Data extraction
Each of the 357 selected papers was read through by two reviewers.
The first reviewer extracted the data from the papers using a data ex-
traction form, and the second reviewer checked the correctness of the
extracted data. In case of any disagreement, the paper was discussed in
a meeting with other authors, till reaching an agreement.
We divided the papers into two main categories, Constructive and
Empirical, and defined different sets of questions to extract data form
them. The papers that propose a new (implementable) obfuscation/
diversification method, or apply/implement a technique fall into the
category of constructive papers. The papers that evaluate/assess/ex-
periment/discuss/review some (existing) obfuscation/diversification
techniques fall into the category of empirical papers. There also exist
papers that could be considered as both constructive and empirical.
This class includes the papers that carry out an empirical study and at
the same time conduct a constructive work.
For the category of constructive papers we extracted the following
data, and presented the classification of the captured data in
Section 4.1:
Aim: For what purpose is obfuscation/diversification used and what
types of software security problems is solved (e.g., what type of attack is
mitigated)?
Level: At what level is obfuscation/diversification applied (e.g.,
source code, binary level)?
Stage: At what stage of software production is obfuscation/diversi-
fication applied (e.g., compile-time, run-time)?
Target: What is the subject of obfuscation/diversification transfor-
mation (e.g., control flow)?
Mechanism: What type of obfuscation/diversification method is
used/proposed?
Language: What language is the paper targeting?
Execution environment: What environment is the obfuscation/di-
versification techniques proposed for?
Overhead: What kind of overhead does the proposed obfuscation/
diversification technique introduce?
Resiliency: How has the resiliency of the proposed approach been
tested, and what results have been achieved?
For the category of empirical papers, we extracted the following data,
and presented the classification of the captured data in Section 4.2:
Relevance: How is the paper related to obfuscation/diversification?
Outcome: What are the outcomes/findings/results of the study?
4. Results
As mentioned before, based on the method of the study used, we
divided the selected studies into three main categories of (a) con-
structive, (b) empirical, and (c) constructive and empirical. Fig. 2 shows
the distribution and the number of papers in each category. As is seen,
the highest interest has been on constructive methods and obfuscation
studies.
4.1. Constructive studies
By analyzing the data we captured from the data extraction phase,
we answered the research questions defined in the beginning of our
study.
4.1.1. RQ1: Status of the field of study
After the search and selection step, we extracted data from the 357
included studies. The studies come in six different types, including
conference paper, journal article, workshop papers, book section,
technical report, and doctoral theses. Also, there were 2 studies in other
formats that did not fit into these categories. Table 1 shows different
types of studies and the number of studies found in each type. The
numbers indicate that the majority of the studies were published in
conferences.
We analyzed the author affiliations for the included papers to as-
sociate the papers to their originating organizations and countries.
Fig. 3 captures the ten most associated countries for the considered
set of studies. United States has by far the largest (c. 39, 5%) share,
followed by China (c. 10,1%). However, as a continent, UK and Europe
lead the statistics (c. 40,1%), with research divided mainly among
Germany, Belgium, and Italy. The list also includes Japan and India –
Asia as a whole contributed to one third (c. 32,2%) of the papers in the
study. The research is relatively concentrated to a selected number of
regions as the five and ten most affiliated countries count for circa
60,8% and 80,1% of all the affiliations.
Fig. 4 captures the ten most associated organizations for the con-
sidered set of studies. From this, we note that Microsoft Corporation
(inclusive of Microsoft Research) is the only non-academic organization
to be prolific in this area. Further, the ten most prolific organizations
correspond to almost a third (c. 29, 1%) of the total affiliations for these
studies. This is a notable portion from the affiliations, and arguably,
indicates that majority of the research is concentrated to a rather small
set of organizations. In Belgium, Finland, and New Zealand, the ma-
jority of research can be traced to a single organization.
It was of our interest to know the annual growth and decrease rates
of the publications in this field of study. This can indicate the changes in
interests and the significance of the field of study. An upward trend can
be a sign of increasing interest to the field; while, a downward trend
could state that the field is reaching a dead end. Fig. 5 illustrates the
distribution of the selected studies in the SLR, between the years of
1993 to 2017. There is a relative fluctuation in the whole period, with
an overall upward trend in the number of published studies, except for
the slight decline in 2017. This implies that while the field has been
fairly unpopular research subject, it has recently drawn fair attention
among researchers. Between obfuscation and diversification, the former
has almost always been a more popular technique – significantly so
between 2000–2010, while diversification has grained in popularity
since then.
We also examined the articles’ publication forum types as a function
of their publication years and the distribution is captured in Fig. 6. We
note that through the queried year span, the dominant publication
forum type is conference. However, the type selection gets more varied
as we approach the present day, and as a publication forum, the journal
type is almost on par with the conference in the year 2014. The ob-
served increase in variety could be taken as evidence for the domain
getting more mature: existence of more established research in the
domain shows as increase in the number of journal articles and book
chapters while the discovery of new sub-domains shows as an in-
creasing number of workshop publications.
Fig. 7 displays, for the considered set of studies, the associated or-
ganizations’ sector as a function of the publication year. Observations
made here relate closely to the ones made for Fig. 4: while some pub-
lications are affiliated solely to industrial organizations (c. 2, 6% pub-
lications in the year 2015 and c. 5, 6% in total for the considered time-
span) or to both industrial and academic bodies (c. 13, 2% in the year
2015 and c. 12, 6% in total), majority of the considered studies are
made in an academic vacuum. While the distribution is understandable
for theoretical research, it raises concerns regarding the applicability
and correspondence of the research in this domain.
4.1.2. RQ2: Aim
In the reviewed literature, we identified a set of aims for which
obfuscation and diversification were used for securing code and soft-
ware and defeating known attacks, and hopefully unknown future at-
tacks [238]. In Table 2, we summarize the generic aims that the related
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studies were following.
In the process of reviewing the selected studies, we identified four
broad categories that could encompass most of the presented literature.
We acknowledge that these categories are not completely orthogonal,
that is, there is some overlap between the different categories and a
single piece of research could reasonably be classified as belonging to
multiple categories. Still, being aware of the common aims or use cases
associated with obfuscation and diversification research can be a va-
luable resource. With this classification, we try to answer the question
what real-world problems are being solved by the use of diversification
and obfuscation methods.
a) Making reverse engineering of the program logic more difficult: The most
commonly stated aim of this research area was simply to make
malicious reverse engineering of programs harder
[113,165,171,277], i.e., making the act of debugging and dis-
assembling of the software more complex to get the original source
code [71,91,123,198,247]. By reducing the readability and under-
standability [47,110] of the software through these techniques, it
becomes more resistant to unauthorized modification, i.e., becomes
more tamper-proof [25]. Making understanding programs harder
might be a desirable aim in order to protect proprietary algorithms
or other intellectual property. Assembly code obfuscation [211],
increasing complexity of dynamic analysis [240], preventing con-
trol-flow analysis [75], and introducing parallelism in order to ob-
fuscate control-flows [239] are examples of research aiming to make
programs harder to understand. Furthermore, obfuscation is an ef-
fective approach to counter both static [60,226,268] and dynamic
analysis [122,126,240].
b) Prevent widespread vulnerabilities: Obfuscation and diversification
techniques were also employed for their potential security benefits
in preventing widespread vulnerabilities [81,262,268]. Exploits
often depend on minute details about program internals. Introdu-
cing diversity into deployed applications can make it more chal-
lenging to construct exploits that reliably work against multiple
targets. Diversification works by introducing variability in the
software. Increased diversity makes the number of assumptions an
adversary can make about the system smaller. Aside from diversi-
fication, obfuscation can also serve as a method of making software
more secure. By making it more challenging for an attacker to un-
derstand the piece of software, obfuscation helps to increase the
costs associated with exploit development. Examples of research
specifically targeting security include randomization measures to
defeat Return-Oriented Programming (ROP) attacks [216], rando-
mized instruction set emulation [66], metamorphic code generation
[230], and diversifying system call interface to defeat code injection
attacks [159,233,282].
c) Preventing unauthorized modification of software: Research on tamper-
resistance tries to find ways for making it more challenging for an
adversary to produce derived version of programs [26,107,127].
Fig. 2. Distribution of the studies.
Table 1
Types of studies.
Type Diversification Obfuscation Both Total
Conference paper 68 134 7 209
Journal article 29 51 2 82
Workshop paper 12 17 1 30
Book section 10 8 2 20
Technical report 3 8 0 11
Doctoral Thesis 0 3 0 3
Other 1 1 0 2
122 223 12 357
Fig. 3. Prolific countries: ten most associated countries
in the considered studies (total number of country level
affiliations =N 420).
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This might be desirable in order to preserve the intended operation
of a program in an uncontrolled environment. For example, appli-
cations employing some form of digital rights management or
computer games trying to prevent players from cheating might
employ such techniques in order to make it harder to circumvent the
protection mechanisms [30,259]. Techniques aiming for tamper-
resistance often utilize methods for making understanding the pro-
gram more difficult but they can also include methods for verifying
program authenticity. Tamper-resistance was explicitly mentioned
as one of the aims in the context of obfuscating Java bytecode [30],
run-time randomization in order to slow down the adversary’s lo-
cate-alter-test cycle [103] and obfuscation of sequential program
control-flow [24]. Control flow obfuscation conceals the real control
flows of the program and generates a fake control flow [145,175].
This makes it difficult for an analyzer to comprehend the logic of the
program [245], also prevents spying and manipulating the control
flow [75].
d) Hiding data: Aside from making programs more complex to analyze,
obfuscation was also utilized for hiding static non-executable data
within programs [99,231,281]. Hiding cryptographic keys and
protecting intellectual property are few examples of scenarios were
such measures are considered. Such techniques have been used to
hide static integers [138,191] and obfuscate arrays by splitting them
[97].
The results signify that the two techniques are used to mitigate the
risk of a wide range of attacks, and in best case scenario hamper them.
Table 3 presents the top attacks that were impeded with the help of
obfuscation and diversification, such as code injection attacks
[55,105,108,197], ROP attacks [195,215,260,263], buffer over-flow
attacks [35,57,268], and Just-in-Time (JIT) spraying attacks
[186,208,263]. From Table 3 we can deduce that not all the studies
(209 papers) were explicitly discussing particular attacks that they aim
to impede.
4.1.3. RQ3: Environment
For classifying the environments, two subcategories were chosen: a)
language of the program being obfuscated/diversified and b) execution
environment.
a) Language: The reviewed literature used a diverse set of over 20
different programming languages. Circa 36,8% of the languages
were the topic of only one research and two thirds (63,1%) were
mentioned at most thrice. Most research discussed one (c. 63,4%) or
two (c. 10,6%) specific languages, with two systems programming
(C/C++) or high level languages (Java & JavaScript) representing
the vast majority of such pairs. A quarter (25,0%) of the research did
not specify a single language or generalized the presented work for a
class of languages. Only a minority of research
[135,158,163,167,191,232,340] mentioned multiple languages or
language classes.
A more descriptive view of the kinds of the languages was achieved
by further classifying the research into four language categories re-
presenting hardware oriented, high level, scripting, and domain specific
languages. The distribution of languages into these languages is as
follows:
• Systems programming (N=158): C (52), Assembly (29), C++ (21),
Cobol (1)
• Managed (N=81): Java (54), C# (3), Haskell (2), J# (1), Lisp (1),
OCaml (1), VB (1)
• Scripting (N=19): JavaScript (11), Python (3), Perl (2), PHP (1)
• Domain specific, DSL (N=7): SQL (5), HTML (1)
The systems programming languages are compiled to native hard-
ware without a run-time virtual machine and provide direct access to
memory. Due to this low level direct hardware access, these languages
benefit from obfuscation and diversification to protect this access. Some
Fig. 4. Prolific organizations: ten most associated or-
ganizations for the considered set of studies (total
number of organization level affiliations =N 544).
Fig. 5. Number of papers published yearly on the topic of security and privacy through obfuscation/diversification.
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examples of the applications of these languages in the research include
operating systems and drivers, low-level libraries, server software, high
performance computing, and embedded software. The managed lan-
guages typically require a virtual machine to provide a safer pro-
gramming model for application programming. The most common
problem for these languages is that the code is relatively easy to reverse
engineer. The Java virtual machine is the most common platform in the
selected research studies, but others, such as the Microsoft’s Common
Language Runtime (CLR), were also covered. A typical application of
this class is mobile code, that is, code expected to run in an unknown
environment. Finally, the scripting languages introduce new levels of
insecurity since manipulating their code is even simpler. The DSLs have
other issues, for example injection attacks or the need to protect in-
tellectual property.
The following three figures present the language trends in the re-
viewed papers. First, Fig. 8 shows the popularity of various language
categories based on our classification. The majority of the research has
focused on systems programming, managed languages come as the
second most popular category. Script languages are a bit more re-
searched than DSLs.
Fig. 9 shows the overall distribution of language popularity in se-
lected studies. A raw binary code (of native or virtual machine bytecode
instructions) is the most popular ”language” in this field of research.
This is natural as most software is compiled to binary form for dis-
tribution. It represent the lowest level language and often requires
disassembly to reconstruct the program structure for analysis. We dis-
tinguish assembly language as a separate form with its structured form
intact for further analysis. Assembly is commonly used when obfusca-
tion/diversification is used as a language agnostic compiler pass. The C
and Java languages are other popular choices, followed by C++ and
JavaScript.
Fig. 10 shows the trend over time for the five most used languages.
The other languages are presented as the sixth group, as a reference.
Like in the other figures, the research seems to be a bit more active in
the 2000s and even more active in 2010s. Each of the top five languages
appears to be almost equally represented each year.
b) Execution Environment: The environments in the reviewed literature
can be classified in various ways as there are many interesting areas
of focus. We have focused on two approaches in our review. First,
the target environment of deployment (Table 4) plays a significant
role when analyzing the applicability of a security mechanism. The
majority of reviewed approaches are general enough to work in a
multitude of environments. The most significant group of special
environments were distributed and agent based systems with mobile
code. As the code executes in a possibly remote, uncontrolled
system, the need for protection is obvious - especially since the
mobile agents often rely on bytecode that is relatively easy to re-
verse engineer. Virtualization and cloud computing can introduce
similar kinds of problems if the host is owned by a third party, but
virtualization is also used as a protection mechanism. Web services
and servers offer an attack surface via the service layers, and mobile
and desktop users are threatened by unreliable software. We dis-
tinguish between generic servers and cloud by denoting XaaS plat-
forms for hosting third party services as the cloud. Embedded en-
vironment might use obfuscation or diversification for example to
avoid the computational cost of encryption. Furthermore, most
mobile devices are embedded platforms, but not all embedded
platforms are mobile.
The second way to classify the reviewed literature is by the run-time
environment (Table 4). This classification focuses on the abstraction
level on the deployed software stack, with native code on the bottom
and the virtual machine managed code on top, if both run-times are
being used. Over a half of the research targets a native code environ-
ment. The more specific mechanisms are further discussed in the level
Fig. 6. Publication forum types for the considered set of studies as a function of the publication year.
Fig. 7. Associated organizations’ sector for the considered set of studies as a function of the publication year.
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(Section 4.1.4b) and stage (Section 4.1.4c) sections. Around fifth of the
research focuses on managed environments such as Java virtual ma-
chines. Few papers target both environments, e.g., in the case of JIT
compilers. Almost a third of the research claims to operate in all kinds
of environments as a general purpose security mechanism.
4.1.4. RQ4: Mechanism
a) Method: In order to make diversified program instances, various
transformation mechanisms are proposed in the literature. Each of these
mechanisms are applied at different stages and levels of software de-
velopment life-cycle (discussed in Section 4.1.4.b and Section 4.1.4.c).
In this section, we classify the transformation techniques, based on the
target of transformation. In other words, ”what” is transformed and
”how” the transformation is applied. Fig. 11 illustrates these techniques
as a tree. On first level of the tree come the targets of transformations
and on the lower levels the transformation techniques to obfuscate
these targets. We base our classification on the taxonomy presented by
Collberg et al. [13], which introduces control obfuscation, data obfus-
cation, layout obfuscation, and preventive obfuscation as different trans-
formation targets. In the following we discuss each category.
• Control flow obfuscation aims at altering/obscuring the flow of a
program to make it difficult for an attacker to successfully analyze
and understand the code [1]. There exists a large body of research
on control flow obfuscation techniques [259,261,266,334]. The
most common technique to disturb the control flow is bogus inser-
tion [11,12,22,31,63,73,104,268,362]. This technique works as in-
serting gray/dead/dummy code [351] that is never executed, fakes
the control transfer [100], and/or introduces confusion for the
analyzing tools [16,24,45,51,98,109,129,145,179,187] to attain the
actual flow. Adding dummy blocks [122,160,169], dead statements
[170], redundant operands [113], dummy instructions to camou-
flage the original instructions [38,242], new segments [247],
dummy classes [84], dummy sequence using dead registers [47],
and junk byte insertion to instruction stream [34,169], all fall into
this class of transformation. Inserting additional NOP instructions
[215,226,283] is another type of bogus insertion. NOPs are in-
structions that perform no operations but make it harder to predict
where the pieces of code are placed in memory.
Another widely used technique for disturbing the program’s control
flow is using opaque predicates [16,34,73,75,115,126,145,169,
179,188,209,291,313,355]. These expressions are known to the
obfuscator in advance, but not to the deobfuscator/attacker. A
simple example of opaque expression is a Boolean expression that is
Table 2
Aims followed by using obfuscation and diversification techniques.
Aim Via diversification (no. of papers) Via obfuscation (no. of papers)
Making reverse engineering difficult 7 78
Generating diverse and unique versions of SW 34 3
Making the program hard to comprehend/read 1 31
Concealing a fragment of code and hiding some data inside the code 2 24
Preventing tampering of program code and illegal modification of software 4 22
Hiding the control flow of the program 1 24
Making static analysis difficult 1 20
Making dynamic analysis difficult 2 12
Mitigating the risk of malware 12 7
Protecting mobile agents against malicious host 0 6
Preventing large-scale attacks 10 2
Detecting anomalies/intrusions 4 0
No suitable aim discussed 50
Table 3
Attacks mitigated by obfuscation and diversification techniques.
Attack mitigated via diversification (no.
of papers)
via obfuscation (no.
of papers)
ROP attacks 24 1
Code injection attacks 15 2
Buffer overflow attack 6 2
JIT spraying attacks 2 2
Side channel attack 3 4
Attacks to web applications, e.g.,
cross-site scripting (XSS),
SQL injection
4 1
Code reuse attacks 12 2
Browser-based attacks 2 3
Insider attacks 1 2
Protecting the software against
piracy
0 6
Slicing attacks (a form of reverse
engineering)
0 2
No attack mentioned 209
Fig. 8. Popularity of languages in the selected publications over time, grouped in language categories.
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always evaluated as ”true” or as ”false”, yet needs to be evaluated at
execution time. This hardens the task of analyzing the control flow
and enhances the cost of comprehending the program [16,75].
Transformation can be applied to loops [268] by loop unrolling
[166,201,272], loop intersection [73,182], extending [16,104,113]
and eliminating [109], and changing the loop conditions [330].
Transformation can also be applied at instruction level to camou-
flage the original flow of the application [271] through instruction
reordering [103,114,166,245,268], instruction hiding [226], and
instruction replacement with dummy/fake instructions
[38,76,175,291,346], or instructions that raise a trap
[47,103,186,247]. Self modification mechanisms
[38,62,165,182,202] alter/replace instructions at run-time which
could be used to introduce an additional layer of complexity while
obfuscating the code [161].
Modifying the control of a program not only makes it difficult to
analyze the actual program’s flow, but also results in diverse bin-
aries/executable. This can be achieved through reordering the in-
structions [103,114,166,245,268] and blocks [27,103,135,202,
239,346], while the semantics and dependency relations are pre-
served. Code transformation [52,63,162,202,211,214,230] is an-
other way of producing dissimilar binaries. As an example, by ran-
domizing the software in a sensor network, the nodes receive
diversified versions of the software [149].
Other forms of control flow obfuscation are polymorphism [44,84],
branching functions [34,47,123,157,179,209,240], and trans-
forming/faking/spoofing jump tables [34,242]. Inlining method
[41,103] replaces the function call with the function body, so the
function is eliminated and the primary structures are not disclosed.
Cloning method [229,231] creates different versions of the function
and tries to conceal the information about the function calls.
• Data obfuscation aims at obscuring data and concealing data struc-
ture of a program [207]. In the surveyed studies, various approaches
have been used to this aim [259,279,288]. First is array obfuscation
[29] that targets the structure (and the nature) of an array, trying to
make it confusing to the reader. This can be done through splitting
an array into smaller sub-arrays [97,112,130,171], or merging
multiple arrays and making one larger array [130,171]. Other ways
of array obfuscation are array folding [85,112,130,171], that in-
creases the dimensions of an array, and conversely, array flattening
[48,85,112,130,171], that decreases the dimensions of an array.
Second is variable transformation to obscure/obfuscates variables
[29,41,67,110,116,238,256]. Variables can be encoded [104], sub-
stituted with a piece of code [11], split into multiple variables
[94,104,113], and vice versa, multiple variables can be merged to-
gether. Third is a more complex obfuscation technique, class trans-
formation, which confuses the reader to comprehend the structure
of a class [72]. This transformation includes class splitting into
smaller sub-classes [36,41,128,177], merging/coalescing multiple
Fig. 9. List of languages in selected research, ordered by their popularity over time.
Fig. 10. Popularity of top five most used languages in the selected publications over time, the other languages are merged to the sixth group.
Table 4
Environments for the proposed obfuscation and diversification mechanisms.
Target environment context Diversification Obfuscation Both
Cloud 5 3 2
Desktop 1 3 0
Distributed/agent based 18 9 2
Embedded 6 2 3
Mobile 13 5 1
Server/mainframe 4 12 0
Virtualization 7 7 1
Web 10 8 0
Runtime environment
Any 54 21 6
Managed code 46 8 1
Native code 72 68 2
Both native & managed 4 1 0
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classes together [36,41,148,177,223], class hierarchy flattening
[84,128,223] which removes type hierarchy from programs, and
type hiding [36,72,177]. There exist other classes of techniques to
obfuscate the data structure of the program, such as code substitu-
tion [145], and encryption [53,67,86,110,128,147,213,235].
• Layout obfuscation is a class of obfuscation techniques that targets
the program’s layout structure [13,336] through renaming the
identifiers [45,51,98,101,110,117,125,163,187,212,213,233,320]
and removing the comments, information about debugging, and
source code formatting [113,170,201,223]. By reducing the amount
of information for the human reader, the reverse engineering be-
comes harder. Layout transformations are considered as one-way
approaches, as when the information is gone there is no way to
recover the original formatting. Instruction Set Randomization (ISR)
[55,66,105,140,154,158,167,186,192], Address Randomization
[35,39,46,57,105,106,192,193,215,283], and Layout Randomiza-
tion [41,52,88,113,146,149,160,178,193], Address Space Layout
Randomization (ASLR) [263,265,308,337] can also be seen as
identifier renaming techniques.
b) Level: We identified several phases in the software development,
deployment, and execution as levels of obfuscation. In the reviewed
research (Table 5), most techniques apply to development time (n =
282), runtime (n = 95), or both (n= 58). The development time
techniques mostly apply to human readable source code (high level
language & assembly), but obfuscation and diversification tools ma-
nipulating the generated binary formats (bytecode, native code, inter-
mediate representation) are equally common. The application program
itself provides the main platform for applying various mechanisms. At
runtime, the techniques either target the source code (scripting lan-
guages), intermediate formats (e.g. JIT compilation), or the execution
environments. Modified runtime systems are process level techniques
for both managed (e.g. CLR & Java virtual machine) and native code,
Fig. 11. Transformation mechanisms.
Table 5
Level of obfuscation and diversification at development time / runtime.
Level Development Runtime
Application design 11 –
Assembly source code 12 –
Bytecode 40 –
Executable 76 –
High level language source code 104 7
Intermediate representation format 39 5
Managed code – 3
Native code – 43
Hardware – 3
Operating system – 18
Virtualization – 16
Total no. of papers (impl & runtime effects) 58
Total no. of papers 282 95
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but operating systems, operating system / machine virtualization, and
hardware level modifications are also presented.
In terms of obfuscation and diversification techniques, operating
with source code that is not yet compiled is relatively effortless. Many of
the reviewed techniques work purely on the lexical and syntactic levels
and the parsing technology is mature, ranging from simple pre-pro-
cessors to frameworks with compiler-like abilities. It is also possible to
manipulate many high-level structures (classes, data structures) that are
not available in machine code form [36]. In interpreted languages (e.g.
JavaScript), the source code obfuscation is the only option [110], which
also explains why some of the source code obfuscations are deferred to
run-time. Collberg et al. have extensively described techniques avail-
able for source code obfuscation in [13,16]. Some of the mechanisms
extend the range of obfuscations to semantically richer forms, the in-
termediate formats available during the compilation. Abstract syntax
trees [133,207] are used by syntax oriented techniques while se-
mantically richer intermediate formats provide access to e.g. control
flow analysis. These mechanisms are provided for instance as compiler
plugins.
The motive to obfuscate the source code is usually preventing the
adversary from easily understanding and altering the code even if he or
she has managed to reverse engineer it. Source code obfuscation might
not ultimately prevent a dedicated attacker from understanding soft-
ware, but it will significantly raise the bar of complexity and decrease
the probability of a successful attack [49]. Source code obfuscation is
often used for intellectual property protection [104,113]. Worth noting
is that source code obfuscation is usually also reflected to the bytecode
or binary code after compilation.
In managed environments, bytecode techniques have received lots of
attention. For example, in Java, it is not that hard to reverse the com-
piled bytecode back to source code. This reverse-engineering can be
performed via automatic tools [50,51]. Naturally, this poses problems
for the confidentiality of source code and has elicited lots of research on
bytecode obfuscation. Several approaches such as [30,45,177,182,223]
have been proposed to prevent adversaries from understanding, re-
verse-engineering or cracking the bytecode. One major advantage of
bytecode obfuscation (along with other binary code obfuscation tech-
niques discussed next) is that source code is not needed in the process.
This is quite often the case with closed source, third party software.
Reverse engineering and the manipulation of security measures are
also issues with native code executables, but the native instruction sets
are inherently harder to analyze due to more complex instruction sets
and the lower level of abstraction. A large set of obfuscation and di-
versification techniques are applied to symbolic assembly code (with
relocation information etc. intact) or disassembled final binaries
[259,276]. This is often done in order to make reverse engineering
considerably harder [171,247] or to prevent disassembling the program
from binaries [175,240]. Low level obfuscation usually involves using
control flow obfuscation transformations changing the sequence of in-
structions [123,245]. In general, increasing the entropy of the low level
code also makes it harder for a piece of malware to modify the code or
inject its own malicious payload [11,233]. One technique related with
low level obfuscation is ISR [42,66]. An execution environment unique
to the running process is created so that the attacker does not know the
”language” used and therefore, cannot ”talk” to the machine. A new
instruction set is created for each process executing within a system.
c) Stage: Although modern software development is iterative, we ob-
serve the software life cycle as a linear sequence of stages: (a) de-
velopment, (b) distribution and deployment, and (c) execution. This
model captures the fact that each stage is characterized by a dif-
ferent set of obfuscation and diversification techniques and tools.
The development stage is further split into design, implementation,
compilation and linking phases. When analyzing the types of tools
used to manipulate the application’s code, the compilation can be
further refined into pre- (e.g. source to source transformations and
code generators) and post-compilation (e.g. link-time code trans-
formation) phases. The software deployment includes installation
and updates [248]. Application loading occurs in conjunction with
execution and thus is included in this stage. The surveyed studies
discussed and applied obfuscation and diversification techniques
during all these stages.
The Venn diagram in Fig. 12a illustrates all the observed stages and
their overlap in five main groups, from design to application execution.
These groups reflect the different stakeholders and roles in the soft-
ware’s life cycle. We identified 16 different types of use of stages, with
201, 60, and 9 studies operating on one to three stages, respectively.
None of the studies suggested taking part in four or more groups of
stages. A majority of research involves compilation and linking. Ex-
ecution time techniques form another large group. A small number of
research is associated with either of these approaches and some other
stage (n = 29) or is applied outside these stages (n = 22).
In Fig. 12a, the first group contains design and implementation
phases. Mechanisms applied at this stage are involved in software de-
velopment effort. Data obfuscation [118,137,162], control flow obfus-
cation [109,169] and, in general, source code obfuscation
[63,99,118,188,225] are the most common approaches that target the
code at implementation level.
The mechanisms in the next group, compilation and linking, can be
applied to the deliverables of iterations for in-house software or to pre-
made software, available either as source code, in intermediate forms,
or as executable binaries that can be analyzed or reverse-engineered.
This group is further dissected in Fig. 12b as the majority of reviewed
Fig. 12. a) Various stages in SW life-cycle that obfuscation/diversification are applied on, b) Dissection of various compile-time stages in conjunction with all post-
distribution phases.
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literature forms a cluster in this stage. The third stage, installation and
update, includes the task of local deployment of software and updates.
The next stage, loading, covers the process of loading the executable to
memory (e.g. from a network stream or disk) and dynamic linking.
Finally, execution stage includes all sorts of mechanisms that activate
during application’s execution. Code obfuscation and software diversi-
fication can also be applied at execution time. Dynamic software muta-
tion [79] is a repeated transformation of the program during its ex-
ecution. It makes a region of memory occupied by various code
sequences during execution. Identifier renaming [163], ASLR [57,265],
camouflaging the instructions by overwriting them with fake instruc-
tions [76], and randomizing the location of critical data elements in
memory [140] are other examples of execution-time diversification.
Fig. 12b focuses on the mechanisms applied on various stages of the
compilation (pre-, post-, and during compilation). In the figure, all the
remaining stages after the compilation techniques have been combined
as a single post-distribution stage. The reviewed research is distributed
quite evenly between the different compilation stages. Second large
class of mechanisms is to use compilation or post-compilation in con-
junction with the execution time techniques.
Diversification at the compile-time makes the process fairly auto-
matic by eliminating the need to change the program’s source code
[248]. M. Franz [150] has proposed a practical approach for generating
diverse software at compiler-level. This approach is based on an app-
store that contains a multi-compiler, which works as a diversifying
engine that generates unique binaries with identical functionality. In
[207] they have developed a compiler plugin to generate diverse op-
erating system kernels, through memory layout randomization. As we
mentioned before, in the literature, there are several works that study
the pre-compile time and post-compile diversification. Control flow
transformation in the source code [43] is an example for the former,
and class transformation in Java bytecode [177] an example for the
latter.
d) Cost: Despite of the security obfuscation and diversification bring,
they introduce cost and overhead to the system, like any other se-
curity measure. In fact, the higher level of obfuscation/diversifica-
tion, the more penalty is forced to the system. Therefore, based on
the need of the system, it is decided how much the program needs to
be obfuscated/diversified. In the studied works overhead mainly
was reported as a) increase in the program size [50,84] (e.g.,
number of instructions [34], memory size, code size [240,256,264],
binary patch size [140], byte code size), b) increase in program
performance [261,263,266,285,290] (e.g., compile time [175],
process time, execution time [260,268], CPU overhead [119],
higher memory usage [119,273], and c) latency and throughput
[210] (in load time or run time). It is worth mentioning that among
the diversification mechanisms, some introduce more cost and some
less. For instance, changing variable names, function names, and
system call numbers often introduces no additional costs.
e) Effectiveness: In the studied works, the effectiveness of the proposed
approaches were mainly measured through the following metrics:
• Potency determines to what degree a human reader is confused, as
a result of the applied security measure [13]. Measuring the po-
tency can be done by comparing the obfuscated/diversified ver-
sion of the software with the original version and presenting the
similarity rate [257,290]. In [131] clone detection is used to
analyze the similarity of the obfuscated code with the original
one, and the code dissimilarity is the metric for representing the
potency of the approach. Another way to measure the potency of
an obfuscation mechanism is to evaluate how much harder it has
become for a human reader to comprehend the obfuscated code,
comparing to the original code. For instance, the obfuscation
mechanism in [27] has been tested empirically with a group of
students, programmers and crackers and illustrated that only a
few crackers were able to deobfuscate the obfuscated code. In
[272] the effectiveness of the proposed approach is measured by
static and dynamic analysis of the obfuscated code.
• Resiliency determines how well the obfuscated/diversified pro-
gram resists automatic decompilers/disassemblers/deobfuscators
[13]. Analyzing the reverse engineering effort demonstrates how
the proposed technique is effective against disassembly tools (e.g.,
through presenting confusion factor, and disassembly errors). For
instance, in [211,240] the strength of the obfuscation mechanism
has been evaluated against IDA PRO automated deobfuscators [8],
and demonstrate that obfuscated code increases the effort for an
attacker, by making it harder to reconstruct the original code.
Similarly, Linn et al. [34] have used three state-of-the-art dis-
assembly tools, and demonstrated the effectiveness of their ap-
proach through confusion factors, disassembly errors, and in-
correctly disassembled code, that they gained by disassembling
the obfuscated code.
• Attack Resistance determines how much harder it has become to
break the obfuscated code. It can be done by running the obfus-
cated/diversified software against different attacks and analyzing
the outcome [260,263,268,285]. As an example, the obfuscated
kernel in [207] is tested against four kernel rootkits, and it is
shown that they all were disabled. RandSys prototype [105] im-
plemented for Linux and Windows has been tested against two
zero-day exploits (code-spraying attacks), and 60 existing code
injection attacks. It was shown that the approach is successful in
thwarting them. In [268] they run the program against various
types of attacks (e.g., code injection, memory corruption, code
reuse, tampering and reverse engineering attacks) and measure
the resistance.
4.2. Empirical studies
As mentioned before, in the set of studies collected, 68 of them were
studying the obfuscation/diversification techniques empirically. These
empirical studies come in the form of discussion, experiment, evalua-
tion, comparison, optimization, survey, and presenting a classification.
The following categories illustrate how these studies were related to
obfuscation and diversification:
• survey of related works on obfuscation and diversification as soft-
ware protection techniques [5,6,37,64,180,248,284]; Baudry and
Monperrus [284] survey the related works on design and data di-
versity which consider fault tolerance and cybersecurity. They also
study randomization at various system levels.
• overview/classification of existing obfuscation/diversification
techniques [59,78,132,324];
• studying the obfuscating transformations that are (more) resilient to
slicing attacks [92,96,329];
• comparing different obfuscation mechanisms [87,95,190];
• discussion on a particular obfuscation mechanism [19,78,132]; In
[132], obfuscation is being discussed as a way to make under-
standing the software more difficult. In [19], identifier renaming is
discussed as an obfuscation mechanism to protect Java applications.
By making the classes harder to decode, the act of unauthorized
decompilation becomes difficult. In [78], the authors overview the
existing obfuscators and obfuscation mechanisms, and also illustrate
the possibility of achieving binary code obfuscation through source
code transformation.
• studying/evaluating the effectiveness of an obfuscation/diversifi-
cation approach (e.g., identifier renaming and opaque predicates)
against human attackers [54,64,74,93,176,183,246,266,269,278,
289,295]; In [68] the authors qualitatively measure the capabilities
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and performance of two commercial obfuscators for three different
sorting algorithms. In [93], the effectiveness of decompilers and
obfuscators are quantified through a set of metrics. It is done by
comparing the original Java source code with the decompiled and
obfuscated code respectively. The metrics will then measure whe-
ther the decompiler produces valid source code, and whether the
obfuscator produces garbled code. [176] measures the effects of
different obfuscation techniques on Java code in terms of com-
plexity. In [278] several different metrics are suggested for mea-
suring the incomprehensibility of the obfuscated code.
• optimizing and reducing the overhead of software diversity
[83,202,237,255];
• experimenting and evaluating the potency of an obfuscation tech-
nique; The strength and incomprehensibility of the obfuscated
programs can be evaluated by measuring the performance of human
analyzers in analyzing the obfuscated code (to what degree a human
reader is confused) [111,121,145,228,234,354].
• studying the effectiveness of software diversity
[32,65,136,237,274,287,292,360]; For instance, to evaluate the
effect of diversity, several different computer attacks are tested
against the diversified programs [32]. In [274], automatic software
diversity is discussed as a means for securing the software. The
authors investigate the types of exploitation it can mitigate, the
different levels of software life-cycle the diversification can be ap-
plied at, and the possible targets of diversification.
5. Discussion
The idea of protecting software through generated diversity and
obfuscated code originated in early1990′s and gained more attention in
the past decade. The rationale behind these techniques is to increase the
cost and effort for a successful attack. This study, by surveying the
literature about the use of these two techniques for securing software,
elucidates several points.
First, these methods have been used in various ways with different
aims, such as protecting software from malicious reverse engineering
and tampering, hiding some data and protecting watermark informa-
tion, preventing the wide spread of vulnerabilities and infections, mi-
tigating the risk of massive-scale attacks, and impeding targeted at-
tacks. In a previous study, we have studied the aims and environments
that these two techniques have been applied to [324].
Second, the field has grown in many directions, and new areas have
emerged. Moving Target Defence (MTD) [172] is an example of newly
born defence mechanisms. MTD randomizes the system components,
and presents a continuously changing attack surface, which shortens
the time frame available for attacker.
Third, studying all the related works sheds light on the research
gaps, and the potential research directions. We discuss these research
gaps in Section 5.2.
Fourth, There are also some challenges associated with practical
diversification and obfuscation that require further study. In Section 5.1
we discuss some of these challenges.
5.1. Challenges
One of the challenge of applying diversification is the fact that it has
to be propagated to every parts of the system that makes use of the
diversified interface. For example, diversified system call numbers in
the operating system kernel have to be propagated to libraries that
employ system calls. It is not straightforward to automatically find all
the dependencies.
Software updates are also a challenge for diversified systems, be-
cause each update has to be individually diversified to be compatible
with the uniquely diversified interfaces it uses. Then again, each patch
is also an opportunity to re-diversify some parts of the system.
Using diversification and obfuscation is always a race against time
in the sense that the adversary will ultimately be able to guess the
correct diversification key or deobfuscate the code. Dynamically
changing obfuscation/diversification is a good defence, but raises
complexity and performance costs of the approach.
5.2. Research gaps
As mentioned before, the main goal of conducting a systematic lit-
erature review is to collect and analyze the studies related to a field of
research, in order to pinpoint the research gaps in that field.
One of the gaps we have found in this field of study is the lack of a
standard metric in this field for reporting the overhead and also the
effectiveness of the proposed approaches. The terms, potency and re-
siliency, introduced by Collberg et al. [16] discuss how much more
complex the code has become in the presence of the obfuscation
method; however, we believe that a standard metric to present a nu-
meric degree is missing. Moreover, as also discussed in [276], the
majority of the existing research are constructive papers and there is
need for more empirical research, such as measuring the efficiency of
diversification and presenting results on performance and space re-
quirements of the obfuscation techniques. However, these concerns
have not fully addressed by the research community.
Another research gap that we noted was that there are still many
environments obfuscation and diversification have not been applied to
yet, even though this would potentially be beneficial. In this section, we
discuss these environments and present some ideas on how to utilize the
two techniques as a complementary measure to the security measures
these environments already have.
One of these execution environments is cloud computing and virtual
environments, in general. Lately, virtual technologies have become very
dominant as many enterprises and service providers are shifting to-
wards the cloud and to deliver their services through it. Thus, we be-
lieve that due to the significance of these environments, there are needs
for proactive approaches for securing their software. Obfuscation and
diversification could become helpful in this manner. Our recent survey
on the use of these techniques for securing cloud computing environ-
ment [293] clearly shows that there have been very limited number of
studies on this domain and there is still room for more studies in this
area. Also, the related works do not address the propagation issues,
especially regarding propagation to higher level interfaces/APIs. One
possible solution that we propose here is to diversify the internal in-
terfaces of cloud and virtualization systems, for instance, diversifying
the machine language of the virtual machines.
Therewith, container-based virtualization is drawing more attention
recently, because of the advantages that it has compared to traditional
hypervisor-based virtualization (such as higher efficiency in CPU,
memory, and storage). We believe that this environment can also
benefit from diversification techniques. However, most notably there is
hardly any research related to diversification of hypervisors or con-
tainers. One potential idea is to diversify interfaces and APIs of con-
tainers, so each container would have a diverse execution environment.
IoT network is another type of environment that is becoming pre-
valent more and more these days. Protecting these networks is also
crucial not only at network level but also at (device) application level.
In the reviewed literature, obfuscation and diversification have been
used very little as a security measure for this purpose. Therefore, this is
another research direction to consider. We have proposed applying
these two techniques on the operating systems of the IoT devices and
also on the communication protocols used among them [275,322].
Then, in another study we applied diversification on Thingsee and
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Raspbian operating systems [305] (the limitations of this study is dis-
cussed in Section 5.3).
These ideas could be also extended to fog computing as well.
Looking at the architecture of fog computing, nodes (i.e., sensors, de-
vices and data collectors) come at the edge of the network. Applying
diversification at the nodes stops the malicious activity right at the edge
before it goes up to the fog.
As mentioned earlier, diversification techniques could be applied as
a complementary security approach, to the measures environments al-
ready have. We are studying applying diversification in trusted en-
vironments. More specifically, we consider diversifying the containers
and storing the diversification secret inside TPM. Another idea is di-
versifying enclaves in a trusted execution environment such as Intel
SGX.
Applying obfuscation to mobile platforms is also a topic that has
received some attention recently but still requires more research. For
example, Android applications, distributed in Dalvik bytecode form, are
vulnerable to reverse engineering. There has been some positive de-
velopment in this front, such as the ProGuard obfuscation tool being
packed along with Google’s Android Studio development environment
and some recent publication on obfuscation in the context of mobile
applications [35]. Most current studies on obfuscation in mobile en-
vironments, however, only highlight obfuscation techniques Android
malware uses to evade detection. Therefore, with applications run on
mobile platforms getting more prevalent, new obfuscation and di-
versification techniques to increase software security and research on
their resilience are still needed.
To sum up, by systematically studying the two software security
techniques, obfuscation and diversification, and finding the research
gaps and research opportunities, we believe that both research com-
munity and industry should study and apply these techniques. There
has already been some development in this direction. As we saw in
Section 4.1.1, research on these techniques has drawn fair attention in
software security community. This trend is also shown by several patent
applications filed during the last ten years. For example, there are pa-
tents on ISR [9] and interface diversification [10]. There have also been
some initiatives by Microsoft research center [119]. Still, we would like
to encourage the practical application of these techniques even more –
especially by industry.
5.3. Limitations of the study
As discussed earlier, a systematic literature review has a number of
advantages compared to the traditional literature reviews, such as
transparency, larger breadth of included studies, and reduction of re-
search bias [4]. Nevertheless, this method has several different practical
challenges and limitations as well, that we experienced in this work that
made it difficult to put it into practice. First, it was very time-con-
suming and arduous work, due to the high number of included studies,
in all the process of search, selection, data extraction, and also synthesis
of the data and classification of them. Second, we selected the set of
search strings manually. Thus, there is a concern that not all the ma-
terials in the field are captured. Third, the inclusion or exclusion of the
studies might be biased based on the researcher’s knowledge. Moreover,
because of high number of authors, sometimes, each author had slightly
different interpretations of the research questions. To solve the incon-
sistency in the screening process, we solved the disagreement cases in
the meetings with the presence of all authors. Fourth, in some cases the
search flow was dictated by limitations of some of the databases. As an
example, in SpringerLink digital library we had to make the search in
the full-text of the studies, which resulted in a huge number false po-
sitives. For other databases, we had limited the search to the title,
abstract, and keywords of the studies.
In addition, like any other security measure, despite of the security
benefits that the two studied techniques have, they also have some
limitations such as increase in the size of the obfuscated code, and
consequently increase in the execution time. In diversification method
propagation of the diversification throughout the whole system from
the lower levels to the upper most layers, is still a challenge and needs
improvement.
Moreover, not all the diversification techniques are well suited for
the tiny resource constrained devices. In other words, the diversifica-
tion method should be chosen with consideration. For example, em-
bedded systems may not always have Memory Management Units
(MMU), which makes applying ASLR less worthwhile. We can perform
device-specific diversification with the layout, but the embedded
system requires certain offsets to be static, which means since there is
no MMU we cannot hide these offsets with ASLR, which could mean all
the diversification was for nothing since the exploiting code can pos-
sibly crawl through the known offsets to the offsets it needs to function.
Diversification can expand the size of the system, which means the
space constraints of such tiny systems come at us faster. In our previous
experiments, for example, applying layout shuffling and symbol di-
versification required some extra space [239]. In Thingsee OS the size
of binaries expanded, but not exceedingly.
6. Conclusion and future work
Obfuscation and diversification are promising software security
techniques that protect computers from harmful malware. The idea of
these two techniques is not to remove the security vulnerabilities, but to
make it challenging for the attacker to exploit them and perform a
successful attack.
In this study we reviewed the studies that were applying/studying
obfuscation and diversification for improving software security. For this
purpose, we systematically collected and reviewed the related studies in
this field, i.e., 357 articles (See Appendix A), published between 1993
and 2017. We reported the result of study in form of analysis and
classification of the captured data, and also we managed to answer the
formulated research questions. We found out that these two techniques
have been utilized for various aims and mitigation of various types of
attacks, they can be applied at different parts of the system and at
different phases of software development life-cycle. Moreover, in the
literature, there exists many different techniques to obfuscate/diversify
the program that each present different levels of protection, but also
overhead, which depending on the need of the program could be
chosen.
Moreover, by studying the existing works we pinpointed the re-
search gaps. We concluded that the major part of the existing research
works were focusing on obfuscation, and there is still room for studies
on software diversification. We discussed that there exist many dif-
ferent environments that could still benefit from these techniques and
need more focus of research, such as virtual environments, IoT, fog
computing, and trusted computing. For the discussed environments, we
also presented some potential ideas.
As future works, we will apply diversification on the interfaces of
containers, also diversify the codes inside enclaves in trusted execution
environments.
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Appendix A. Selected studies
The following is the list of 357 studies reviewed in this SLR, sorted based on the publication year:
1993 [11]
1996 [12]
1997 [13] [14]
1998 [15] [16] [17]
1999 [18] [19]
2000 [20] [21] [22] [23]
2001 [24] [25]
2002 [26] [27] [28] [29] [30]
[31] [32] [33]
2003 [34] [35] [36] [37] [38]
[39] [40] [41] [42] [43]
[44] [45] [46] [47] [48]
2004 [49] [50] [51] [52] [53]
[54] [55] [56] [57] [58]
[59] [60] [61]
2005 [62] [63] [64] [65] [66]
[67] [68] [69] [70]
2006 [71] [72] [73] [74] [75]
[76] [77] [78] [79] [80]
[81] [82] [83] [84] [85]
[86] [87] [88] [89] [90]
2007 [91] [92] [93] [94] [95]
[96] [97] [98] [99] [100]
[101] [102] [103] [104] [105]
[106] [107] [108]
2008 [109] [110] [111] [112] [113]
[114] [115] [116] [117] [118]
[119] [120]
2009 [121] [122] [123] [124] [125]
[126] [127] [128] [129] [130]
[131] [132] [133] [134] [135]
[136] [137] [138] [139] [140]
[141] [142] [143] [144]
2010 [145] [146] [147] [148] [149]
[150] [151] [152] [153] [154]
[155] [156] [157] [158]
2011 [159] [160] [161] [162] [163]
[164] [165] [166] [167] [168]
[169] [170] [171] [172] [173]
[174]
2012 [175] [176] [177] [178] [179]
[180] [181] [182] [183] [184]
[185] [186] [187] [188] [189]
[190] [191] [192] [193] [194]
[195] [196] [197] [198] [199]
[200]
2013 [201] [202] [203] [204] [205]
[206] [207] [208] [209] [210]
[211] [212] [213] [214] [215]
[216] [217] [218] [219] [220]
[221] [222]
2014 [223] [224] [225] [226] [227]
[228] [229] [230] [231] [232]
[233] [234] [235] [236] [237]
[238] [239] [240] [241] [242]
[243] [244] [245] [246] [247]
[248] [249] [250] [251] [252]
[253] [254]
2015 [255] [256] [257] [258] [259]
[260] [261] [262] [263] [264]
[265] [266] [267] [268] [269]
[270] [271] [272] [273] [274]
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Abstract. The evolution of cloud computing and advancement of its services
has motivated the organizations and enterprises to move towards the cloud, in
order to provide their services to their customers, with greater ease and higher
efficiency. Utilizing the cloud-based services, on one hand has brought along
numerous compelling benefits and, on the other hand, has raised concerns
regarding the security and privacy of the data on the cloud, which is still an
ongoing challenge. In this regard, there has been a large body of research on
improving the security and privacy in cloud computing. In this chapter, we first
study the status of security and privacy in cloud computing. Then among all the
existing security techniques, we narrow our focus on obfuscation and diversi-
fication techniques. We present the state-of-the-art review in this field of study,
how these two techniques have been used in cloud computing to improve
security. Finally, we propose an approach that uses these two techniques with
the aim of improving the security in cloud computing environment and preserve
the privacy of its users.
Keywords: Cloud computing  Enterprise security  Security  Privacy 
Obfuscation  Diversification
1 Introduction
The recent changes in the business world have made the organizations and enterprises
more interested in using cloud to share their services and resources remotely to their
users. For this purpose, cloud computing offers three different models (Mell and Grance
2011): Software as a service (SaaS), Platform as a service (PaaS), and Infrastructure as
a service (IaaS). In IaaS model the services that are offered by the service provider
include computing resources, storage, and virtual machines. The PaaS model presents
computing platforms to the business and its end users. In SaaS, the main services
offered by the service providers are the applications that are hosted and executed on the
cloud and are available to the customers through the network, typically over the
Internet. Depending on the need of the enterprise, a suitable delivery model is
deployed.
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The advancements in the cloud computing have facilitated the business, organi-
zations, and enterprises with services providing lower cost and higher performance,
scalability, and availability. Due to these advantages, cloud computing has become a
highly demanded technology and organizations are relying on cloud services more and
more. However, by using the cloud, more data is stored outside the organization’s
perimeters, which raises concerns about the security and privacy of the data. Therefore,
it is significant for the cloud service providers to employ effective practices to secure
the cloud computing infrastructure and preserve the privacy of its users. In the context
of the cloud computing security, there exist many different measures that protect the
cloud infrastructure. Some of these measures consider the cloud as an untrusted or
malicious infrastructure that the user’s data should be protected from (e.g., the cloud
uses the data without the user’s consent). While some other measures protect the
infrastructure from the external intrusions.
Obfuscation and diversification are two propitious software security techniques that
have been employed in various domains, mainly to impede malware (i.e., malicious
software) (Skoudis 2004). These techniques have also been used to provide security in
cloud computing as well. In a previous work1, we have systematically surveyed the
studies that use obfuscation and diversification techniques with the aim of improving
the security in cloud computing environment (see the details of this study in Sect. 3.1).
By analyzing the collected data, we managed to identify the areas that have gained
more attention by the previous research, and also the areas that have remained intact
and potential for further research. The results of the survey motivated us to propose a
diversification approach, aiming at improving the security in cloud computing. We
demonstrate this approach by applying obfuscation on client-side JavaScript compo-
nents of an application. As such, we make it complicated for a piece of malware to gain
knowledge about the internal structure of the application and perform its malicious
attack. Moreover, we distribute unique versions of the application to the computers,
which in the end mitigates the risk of massive-scale attacks (more detail in Sect. 4).
This book chapter is structured as follows: Sect. 2 discusses the security and pri-
vacy in domain of cloud computing, available security threats, and different aspects of
security, concerning the cloud computing technology. In Sect. 3 we introduce the terms
and techniques that are used in the proposed approach, and we present the state of this
field of study, i.e., how these techniques have previously been used to boost the
security of cloud computing. In Sect. 4, we present our proposed approach in detail.
Conclusions come in Sect. 5.
2 Security and Privacy in Cloud Computing
Cloud computing is an evolving technology with new capabilities and services that
have remarkable benefits when compared to more traditional service providing
approaches. The services are delivered with lower cost (in usage as it is pay-for-use, in
1 This book chapter is a re-written extended version of our previous study (Hosseinzadeh et al. 2015).
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disaster recovery, in data storage solutions), greater ease, less complexity, higher
availability and scalability, and also faster deployment. These compelling benefits have
motivated the enterprises to adopt cloud solutions in their architectures and deliver their
services over cloud. Depending on the need of the enterprise and how large the
organization is, different deployment models are available, including public clouds,
private clouds, community cloud, and hybrid clouds (Mell and Grance 2011; Mather
et al. 2009). Again, depending on the need of the enterprise, cloud providers offer
three different delivery models, i.e., SaaS, IaaS, and PaaS. In the following we dis-
cuss various deployment models, and various business models in cloud computing
(CSA 2016).
In a public cloud (or external cloud), a third party vendor is responsible for hosting,
operating, and managing the cloud. A common infrastructure is used to serve multiple
customers, which means that the customers are not required to acquire for any software,
hardware, and network devices. This makes the public cloud a suitable model for the
enterprises that wish to invest less and manage the costs efficiently. The security in a
public cloud is managed by the third party, which leaves less control for the organi-
zation and its users over the security (Rhoton et al. 2013). A kind of opposite solution
to that is private cloud (or internal cloud), where the organization’s customers are in
charge of managing the cloud. The storage, computing, and network are dedicated to
the organization owning the cloud, and not shared with other organizations. This
enables the customers to have a higher control on security management and have more
insight about logical and physical aspects of the cloud infrastructure. Community cloud
refers to the type of clouds that are used exclusively by a community of customers from
enterprises with common requirements and concerns (e.g., policies, security require-
ments, and compliance considerations). The last model is hybrid cloud that is the
composition of several clouds (private, public, and community). According to the
needs and budget of the enterprise and how critical its resources are, a suitable
deployment model is chosen that can serve the enterprise’s needs the best. For instance,
an enterprise pays more for private cloud and has better security control over its shared
resources, while it spends less on a public cloud for which it has less security control
(CSA 2016; Mather et al. 2009).
As mentioned before, cloud service providers use three different business models to
deliver their services to the end users: IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS. IaaS is the foundation of
the cloud, PaaS comes on top of that, and SaaS is built upon PaaS. Each of these
delivery models has different security issues, and is prone to different types of security
threats, and therefore, it requires different levels of security.
The IaaS service model offers capabilities such as storage, processing, networks,
and computing resources to the consumers. The end user does not manage the
underlying infrastructure of the cloud, but has control over applications, operating
system and storage. IaaS has made it a lot easier for the enterprises to deliver their
services, in a way that they no longer worry about provisioning and managing the
infrastructure and dealing with the underlying complexities. In addition to that, it has
made it cheaper for businesses, in a way that instead of paying for the data centers and
hosting companies, they only need to spend for the resources they consume to IaaS
providers (Mell and Grance 2011; Mather et al. 2009).
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The PaaS model is built upon IaaS and offers a development environment to the
developers to develop their applications, without worrying about the underlying
infrastructure. The offered services consist of a complete set of software development
kit, ranging from design to testing and maintenance. The consumers of this model do
not have control on the beneath services (e.g. the operating system, server, network,
and the storage), but they can manage the application-hosting environment (Mell and
Grance 2011; Mather et al. 2009). The dark side of these advantages is that the PaaS
infrastructure can also be used by a hacker to malicious purposes (e.g., running the
malware codes and commands).
In the SaaS model, the service providers host the applications remotely and make
them available to the users, when requested, over the Internet. SaaS is an advantageous
model for the IT enterprises and their customers, as it is more cost-effective and has
better operational efficiency. However, there are still concerns about the security of the
data store and software, which the vendors are required to address them (Mell and
Grance 2011; Mather et al. 2009).
In addition to these three main service delivery models, the cloud offers other
models and the infrastructure is utilized these days for many other purposes, such as
Security-as-a-Service (SECaaS). Using this service model, many security vendors
deliver their security solutions using cloud services. That is to say, the security man-
agement services are outsourced to an external service provider, and delivered to the
users over the Internet. SECaaS applications can be in the form of anti-virus, anti-spam,
and malware detection programs. The programs operate on the cloud, instead of
client-side installed software, and with no need for on-premises hardware (Varad-
harajan and Tupakula 2014).
Employing cloud services by an enterprise is a two-edged sword, meaning that it has
both positive and negative impacts. On one hand, by outsourcing and shifting some
responsibilities from the enterprise to the cloud, fewer unwanted incidents are expected
to occur. This is due to the fact that the cloud providers have a more advanced and
experienced position in offering more secure services that are supported by their spe-
cialized staff, and also there are incident management plans for the case of break outs.
However, this transferring of the responsibilities, on the other hand, decreases the
control of the enterprise over the critical services. In addition to that, storing the data
outside the organization’s firewalls raises concerns about potential vulnerabilities and
possible leaks. For instance, if the information fall into wrong hands (e.g., exposed to
hackers or competitors), it results in loss of customer’s confidence, damage to the
organization’s reputation, and even legal and financial penalties for the organization. On
this basis, enterprises that are planning to adopt cloud services put together the positive
and negative impacts, weigh them up, and do risk assessment (Rhoton et al. 2013).
In spite of the benefits of adopting cloud-based services in the enterprises, there
exist still some barriers. Among all, security and privacy are the most significant
barriers. The fundamental challenges related to the cloud security are the security of the
data storage, security in data transmission, application security, and security of the third
party resources (Subashini and Kavitha 2011). Among all the security risks associated
with the cloud, the followings are the top severe security threats reported by the Cloud
Security Alliance (CSA) (Top Threats Working Group 2013):
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• Data breach: As a result of a malicious intrusion the (sensitive) data may be dis-
closed to unwanted parties, including the attacker and competitors.
• Data loss: The data stored on the cloud could be lost due to an attack,
unintentional/accidental deletion of the data by the service provider, and physical
corruption of the system infrastructure.
• Hijacking of the accounts and traffic: Attackers by getting access to the users’
credentials, through phishing and exploiting the software vulnerabilities can read or
alter the users’ activities. This consequently puts the confidentiality, integrity, and
availability of the system at risk.
• Insecure Application Program Interfaces (API): Clients use the SW interfaces to
interact with the cloud. These APIs should be sufficiently secure to protect both the
consumer and the service provider.
• Denial of service: An intruder by sending illegitimate requests to the service pro-
vider attempts to occupy the resources, so to disable/slow down the cloud to process
the legitimate requests.
• Malicious insider: The adversary is not always an outsider, but can be a person
inside the cloud system who has an authorized access to the data and intentionally
misuses such authorization.
• Abuse of the cloud service: The cloud computing serves the organizations with
extensive computational power; however, this power could be misused by a
malicious user to perform his belligerent action.
• Insufficient due diligence: Before the organizations move their services to the cloud,
it is significant to have a proper understanding of the capabilities and adaptabilities
of their resources with the cloud technologies.
• Shared technology issues: Sharing platforms, infrastructures, and applications has
made the delivery of the cloud services feasible; however, such sharing has the
drawback that vulnerability in a single piece of shared component can be propa-
gated potentially to the entire cloud.
In securing the cloud computing environment various aspects should be taken into
account. The International Information Systems Security Certification Consortium
(ISC)2 (ISC 2016) has presented taxonomy of the security domains concerning the
cloud computing, which covers the following aspects: physical security, access control,
telecommunications and network security, cryptography, application security, opera-
tion security, information security and risk management practices, and business con-
tinuity and disaster recovery planning.
Many different approaches have been proposed in the literature for overcoming
these security problems, for instance multi-layered security and large scale penetration
testing (Chang 2015; Chang et al. 2016; Chang and Ramachandran 2016).
Security and privacy come hand in hand, in other words, a more secure system
better protects the privacy of its users. Therefore, while integrating cloud in organi-
zation’s architecture, it is highly significant for the enterprise to assure that a cloud
service provider is considering all the security aspects, and adequately addressing the
privacy regulations.
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Considering the fact that the proposed approach in this study is aimed at securing
the application, and protecting SaaS and PaaS models, in the following section we
study the state of cloud application security.
2.1 Application Security in Cloud Computing
Talking about the IaaS model, it is more straightforward to provide protection by
hardening the platform through allowing the traffic from trusted IP addresses, running
anti-virus programs, applying security patches, and so on. However, when it comes to
PaaS and SaaS models, this may not be the case; since in these models, ensuring the
security of the platform is the service provider’s responsibility (Rhoton et al. 2013).
Moreover, in SaaS, there is less transparency and visibility about how the data is stored
and secured. This makes it more difficult for the enterprises to trust the service
provider.
Application security covers the measures and practices taken throughout the soft-
ware development life-cycle to reduce the vulnerabilities and flaws. Because of the fact
that the cloud-base applications are connected directly to the Internet, cloud offers less
physical security compared to traditional data centers and service providers. Also
because of the co-mingled data and multi-tenancy behavior of the cloud, the cloud’s
applications are prone to additional attack vectors.
Recent security incidents clearly show that the exploits by taking advantage of the
software flaws and vulnerabilities, make the web applications the leading targets for
attacks. Web applications are the simplest and the most profitable targets, from the
attackers’ perspective. Especially, in the case of cloud computing that the applications
are accessed through the user’s browser, website security is the sole means to impede
the attacks. Moreover, the security breaches through exploiting the applications and
web services have shown to be pretty severe and have led to big losses. Stuxnet (Chen
and Abu-Nimeh 2011) is one example of infecting the software with the aim of
affecting critical physical infrastructures and industrial control systems. The other
example is using SQL injection to steal the debit/credit card numbers, which in
the end resulted in 1 million withdrawals from the ATM machines worldwide
(CSA 2016).
In spite of the significance of the application security, it has been considered as an
afterthought in many enterprises. In other words, application security has seldom been
the top priority and the main focus for neither the security practitioners and nor the
enterprises and less security budget has been allocated on it (CSA 2016).
On this basis, more consideration is required both from the business side by shifting
more budget to application security and also from the security team to concentrate more
on securing the web applications, the most exposed component of the business.
As in other domains, application security in cloud computing is a crucial compo-
nent in operational IT strategy. Regardless of where an application is residing, the
enterprise is responsible for ensuring the effectiveness of the security practices to
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protect the application. Also, as we discussed earlier, the nature of cloud computing
environment introduces additional risks compared to on-premise applications and web
services.
3 Obfuscation and Diversification for Securing Cloud
Computing
Code obfuscation refers to the deliberate act of scrambling the program’s code and
transforming it in a way that it becomes harder to read (Collberg et al. 1997). This new
version of the code is functionally similar to the original code, while syntactically
different. This means that even though the obfuscated code has different implemen-
tation, given the same input, it produces the same output. The main purpose of code
obfuscation is to make the understanding of code and its functionality more compli-
cated and to prevent the act of malicious reverse engineering.
Figure 1 is an example of obfuscated code that clearly shows how much harder it
can become to read and comprehend the code after it is obfuscated. With no doubt,
within a given time an attacker may succeed in reverse engineering the obfuscated code
and breaking it: however, it is harder and costlier now, compared to the original code.
In the literature, many different obfuscation mechanisms have been proposed
(Popov et al. 2007; Linn and Debray 2003). Each of these mechanisms targets various
parts of the code to apply the obfuscation transformation. Among all, the techniques
that attempt to obfuscate the control of the program are the most commonly used
(Nagra and Collberg 2009). These techniques alter the control flow of the program, or
generate a fake one, so it would be more challenging for a malicious analyzer to
understand the code. To this end, bogus insertion (Drape and Majumdar 2007), and
opaque predicates (Collberg et al. 1998) are effective control flow obfuscation
techniques.
Fig. 1. a) a piece of JavaScript code, and b) an obfuscated version of the same code
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Software diversification aims at generating unique instances of software in a way
that they appear with different syntax but equivalent functionality (Cohen 1993).
Diversification breaks the idea of developing and distributing the software in a
monoculture manner, and introduces multiculturalism to software design. In the other
words, the identical designs of the software instances make them have similar vul-
nerabilities and are prone to similar types of security threats. This offers the opportunity
to an attacker to design an attack model to exploit those vulnerabilities and easily
compromise a wide number of execution platforms (e.g., computers). The risk of this
kind of massive-scale attacks can be mitigated through diversifying the software ver-
sions, so that the same attack model will not be effectual on all instances. The way a
program is diversified is kept secret and pieces of malware that do not know the secret
cannot interact with the environment and eventually become ineffective. However, the
created secret has to be propagated to the trusted applications, so it will still be feasible
for them to access the resources. In the worst case scenario, even if the attacker gains
the secret of diversification of one instance, that secret is specified to that computer and
a costly analysis is required to find out other secrets to attack other computers. There
have been survey studies surveying software diversity (Larsen et al. 2014; Baudry and
Monperrus 2015).
A particular version of diversification is interface diversification which is applied to
internal interfaces of software (APIs or instruction sets of languages). For example, the
system call interface (for accessing all kinds of resources of a system) is one typical
internal interface which can be changed without sharing the details of new internal
interface to external parties (e.g. malware) (Rauti et al. 2014). Of course, the details on
diversified internal interface need to be propagated to all legal applications so that those
programs can still use the system’s resources (Lauren et al. 2014).
Figure 2 illustrates distribution of diversified versions of program P among the
users. Each of the programs P1, P2, and P3 are unique in structure and diversified
differently. Thus, one single attack model does not work for multiple systems, and
Fig. 2. Diversification generates unique versions of software. Therefore, even if one copy of
software is breached, other copies are safe.
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attack models need to be designed to be system-specific. When program P3 is attacked,
other versions are still safe.
Program bugs left at the development time are inevitable and cause software
vulnerabilities. Some of these vulnerabilities are not known, while releasing the soft-
ware. Later on, a malicious person can gain knowledge about the system and its
vulnerabilities, and write a piece of malware to exploit those vulnerabilities performing
a successful attack. Especially, the interface diversification techniques can be helpful
in preventing such zero day type of attacks, since the malicious person no longer
automatically know the necessary (for malware) internal interfaces for accessing
resources.
In general, diversification and obfuscation techniques do not attempt to remove
these vulnerabilities, but attempt to prevent (or make it hard, at least) the attacker/
malware to taking advantage of them to run its malicious code. Obfuscating and
diversifying the internal interfaces of the system makes it challenging for malware to
attain the required knowledge about the system, how to call the systems interfaces, in
order to execute its malicious code.
3.1 Related Work on Security of Cloud Through Obfuscation
and Diversification
As mentioned before, diversification and obfuscation techniques have been used
in different domains to provide security, including cloud computing. In a previous
study (Hosseinzadeh et al. 2015), we systematically studies in what ways these two
techniques have been used in cloud computing environment with the aim of improving
the security. As the result of the search, we collected 43 studies that were discussing
diversification and obfuscation as the techniques for improving the security in the
cloud and protect the privacy of its users, and we classified them based on how the
techniques are used to this aim. After extracting data from those studies, we identified
that the obfuscation and diversification techniques are used in nine different ways to
boost the security and privacy of the cloud, including: (1) generating noise obfuscation,
(2) client-side data obfuscation as a middleware, (3) general data obfuscation,
(4) source code obfuscation, (5) location obfuscation, (6) file splitting and storing on
separate clouds, (7) encryption as obfuscation, (8) diversification, and (9) cloud
security by virtue of securing the browser. Figure 3 illustrates these categories with the
number of studies in each group.
Many of the cloud service providers are complying with the policies and regula-
tions in order to protect the privacy of their customers. However, there exist a wide
number of service providers that may record the collected data from the customers,
deduce and misuse the private information without user’s consent. Hence, there is a
need for practices to be taken at client side (without service provider’s interference) to
protect the privacy. Obfuscation and diversification techniques were employed to
protect the data “from the cloud”. In majority of studied works, the cloud service
provider was considered as untrusted/malicious.
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In the following, we explain the nine different ways that obfuscation/diversification
have been used in the literature for protecting the cloud from security threats, and also
protecting the user’s privacy from the malicious cloud.
• Generating noise obfuscation: This approach resides on the client side and tries
confuses the malicious cloud by injecting irrelevant requests that are similar to
legitimate requests of the user (called noise) into the user’s service requests, i.e.,
the requests sent from the customer to the cloud. In this way, the occurrence
probability of the legitimate requests and the noise requests become the same, so it
becomes difficult for the cloud to distinguish the real request. Noise generation
strategy, conceals real requests coming from the users, and therefore, lessens the
probability of request being revealed. As the result, the privacy of the customer is
protected.
• Client-side data obfuscation as a middleware: This method protects the data from
the untrusted service provider while the data is stored or processed on the cloud.
A privacy managing middleware on the client side obfuscates the (sensitive) data
using a secret key which is chosen and kept by the user. The obfuscated data is sent
to the cloud and is processed on the cloud without being de-obfuscated. This is
because the key is kept secret to the user and the cloud does not have the key to
de-obfuscate the data. The result of the process is sent to the user and is
de-obfuscated on the client side, so the user sees the plain data.
Fig. 3. The related studies on security and privacy in cloud computing through obfuscation and
diversification techniques.
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• General data obfuscation: In this class obfuscation, some transformations that are
made into the user’s data, which make them harder to read/understood. This method
can be used to protect the user’s identity information, the data stored on the data-
base of the cloud, and the user’s behavioral pattern. Data obfuscation makes the
user’s confidential harder to be exposed, and therefore, protects the user’s data
privacy.
• Source code obfuscation: As explained before, source code obfuscation is a tech-
nique for protecting the software from reverse engineering. This method can also be
used for securing the cloud’s software from attacks and risk of malware.
• Location obfuscation: As we know, there exist services that rely on the physical
information of the user to provide the services. This includes privacy concerns on
revealing the precise location of the user (e.g., concerns about locating and tracking
down the user). To this end, obfuscating the location information is a technique to
make the exact location imprecise through generalizing, or slightly altering the
precise location to avoid the actual position being exposed and consequently,
preserve the location privacy.
• File splitting and storing on separate clouds: The idea in this obfuscation strategy
is to divide the data/files into different sectors and store them on different clouds.
This approach ensures not only the security, but also the availability of the data.
If one cloud is attacked, only one part will be leaked, and the other parts are
safe.
• Encryption as obfuscation: Obfuscation could be attained through cryptographic
techniques. For instance, homomorphic encryption and one-way hash function are
examples of this obfuscation strategy. Obfuscating the data reduces the risk of data
leakage and even if the data is leaked, it is quite useless, as it is scrambled.
Therefore, it is a beneficial technique in preserving the confidentiality of the data on
the cloud.
• Diversification: As discussed before, different components could be the target for
diversification depending on the security need of the system. In cloud computing
paradigm, it is proposed to continuously diversify the execution environment, so to
shorten the time for the attacker to learn the execution environment and the vul-
nerabilities of it. The execution environment changes to a new environment, before
the attacker gets the chance to obtain sufficient knowledge about it.
• Cloud security through securing the browser: In this idea a plug-in is embedded in
the user’s web browser, which has the capability of data obfuscation and hybrid
authentication. Therein, the security and the privacy of the data are addressed in the
web browser.
Table 1 lists all the papers that are discussing diversification and obfuscation as the
promising security techniques in cloud computing environment. Based on how the
studies use diversification/obfuscation is in cloud computing, they fall into nine dif-
ferent categories.
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Table 1. List of the studies
No. Description of method
Category 1: Generating noise obfuscation
1 (Zhang et al. 2013): Injecting noise requests in user’s request makes it difficult for the
cloud to distinguish the legitimate request. The paper considers noise obfuscation as a
way for privacy-leakage-tolerance
2 (Yang et al. 2013): This paper proposes noise generation approach as a way to obfuscate
the data while the characteristic of the data is not changed. The main goal is to protect the
privacy in the domain of data statics and data mining
3 (Zhang et al. 2012b): In this paper, Time-series Pattern Strategy Noise Generation
(TPNGS) is used to create a pattern based on the previous requests that the user has made,
and with the help of this pattern predict the occurrence probability of the future requests.
This approach makes the real requests of the user vague, and protects the privacy of the
client from a malicious cloud
4 (Zhang et al. 2015): In this work, noise obfuscation approach considers occurrence
probability fluctuation as a way to disguise the customer’s data
5 (Zhang et al. 2012c): Noise injection is discussed in this paper as a method to confuse the
malicious cloud provider, with the aim of privacy protection
6 (Zhang et al. 2012a): Injecting noise (= irrelevant requests) into the user’s request makes
the occurrence possibility of the real and the noise requests the same, and thus make them
indistinguishable
7 (Lamanna et al. 2012): This paper considers homomorphic encryption, oblivious transfer,
and query obfuscation in the proxy as the techniques to protect the information from an
untrusted cloud. Query obfuscation aims at generating random noisy/fake queries and
confusing for the cloud
8 (Zhang et al. 2012d): Noise obfuscation disguises the occurrence probability of the user’s
requests. In this way, the user’s personal information is kept safe, and therefore, the
privacy is conserved
9 (Liu et al. 2012): In this paper, generating noise in user’s requests is discussed as a way to
protect the privacy
Category 2: Client-side data obfuscation as a middleware
10 (Arockiam and Monikandan 2014): Before sending the data to the cloud, encryption and
obfuscation techniques are used to ensure the confidentiality of the data. Obfuscation is
used for the numerical data types, while encryption is applied on alphabetical type of data
11 (Tian et al. 2011): This paper suggests that the user’s information be encrypted before
being sent to the cloud. This encrypted data is decrypted only on the client side
12 (Yau and An 2010): The proposed approach protects the customer’s data from malicious
cloud through data obfuscation, information hiding, and separating the software and the
infrastructure of the service provider
13 (Mowbray et al. 2012): This paper introduces a privacy manager that protects the user’s
private information by obfuscating them before delivering to the cloud. The key used for
this purpose is selected by the privacy manager. The same key is used to de-obfuscate the
processed data received from the cloud. They use the term obfuscation rather than
encryption, since the data is partially obfuscated and some parts remain intact
14 (Pearson et al. 2009): This work presents a mathematical formulation for obfuscation, and
also a privacy manager founded on obfuscation and de-obfuscation approaches
(continued)
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Table 1. (continued)
No. Description of method
15 (Mowbray and Pearson 2009): This paper proposes a privacy managing technique based
on obfuscation and de-obfuscation approaches, to control the data transferred to the
cloud. User’s information is obfuscated using the key selected by user, and then sent to
the cloud. This key is kept secret by the user, so the cloud is never able to de-obfuscate
the data
16 (Govinda and Sathiyamoorthy 2012): In this approach customer’s confidential data is
obfuscated before being sent to the cloud service provider. The result of the processed
data is sent back to the customer. There, the data is de-obfuscated on the client side using
the user’s secret key
17 (Patibandla et al. 2012): In this work, a privacy manager software is presented that
obfuscates the user’s sensitive data, prior to send to the cloud, based on the user’s
preferences
Category 3: General data obfuscation
18 (Reiss et al. 2012): This paper proposes a systematic obfuscation approach that aims at
protecting personal data. The obfuscation techniques used are: (a) transforming: changing
the information into another format, (b) sub-setting: selecting a particular fraction of data,
(c) culling: deleting a particular fraction of data, and (d) aggregation
19 (Kuzu et al. 2014): Data obfuscation is an advantageous solution to protect the data that is
stored in the cloud’s database. Besides, the access patterns could be obfuscated and
protected as well
20 (Vleju 2012): The confidential information of the user can be protected through
obfuscation. For instance, obfuscating the identification information conceals the user’s
real identity. After obfuscation is applied, the data can be deciphered only by the user
21 (Li et al. 2011): To protect the data privacy in SaaS, data obfuscation is proposed as a
beneficial technique
22 (Qin et al. 2014): This paper proposes an algorithm based on obfuscation techniques to
protect the confidential information that exist in CNF (Conjunctive Normal Form) format
23 (Tapiador et al. 2012): Typically, a user’s decisions and behavior follow a similar pattern.
Analyzing this pattern helps in foreseeing the future behavior which raises privacy
concerns. Obfuscating the user’s behavioral pattern, make this information inaccessible,
or at least makes it harder to access
24 (Kansal et al. 2015): This paper proposes image obfuscation as a technique to hide and
obfuscate an image (for instance by hiding the position of the pixels or the colors). For
this purpose, the paper integrates the compression and secret sharing to produce multiple
numbers of shadow images
Category 4: Source code obfuscation
25 (Bertholon et al. 2013a): JavaScript is the language that is widely used in today’s web
services. To protect the JavaScript code, obfuscation is proposed to make it harder to
reverse engineer
26 (Bertholon et al. 2013b): The paper presents a framework that transforms/obfuscates the
source code of the C program into a jumbled form
27 (Hataba and El-Mahdy 2012): This paper is a survey of existing obfuscation techniques
that aim at making the reverse engineering harder
(continued)
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Table 1. (continued)
No. Description of method
28 (Bertholon et al. 2014): JSHADOF framework is designed to obfuscate the JavaScript
code. The target of the transformation is the source code in cloud computing web services
29 (Omar et al. 2014): This paper uses control-flow obfuscation and junk code insertion to
present a threat-based obfuscation technique
Category 5: Location obfuscation
30 (Karuppanan et al. 2012): This paper states that the user’s private information needs to be
protected from being disclosed. Location obfuscation is proposed to conceal the user’s
location
31 (Skvortsov et al. 2012): The paper states that the Location Services (LS) present services
based on the location information of the user, which brings along privacy concerns.
Location obfuscation solves this problem by making this information appear imprecise
32 (Agir et al. 2014): This paper considers location obfuscation as a way to confuse the
server about the location of the user
Category 6: File splitting and storing on separate clouds
33 (Celesti et al. 2014): In this work, data obfuscation is done through dividing the files and
storing them on multiple clouds. In this way, each cloud has partial view to the file
34 (Ryan and Falvey 2012): In order to obfuscate the data, this work proposes splitting the
data and storing them on geographically separated data stores
35 (Villari et al. 2013): To keep the data confidential, it is proposed to spread the data over
various clouds
Category 7: Encryption as obfuscation
36 (Padilha and Pedone 2015): The most common way to achieve obfuscation is to employ
cryptographic approaches. Secret sharing is one practical example, in this regard
37 (Gao-xiang et al. 2013): This paper proposes achieving the obfuscation through
homomorphic encryption
38 (Furukawa et al. 2013): This paper studies point function obfuscation which relies on one
way hash functions
Category 8: Diversification
39 (Tunc et al. 2014): Moving target defenses aim at continuously altering the execution
environment of the system and its configurations, in order to make it challenging and
costly for the intruder to learn about the environment and discover its vulnerabilities. This
paper proposes diversification of the cloud’s execution environment
40 (Yang et al. 2014): This paper proposes to continuously change the execution
environment and also the platforms used to execute them. Hence, till the time that the
attacker learns the execution environment, it has changed. Moreover, hardware
redundancy is introduced as a way to increase the tolerance to the attacks
41 (Guo and Bhattacharya 2014): Design diversity is proposed in this paper for the cloud
infrastructure. The target of the diversification is the configuration of virtual replicas. This
increases the resiliency of the service, in case of possible attacks
Category 9: Cloud security through securing the browser
42 (Prasadreddy et al. 2011): This paper proposes a plug-in for the user’s web browser that
offers double authentication and hybrid obfuscation for the data, and protects the security
and privacy of the cloud in this way
43 (Palanques et al. 2012): In this work, obfuscation is used to extend the session’s lifetime
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4 Enhancing the Security of Cloud Computing Using
Obfuscation and Diversification
4.1 Motivation Behind Our Idea
As discussed in Sect. 2.1 about the importance of application security in cloud com-
puting environment and the big losses that might happen as the consequence of
insecure applications, we were motivated to propose an approach to improve the
cloud’s security through securing the applications. Considering the fact that obfusca-
tion and diversification techniques have shown success in impeding the malware in
various domains to lessen the risk of harmful damage, we were motivated to use this
techniques in our approach. To this aim, first we investigated “how these two tech-
niques are used in cloud computing with the goal of boosting security” (Hosseinzadeh
et al. 2015). We systematically reviewed all the studies that were trying to answer this
research question. By answering this question, we were aiming at identifying the
research gaps which lead us in our future research. After collecting and analyzing the
data, we concluded that: there is a growing interest in this field of study, as the number
of publications was increasing year by year. Obfuscation and diversification techniques
have been used in the literature in different ways, that we presented a classification of
this studies based on the way they use these techniques. The classification is presented
in Sect. 3.1. Furthermore, as the result of this survey, we realized that the majority of
the studied works have proposed approaches using obfuscation techniques, and few
were focusing on diversification techniques. This implies that there is a room for more
research on the use of diversification as a beneficial technique to bring security to cloud
computing.
The previous survey shed more light on the areas that are still potential targets for
further research, which motivated us to propose an efficient approach with the help of
diversification and obfuscation techniques to secure the cloud’s applications. We dis-
cuss the details of the proposed approach in Sects. 4.3.
4.2 Threat Model
To make using and deploying SaaS applications easy, these applications are usually
available in web environment. A significant proportion of the code of these applications
is usually run on the client side, which makes them vulnerable to client-side attacks.
Also, the client-side interfaces are often a natural weak point that an adversary can
utilize to launch an attack. In what follows, we will concentrate on this threat.
In a man-in-the-browser attack (MitB), the adversary has successfully compromised
the client’s endpoint application, usually the browser, by getting malware into user’s
system. The malware can then modify how the browser represents certain web sites and
how the user can interact with them. Because the malware is operating inside user’s
browser, it is able to perform actions using user’s authentication credentials by
exploiting active log-in sessions (Gühring 2006; Laperdrix et al. 2015).
To be more specific, the malicious program infects the computer’s software. The
malware – often implemented as a browser extension – then waits for the user to submit
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some interesting data. As the data is input in the application, the malware intercepts this
delivery and extracts all the data using the interfaces provided by the browser (usually
by accessing the DOM interface using JavaScript) and stores the values. The malware
then modifies the values using browser’s interface. The malware then tells the browser
to continue submitting the data to the server (or just store it locally in the web appli-
cation) and the browser goes on without knowing the data has been tampered with. The
modified values are now stored by the server (or locally), but neither the user nor the
server knows that they are not the original values.
In the case the server generates a receipt of the performed transaction or otherwise
shows the previously sent values to the user, the malware again transforms them to the
original ones. The user thinks everything is fine, because it appears that the original
transaction was received and stored intact. In reality, however, the stored values have
been fabricated by the malicious adversary.
It is important to note that attacks of this kind have been seen in the wild
(Binsalleeh et al. 2010) and there is no completely satisfactory solution to prevent
them. Therefore, mitigating these attacks has become an important goal in the field of
information security.
4.3 Our Proposed Approach
For this work, we decided to evaluate integrating source code level obfuscation into an
existing web application written in JavaScript. Our solution is a proactive and trans-
parent method that protects applications from data manipulation. Although it does not
guarantee to completely prevent all tampering, it significantly mitigates the attack
scenario we described.
An important key observation in our solution is the fact that a malicious program in
the user’s browser needs knowledge about the web application’s internal structure in
order to modify the data provided by the user. We therefore, change the application that
is being executed on the user’s web browser in a way that will make it very difficult for
a harmful program to compromise it.
After we have applied unique obfuscation to the program, the code is unique on each
user’s computer. Generic and automatic large-scale malware attacks become infeasible,
since the adversary needs to know what to change in the target application’s code.
Given enough time, however, the attacker may be able to break the obfuscation.
Taking this possibility into account, we could make attacking the web application even
harder by continuously re-obfuscating it during its execution. As the internal structure
of the web application is dynamically changed like this, a malicious program has only a
short time to analyze it in order to modify the data.
In web environment, certain obfuscation methods can also be used to obfuscate the
HTML code on the web page that is the target of protection. This makes it even harder for
a piece of malware to attach itself to the web application (for example, by using known
attribute names of HTML elements). In is also worth noting that in our scheme, we
scramble HTML and JavaScript code but not to the actual data that is transmitted over the
network. The usual cryptographic protocols like Transport Layer Security (TLS) (Dierks
2008), are still applied to this data on most web pages handling private data.
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It is worth noting that when the obfuscation has been performed, the user of a web
application will not notice any changes in the functionality of the application.
Obfuscation is transparent to the user. We also want our solution to be transparent for
the web application developer. The obfuscation is performed automatically after the
code is written so the developer does not have to worry about it.
Data modification attacks are often highly dependent on the known structure of a
web application. For example, the adversary might try to edit some function in the
JavaScript code based on its known name. Our approach should therefore effectively
mitigate these kinds of attacks by obscuring the structure of executable code.
4.4 Choice of Application
For the choice of application, we had the following criteria that the selected application
had to fulfill:
1. Availability of production-ready obfuscation tooling and libraries. It can be argued,
that source code level obfuscation tooling is still in its infancy and, at least in our
experience gathered from this exercise, such tools are simply non-existent for many
languages and environments. However, for some languages and environments – like
JavaScript run in the user’s browser – several obfuscation tools and libraries exist
today.
2. The application had to be implemented using technologies that are common in
today’s web development environment. Using commonplace technologies was
especially important because we wanted the experiences to be applicable to
real-world web application deployment scenarios. In short, we wanted our choice of
application be representative of a generic web application.
In the end, we decided to obfuscate Laverna (lav 2016), a simple note taking
application that relies entirely for client side scripting for its functionality. Since
Laverna contains essentially no server-side components, the main security risk it faces
comes from man-in-the-browser attacks.
4.5 Implementation
Ideally, we would like the obfuscation to be seamlessly integrated into project’s
development work-flow. It is common for modern web-applications already contain a
complex build process: resource compression, source code transpiling and request
count optimization are just few of the steps that a typical application might employ.
Orchestrating all these interdependent operations is a challenging task that has given a
rise for a cornucopia of different build automation tools targeting the web platforms.
Laverna is not an exception on this front. The project makes heavy use of (gul
2016a), Browserify (bro 2016), and npm (npm 2016) to automate its build process and
manage the complex web of dependencies required for building the application. As a
part of the standard build process, Gulp transpiles stylesheets written in Less (les 2016)
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into css, compresses the html, produces caching manifest and runs various code quality
checkers on the project.
We wanted the obfuscation to be as transparent to the software developer as pos-
sible. To this end, we decided to integrate the source code obfuscation as an additional
step in Gulp’s project build specification. Using common tools for the deployment
process served our overall goal: evaluating the real-world challenges related to
deploying obfuscation.
The concrete obfuscation implementation is composed of three third-party com-
ponents: gulp-js-obfuscator (gul 2016b), js-obfuscator (jso 2016), and the service
provided by javascriptobfuscator.com (jav 2016). The last of which, provides the actual
source code transformations in a software-as-a-service like manner. js-obfuscate
implements a programmatic api around the the service and gulp-js-obfuscate provides
integration with Gulp’s build pipeline architecture.
The results of the diversification experiment we performed on Laverna applications
with our tool indicate that the program would indeed be much more difficult to
understand and tamper with after diversification has been applied. For example, even
with the relatively simple obfuscation transformations our tool used, the median of
Halstead difficulty (the difficulty of understanding a given program) was 54.1% larger
for the functions of the diversified version of the program than for the original code.
Naturally, even better results would be achieved with a framework that would use a
larger set of even more resilient obfuscation transformations.
4.6 Limitations of the Approach
Tooling for analyzing errors in program code is obviously important from a software
development standpoint and when it comes to web development, most popular
browsers come with built-in debugging capabilities. Setting break-points,
single-stepping through the program code, and inspecting objects are common
requirements. Unfortunately, application of source code level obfuscation makes uti-
lizing available tooling challenging, to say the least. The problem arises because the
developer interacts with the original, unobfuscated source code, but the browser only
has access to the obfuscated version of the code. This is not a problem that only affects
obfuscation related tooling, source-to-source transpilers have long faced similar
problems. However, it could be argued that the problem is magnified for by the very
nature of obfuscation, desire to make programs harder to understand.
Source maps is a technique created to solve the aforementioned problem of
debugging (sou 2016). Source maps provide the browser with auxiliary debugging
information about the obfuscated scripts, allowing it to map the executed statements to
statements in the original source. Unfortunately, our current setup did not provide
support for source maps. This problem can be somewhat remedied by applying
obfuscation only to release builds of the software. While this approach works, with the
added benefit of making the build process faster, it does not allow analyzing problems
that might arise due to the application of obfuscation. It also limits software devel-
oper’s ability to analyze possible error reports from end users.
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When obfuscating any application, preserving good performance is also an
important goal and a challenge. Because of the requirement for transparency, large
performance losses clearly noticed by the user are not acceptable. As a response to
increasing use of JavaScript frameworks and ongoing competition between web
browser manufacturers, performances of the JavaScript engines have gone up in recent
years. Acceptable performance and good transparency to the user are usually feasible
goals even when using several obfuscation techniques in combination and the obfus-
cation is dynamically changed.
Employing obfuscation also often increases bandwidth consumption as the exe-
cutable code grows longer. Dynamically updating the code during execution – a feature
not implemented in our current proof-of-concept implementation – would also sig-
nificantly increase the network traffic. All obfuscation techniques do not increase the
size of code that much, though. For example, simply renaming functions does not
really affect the bandwidth consumption.
The SaaS-based obfuscation backend provided by javascriptobfuscator.com sup-
ports a number of obfuscating transformations. The basic settings employ standard
techniques such as variable renaming and string encoding, but more complicated
transformation options are also available. Still, we felt that the service-oriented solution
limited the amount of control over how the code was to be modified. Figure 4 gives an
idea of what the end result of the obfuscation looks like.
5 Conclusion
Cloud computing is becoming an essential part of today’s Information Technology.
Almost all enterprises and businesses, in all sizes, have deployed (or are planning to
deploy) cloud solutions for delivering their services to customers. Cloud adoption is
accelerating because of the advantages that cloud computing has brought along, such as
higher flexibility and capability of the infrastructures, lower costs of operation and
Fig. 4. Excerpt from obfuscated piece of JavaScript code.
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maintenance, wider accessibility, and improved mobility and collaboration (Mather
et al. 2009).
Despite of all these benefits, there are still barriers in turning into cloud. Among all,
security of the data is the primary concern that holds back the projects from moving to
the cloud. The cloud’s security threats can be classified in different ways. Cloud
Security Alliance (CSA) presented a list of top threats targeting the cloud computing
environment (CSA 2016; Top Threats Working Group 2013).
In Sect. 2, we went through the security concerns of the cloud and also security
aspects that need to be taken into account in cloud computing environment. We dis-
cussed that there are three main delivery models for delivering the cloud services (IaaS,
PaaS, and SaaS) that each require different levels of security (Rhoton et al. 2013).
In Sect. 3, first we presented the terms and techniques used in our proposed security
approach. Obfuscation and diversification are techniques that have been used to secure
the software, mainly with the aim of impeding malware. These techniques have been
utilized in various domains as well as in cloud computing. In a previous study we
conducted a thorough survey to investigate in what way these two techniques have
been previously used to enhance the security of cloud computing and protect the
privacy of its users (Hosseinzadeh et al. 2015). As the result of this study, we managed
to identify research gaps that motivated us to demonstrate an approach, which fills the
gaps to some extent and improves the security in cloud efficiently.
In Sect. 4 we demonstrated an obfuscation (partly including diversification)
approach for mainly securing the SaaS model in cloud computing. In this approach we
obfuscated the client-side JavaScript components of an application, we did this to
demonstrate the feasibility of applying obfuscation in the real-world. We built our
solution using existing tools and services to evaluate the experience of integrating
obfuscation into an existing application. Implementing the obfuscation only required a
relatively small amount of work, mostly because of the use of ready-made libraries.
However, the amount of work required is likely to be highly dependant on the com-
plexity of one’s target application and the thoroughness of applied obfuscation.
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ABSTRACT
Cloud computing is a wide-spread technology that enables
the enterprises to provide services to their customers with a
lower cost, higher performance, better availability and scal-
ability. However, privacy and security in cloud computing
has always been a major challenge to service providers and
a concern to its users. Trusted computing has led its way in
securing the cloud computing and virtualized environment,
during the past decades.
In this paper, first we study virtualized trusted platform
modules and integration of vTPM in hypervisor-based vir-
tualization. Then we propose two architectural solutions
for integrating the vTPM in container-based virtualization
model.
CCS Concepts
•Security and privacy → Systems security; Trusted
computing; Virtualization and security;
Keywords
cloud computing, security, trusted computing, trusted plat-
form module, TPM, vTPM
1. INTRODUCTION
With the advancement in cloud computing technologies,
more and more enterprises and service providers are shifting
towards this technology and delivering their services over
clouds. This is while security has always been a challenge
in cloud computing technology. Due to the nature of cloud
computing, the data is stored outside the perimeters of the
organizations, which brings along concerns about the data
security and the privacy. There is a large body of research
on securing the cloud computing through various techniques
[11], [21]. Cloud service providers are always attempting to
protect the cloud from insider and outsider attacks through
security measures such as controlling the access to software
and hardware facilities. Nonetheless, due to the fact that
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there is still some level of access from the administrative
level to user’s Virtual Machine (VM), there is still a need for
protecting the integrity and confidentiality of computation
in the cloud [20].
Trusted Computing technology, developed by Trusted Com-
puting Group (TCG) [3], is a technology to ensure that the
computers behave in expected ways. This technology pro-
vides a hardware based security solution through Trusted
Platform Module (TPM) [4]. Typically, it contains a physi-
cal chip embedded on the motherboard of a platform and is
controlled via a software.
Trusted computing is a mechanism to establish a secure
environment and provide privacy and trust. The trusted
computing mechanism can as well be extended to cloud com-
puting environment by integrating the trusted platform into
cloud architecture. The trusted platform is integrated into
the cloud through TPM and provides the cloud with secure
functionalities such as secure authentication, access control,
communication security, and data protection [22]. For in-
stance, integrating the trusted computing to IaaS is a way
to certify the confidential execution of the VMs running on
the platform [20].
In this paper, we first discuss two different virtualization
technologies and present a comparison between these two
models in terms of security and efficiency. Then we study
how trusted computing technology is extended to cloud com-
puting and virtual environments with the aim of improving
the security. We propose solutions for integrating TPM to
container-based virtualization model for improving security
and also supporting secure live migration of the virtual ma-
chines. To the best of our knowledge, we are not aware
of any previous virtual TPM constructs for container-based
virtualization.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tion ?? presents an introductory background on the terms
and concepts related to this research work. Section 2 overviews
the related works in this domain. In Section 3 we present our
virtual TPM solutions for the container setting. Conclusions
and future work proposals come in Section 4. a) Trusted
Platform Module (TPM) is a micro-controller used in
computing devices (e.g., PCs, servers, mobile phones, ap-
pliances) to provide hardware root of trust, for instance for
identification of the user and device, data protection, net-
work access [2]. TPM mainly presents cryptography func-
tionalities, such as encryption, decryption, and signing cryp-
tographic keys, and also stores the cryptographic keys. The
artifacts (i.e., passwords, encryption keys, certificates) used
for authentication of the device are stored on the TPM chip.
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TPM is as well used for ensuring the trustworthiness of the
platform. To this end, it stores platform measurements that
ensure the safety of the computation. These measurements
contain authentication (to assure that the platform is what
it asserts to be), and attestation of the platform (to assure
that the platform has not been corrupted/breached and is
trustworthy).
b) Virtual Trusted Platform Module (vTPM): In
the recent years hardware platform virtualization has been
an advantageous approach in cutting the operation expenses
by sharing the platform amongst several software workloads
(e.g., web hosting centers). However, sharing the same plat-
form brings security issues along which require regulations
for separation of the workloads, the resources, and also en-
suring software integrity. Virtual Machine Monitors (=hy-
pervisors) are good solutions for the isolating of these work-
loads, and hardware based root of trust through TPM guar-
antees the integrity of software and mitigating the software
attacks. Therefore, the combination of these two technolo-
gies is a well-fitting security solution in this scenario [7]. In
order to make the TPM available to multiple operating sys-
tems concurrently, the idea of virtualized platform is used.
TPM is emulated to each of the guest operating systems, in
a way that they can interact with TPM and access its func-
tionalities, as with a TPM on a physical system [5]. Each
guest virtual machine accesses the unique emulated TPM,
as it appears that there is a separate TPM for each platform
and from the virtual machines’ viewpoints they have their
own TPM. Moreover, vTPM should provide all the function-
alities that the physical TPM presents to the system. For
instance, modern hypervisors enable the operating systems
to migrate between the physical hosts. Thus, it is expected
that the virtual TPMs support this feature as well [7].
c) Hypervisor-based virtualization vs container-
based virtualization: During the past decades various
virtualization mechanisms have been developed including
hypervisor-based virtualization and container-based virtu-
alization. In hypervisor-based virtualization a hypervisor
(Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM)) is running on top of
the server hardware enabling multiple virtual machines to
share virtualized hardware resources. This means that dif-
ferent operating systems (e.g., Windows, Linux) can run on
a physical platform. While, in operating-system-level virtu-
alization (also referred to as container-based virtualization)
rather than hardware, the virtualization happens at the op-
erating system level. In other words, containers share the
same operating system kernel. Thus, OS virtualization al-
lows running multitude execution environment instances on
a single kernel [1]. Figure 1 depicts the architecture of these
two virtualization models.
Each of these technologies have their own strengths and
weaknesses. OS-level virtualization has less performance
overhead. As containers are more lightweight than the vir-
tual machines and therefore, it is faster to boot a container
comparing to a guest OS. On the other hand, OS-level vir-
tualization has less flexibility in a way that it only hosts the
same OS as the the host is using [19].
d) Virtual machine migration: Migration of virtual
machines is the act of moving a virtual machine from one
physical host to another. This ability is helpful in several
different ways. For instance, a) for load balancing, i.e., to
move the VM to a less loaded host, b) at the time of main-
tenance and upgrades when a server needs to be shut down
Figure 1: Hypervisor-based virtualization vs
container-based
the VM could be transferred to another server, and c) in
disaster recovery, when a host has failed the VM could be
restarted from another host. Virtual machine migration can
be done in offline or live modes. Offline migration is quite
straightforward, i.e., the VM is turned off and then the mi-
gration process occurs from the source to the destination
host. Provided that, live migration lets the VMs to migrate
from a physical host to another while the VM is in use. I.e.,
no significant interruption happens to the availability of the
VM and applications for thier users [15]. In spite of the
advantages that the live migration presents to virtualization
technology, its security still needs consideration. E.g., Ober-
heide [17] has discussed three different classes of security
threats targeting the process of VM live migration. Con-
cerning container-based virtualization, we note that there is
very little literature on migration in that setting presently.
On the other hand, hypervisor-based vTPM solutions focus
on supporting migration, and we will also consider that in
our solutions.
2. RELATED WORK
Berger et al. [7] have presented software implementation
of virtualized TPM to make TPMs available for multiple
virtual machines running on top of a hypervisor. Their de-
sign is shown in Figure 2. The cryptographic functions and
secure storage services supported by TPM will be available
to the applications and operating systems running on top of
virtual machines. The TPM specification is implemented in
software and the vTPM is placed into a dedicated VM. The
vTPM provides support for migration of vTPM instances,
suspension, and resume operations. However, a drawback of
this approach (i.e., implementing the TPM in software) is
that it cannot be capable of supporting the security needs
and protection levels as well as the hardware does [25]. To
overcome this limitation, Stumpf and Eckert [25] have pro-
posed multi-context TPM approach that is completely hard-
ware based and enables the VMs to benefit fully from TPM’s
functionalities. In this approach, virtual machine monitor
uses a second privilege level to issue scheduling and man-
agement commands. Information about the state of a TPM
is stored in TPM Control Structure (TPMCS), which en-
sures that the state of one VM’s TPM does not corrupt the
state of another VM’s TPM. They also propose a migration
protocol that supports secure migration of TPM contexts to
a new TPM.
England and Loeser [9] consider two different studies [7,
12] that provide trusted computing in virtual environments,
then they propose a para-virtualized TPM approach that
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Figure 2: vTPM design proposed by Berger et al.
[7]
shares the TPM (v1.2) among several operating systems.
This approach is close to the both presented ideas in the
two previous works. It multiplexes the TPM hardware and
takes advantage of the TPM hardware key protection. Then
it uses software components for safe device sharing.
Shi et al. [23] noted the difficulties associated with se-
curing software based vTPMs and proposed an improved
design where vTPM secrets are protected using symmetric
encryption. Their solution implements vTPMs for qemu
based virtual machines by utilizing kernel and user space
components. Wan et al. [26] analyzed existing vTPM solu-
tions in order to better understand the security properties
of different implementation approaches.
As discussed earlier, migration of the virtual machine is
an advantageous feature supported in today’s virtual envi-
ronments. When migrating a VM, the related vTPM should
be considered to move as well. Therefore, in the literature,
there have been works done on secure migration of VM-
vTPM. Hong et al. [14] have studied various VM-vTPM live
migration protocols and analyzed them in terms of perfor-
mance and security. Following that, they proposed a trusted
live migration protocol based on pre-copy. This protocol
includes three different phases: authentication and remote
attestation of the source and destination platforms, and se-
cure data transfer. The implementation is based on Xen [6].
Another vTPM-VM live migration protocol is proposed by
Fan et al. [10] which consists of two different phases, in-
tegrity verification and data transfer. In the earlier phase,
the source and destination platforms mutually authenticate
themselves, negotiate a session key, and construct a secure
channel. In the later phase, the memory content and all
VM’s external states are transferred. The security of this
protocol is analyzed by studying how resistant it is against
various types of attacks. For instance, the attacks may oc-
cur a) between the virtual machines, b) on communication
between the host operating system and the virtual machine,
and c) on data transmission channel. Danev et al. [8] con-
sider the secure migration of vTPM-VM in private cloud
environments. They study the security requirements of a
secure migration, and propose a vTPM key structure and
also a vTPM base VM migration protocol. By implement-
ing the proposed scheme on Xen hypervisor, they claim that
the protocol guarantees stronger security for private virtu-
alized environments. Similarly, Liang et al. [16] propose a
VM-vTPM migration protocol for private clouds, to guaran-
tee the confidentiality, integrity, and authentication of the
source and destination hosts. The protocol consists of three
phases, first the source and destination platforms mutually
authenticate themselves to each other. Second, the vTPM
is migrated, and in third, the VM is migrated.
3. PROPOSED APPROACHES
Virtualization and trusted computing are both promis-
ing technologies. Combination of these two offers a well-
favoured secure solutions for the many domains including
cloud computing. Virtualization is a beneficial factor in im-
plementing a trusted platform. Integrating a TPM can sup-
port the security in virtual environments. The main advan-
tage that it presents is the process isolation, which prevents
a software process conflicting with another. For instance,
it offers secure key storage of the secrets on the platform,
identification of the VMs to their guest operating systems,
and remote attestations for the hypervisors [18].
As discussed earlier, there are two types of virtualization,
hypervisor-based and container-based. Container-based vir-
tualization (also known as OS-level virtualization) has the
advantage of being faster and consuming less storage, while
on the other hand has the limitation that the user cannot
use several different types of operating systems. As the
container-based model becomes more popular, security and
management of the containers and also the hosting platform
become important issues.
We studied the integration of the trusted computing tech-
nology into the virtual environments in Section 2 and real-
ized that in all the studied research works, vTPM is pro-
posed and implemented for hypervisor-based virtualization
model, and none is considering solution for container-based
virtualization. This motivated us to consider integrating
vTPM in container-based virtual environments. To achieve
this goal, we propose two different architectures that can
integrate TPM hardware module in container-based virtu-
alization model and virtualize it to be used by multiple con-
tainers.
1) vTPM in the operating system kernel: In this
proposed architecture, the TPM module is placed below the
container-layer into the OS kernel. In order to make the
TPM available to several containers, it needs to be virtu-
alized. In our design, a kernel module is used to provide
arbitrary number of software based vTPMs. Like hardware
based TPMs, the software TPM presents a character de-
vice type interface to the userspace. These vTPMs can be
exposed to containers through the usual mechanisms. The
vTPMs are linked with the physical TPM. Figure 3 illus-
trates this architecture.
In order to evaluate a vTPM architecture we refer to the
four requirements proposed by Berger et al. [7]:
R1 vTPMs must offer the same interface to the software as
hardware based TPM does, that is, the use of vTPM
must be transparent to software.
R2 There must exist a strong association between the vTPM
and the virtual machine.
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Figure 3: vTPM implemented in a kernel module
R3 There must exist a strong association between the vTPM
and the trusted computing base.
R4 vTPMmust be distinguishable from the physical TPMs.
This is important because of the potentially different
security guarantees associated with the different TPM
types.
As per Requirement R1, the interface provided by our pro-
posed vTPM is equivalent to the one provided by a physical
TPM. From a software point of view, the character devices
are identical.
However, as Berger et al. [7] have noted, implementing
the low-level cryptographic operations is not necessarily the
challenging part of TPM virtualization. The challenge is
providing comparable security guarantees to hardware based
trusted platform modules.
Assuming the container system providing the container
isolation fulfills the requirements introduced by Reshetova
et al. [19], we can consider the security properties provided
by our in-kernel implementation from the viewpoint of a
container. If containers cannot modify the host kernel (e.g.
by loading new modules or by exploiting vulnerability in
the kernel), they can reliably attest their own state by using
hash extend feature of the vTPM. This however, assumes
that the host operating system running below the containers
is trusted. In the ideal case, we would like the container to
be able to verify, not only its own state, but the state of the
OS running the container. The trust should be rooted on
hardware as R4 mandates.
This challenge of allowing the virtualized (or in our case,
containerized) VM to verify the platform it is running on is
also touched by the solution presented by Berger et al. [7].
Their solution for this is two-fold. In their implementation,
the system exposes some of its platform configuration regis-
ters to the virtual machine, this allows the virtual machine
to have a view of the state of the underlying platform. How-
ever, it is worth to note that this solution is problematic for
migration since information sealed with the PCR values be-
longing to a different physical machine cannot be unsealed
after migration.
Simply, having access to the supposed state of the under-
lying hardware is not enough. The vTPM itself has to be
trusted. On a physical TPM, this is done by having a plat-
form provider sign an endorsement key (ek) stating that the
TPM is trustworthy. Berger et al. [7] extend this by hav-
ing each TPM have its own endorsement key. They propose
multiple different protocols for signing the endorsement keys
of vTPMs with the help of the hardware based TPM. Each
of the schemes has different security trade-offs associated
with it.
However, the details of the scheme used to anchor the
trust to a physical TPM are not the main focus of our pro-
posal. We believe that multiple solutions could exists for
these problems and many of the schemes presented in the
literature targeting hardware hypervisors could also be ap-
plied in a container setting.
However, like the proposal presented in [7], many of the
existing schemes for vTPM assume the hypervisor is respon-
sible for managing all hardware access of the VMs and able
to prevent unauthorized access to the software based vTPM.
When borrowing ideas originally targeted to be used in full
or even para-virtualized systems to containers, one has to
consider the security implications that arise as the hypervi-
sor is removed from the setting.
There have been multiple analyses of container security
and much have been written about their security properties
in contrast to a more traditional hypervisor-based approach
[13, 19]. Many of the challenges come down to the multi-
tude of interfaces exposed by container-based solutions and
the general newness of the code maintaining the isolation of
containers.
By putting the software based TPM inside the kernel, we
can better protect it from unauthorized access by other pro-
cesses and containers, than we could in a user-space based
solution. However, this level of protection is arguably still
less than the one provided by a full hypervisor.
In regards to the Requirement R2, a container manager
would most likely be responsible for asking the kernel to
create a new vTPM and assigning the device to a container.
This could be done at the time the container is created.
2) vTPM placed in a separate container: Figure 4
illustrates this architecture. This solution is in some ways,
even more similar to the design originally proposed by Berger
et al. [7]. Where in their design, the virtual TPM manager
is placed inside a separate Xen domain, here we have placed
the software TPMs inside just another container. This spe-
cial vTPM management container can have access to the
hardware based TPM and expose vTPM interface to the
other containers through a communication channel. In prac-
tice, this channel can be local UNIX domain socket or an-
other IPC mechanism.
The advantage of moving the implementation from kernel
to the userspace comes from the arguably easier implemen-
tation process. Instead of kernel module, a daemon will
process the requests from the other containers.
Depending on the exact nature of the IPC mechanism cho-
sen for the TPM command transfer. The container using
the service could need an additional piece of software that
presents the IPC interface as a standard character device.
In some ways, this way of implementing software TPMs
is similar to the TPM simulator project by Strasser and
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Sevnic et al. [24]. In their design they have a dedicated
daemon providing the TPM functionality and an additional
component exposing the daemon through the low-level de-
vice interface.
What differentiates our scenario from a mere simulator is
the need for the daemon to be associated with the under-
lying trusted computing base. The simulator only provides
the functionality but does not begin to offer the security
guarantees associated with trusted platform modules.
However, moving vTPM implementation from the ker-
nel to the user space – even if the daemon is running in
a separate container – has still potential security implica-
tions. Trusted platform modules, regardless of their sub-
strate, have to be able to protect their secrets. One of the
key benefits of a hardware based TPM is that they are sep-
arate physical entities that can arguably protect keys from
software based attacks in a more effective manner than pure
software based solutions. Processes have many ways of in-
specting and modifying each other’s memory and controlling
execution. Compared to this, placing the software TPM to
kernel provides some protection, since the kernel can better
limit this kind of access it exposes to the user space.
Container systems should isolate processes belonging to
different containers [19]. In practice, this functionality is
provided currently in Linux based container solutions through
the use of resource namespaces. pid namespaces allow dif-
ferent containers to have entirely different view of processes
running on the system. Along with other namespaces, they
provide the fundamental building blocks of containers. If the
system is working as it is supposed to, no process belonging
to a different container can access software TPM’s state in
another container. In practice, there have been cases where
this has not been the case, and container escapes are cer-
tainly not unheard of. Also, if an attacker manages to move
from a container to the host, the attacker is likely able to
gain access into other containers.
3) TPM with a native support for virtualization:
In this paper, we have not explored the option of having a
dedicated hardware TPM with a native support for virtu-
alization, and we list the proposal here only for the sake of
completness. There is existing research aiming to introduce
direct support for virtualization at the hardware level [7].
If such device were to be implemented, we believe it would
be likely to be usable in the context of containers, even if
the original reasoning was framed to be used with the more
traditional hypervisor-based systems.
4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we have provided an overview of the research
concerning virtualized trusted platform modules. We have
considered the challenges of applying existing approaches,
originally designed to be used in a hypervisor-based setting,
to a container-based system. Additionally we have provided
two different architectural solutions for providing vTPM ser-
vices for containers.
Future work is still needed to further specify the exact
mechanisms for trust extensions from hardware based TPM
to our proposed vTPM design. However, we believe that
many of the existing approaches could be modified to work
in a container-based environment. We are yet to implement
the proposed architecture and doing so will be a chance for
future research.
TPM
Linux
Container Manager
vTPM
Manager
Container
Container
Adapter
Container
Adapter
Figure 4: vTPM located in a dedicated container.
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Abstract—Internet of Things (IoT) is composed of hetero- 
geneous embedded and wearable sensors and devices that 
collect and share information over the Internet. This may 
contain private information of the users. Thus, securing the 
information and preserving the privacy of the users are of 
paramount importance. 
In this paper we look into the possibility of a p p l y i n g  the 
two techniques, obfuscation and diversification, in IoT. 
Diversification and obfuscation techniques are two outstand- 
ing security techniques used for proactively protecting the 
software and code. We propose obfuscating and diversifying 
the operating systems and APIs on the IoT devices, and also 
some communication protocols enabling the external use of 
IoT devices. We believe that the proposed ideas mitigate the 
risk of unknown zero-day attacks, large-scale attacks, and also 
the targeted attacks. 
Keywords—Internet of Things, IoT, security, privacy, obfus- 
cation, diversification 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Internet of Things (IoT) or Internet of Everything, was 
introduced by MIT Auto-ID Labs in 1999 [1], is a network 
of physical devices (objects) connecting to each other (wire- 
less) for sending/receiving data. The tiny chips embedded 
in the devices enable them to communicate without the 
human interaction. This aims to make the human lives more 
intelligent, automated and thus more comfortable. IoT is 
known as the third revolution in information technology 
after the Internet and mobile communication networks, and 
today it is being used in multitude public and private 
sectors, ranging from the public safety to health care. By 
the continuous growing trend, more and more”things” are 
getting connected to each other every day, collecting and 
transmitting personal and business information back and 
forth. Cisco IBSG [2] reports that the number of connected 
devices in 2015 is 25 billion, and this number is expected 
to grow to 50 billion by 2020.  However, the security in IoT 
is still a major challenge. According to [3], 70 percent of 
the IoT devices are vulnerable to exploits that c o u l d  be a 
doorway for attackers to the network. On this basis, 
researchers and developers are continually seeking effective 
techniques that boost the security in this environment, which 
is compatible with the limitations of the participating nodes 
in IoT. To the best of our knowledge, none of the existing 
research works in the field of IoT security have lo o ked  
into the obfuscation and diversification techniques as the 
potential techniques for mitigating the risk of   malware. 
In this paper, we propose a novel idea that addresses 
possible security threats in IoT. We base our idea on two 
promising techniques, obfuscation and diversification, that 
have been proved to be successful in impeding the malware 
in various domains [4]. In this work-in-progress paper, we 
propose using these two techniques to protect the operating 
systems and APIs of the devices participating in IoT, and 
also to introduce an additional level of security at the 
network level, by diversifying some protocols used in the 
communication. This study is a research proposal, in which 
we present our novel ideas. In the future works, we consider 
implementing these ideas, and demonstrate the effectiveness 
of the proposed approaches. 
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: in 
Section 2 we present a background on the characteristics of 
IoT, the software and the protocols used in these domains. 
Section 3 discusses our proposed idea in detail, and Section 
4 concludes the paper. 
 
II. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE I O T  
 
Operating systems and software in IoT 
 
IoT comprises a wide variety of heterogeneous sensors 
and devices, of which some are powered by more potent 32- 
bit processors (e.g., smart phones) and some are controlled 
by lightweight 8-bit micro-controllers [5]. Therefore, the 
chosen software should be applicable to a range of devices, 
including the lowest power ones. On one hand, it should be 
capable of supporting the functionality of the object; and 
on the other hand, should be in line with the limitations of 
these devices in memory, computational power, and energy 
capacity. The software in IoT should have the following 
characteristics [6]: 
• Heterogeneous hardware constraints: the IoT soft- 
ware should have limited CPU and memory re- 
quirements, so that it could support the constrained 
hardware platforms. 
• Autonomy: It should be energy efficient, reliable, 
and adaptive to the network s t a c k . 
• Programmability: It should provide a standard Ap- 
plication Program Interface (API) for software de- 
velopment and support the standard programming 
languages. 
These factors have leaded the developers to think of the 
operating systems that are adaptive to the diverse low-power 
objects in IoT.  Among all, Contiki [7] and TinyOS [8]    are 
978-1-4673-9354-6/15/$31.00 ©2015 IEEE 
 
 
 
Figure 1. IoT network stack, and some examples of the corresponding 
protocols used in each layer   [6]. 
 
the most dominant operating systems used on IoT devices. 
Contiki [7] is an open-source Operating System (OS) devel- 
oped in C with a modular structure. It connects low-power 
micro-controllers to the Internet, and supports a wide range 
of networking standards, including IPV4, IPV6, CoAP. This 
lightweight OS is considered reasonably memory efficient 
by using only few kilobytes of memory1. Contiki is de- 
signed based on the event-driven multi-threading kernel. 
Moreover, Contiki has a dynamic nature, i.e., it allows the 
dynamic loading and unloading of applications at run-time. 
TinyOS [8] is an open source, application specific OS de- 
signed and widely used by low-power devices in WSN, and 
ubiquitous environments. It is implemented using the 
component-based programming model and supports the 
event-driven concurrency. TinyOS is multi-threading and has 
monolithic structure. 
 
Access protocols in Io T  
IoT encompasses a huge number of devices and appli- 
cations connected to each other. Basically, there are three 
different types of connections in IoT [9]: a) Device to Device 
(D2D) is the connection between the devices, b) Device to 
Server (D2S) is the connection for sending collected data 
from the devices to the servers, and c) Server to Server 
(S2S) is the connection between the servers to share the 
collected data. For making the connections feasible there 
exist protocols that are designed based on the requirements 
and characteristics of the participants in IoT. As an exam- 
ple, Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) [10] is an 
application layer protocol which is designed to be used in 
resource-constrained devices and WSN nodes. This protocol 
is simply translated to HTTP which simplifies the integration 
with the web. Figure 1 illustrates the current network stack 
used in IoT, and some of the communication protocols that 
are used in each layer . 
 
 
1. Contiki: The Open Source OS for the Internet of Things: 
http://www.contiki-os.org 
Security of IoT 
 
IoT is still not a mature technology and accordingly, the 
security measures considered for it are still in early stages. 
Due to the fact that IoT is based on the Internet, it is 
subject to traditional security challenges threatening the 
Internet; and in addition to those traditional challenges, the 
key characteristics of IoT add new security threats on top 
of them. 
These characteristics are [11], [12]: Diversity: The par- 
ticipating devices in IoT range from low power/cost to high 
performance devices. Hence, the security measure designed 
needs to be compatible with wide range of devices. Scale: 
The number of sensors and devices in IoT is tremendously 
growing, which makes it harder to control the devices and 
the collected information. Wireless connection: devices are 
connecting to the Internet wireless through different links 
(Bluetooth, 802.11, ZigBee). The links should be protected 
so that the communicated information does not leak. Em- 
bedded use: most of the IoT devices are designed for single 
purpose with different communication patterns. Mobility: 
The devices in IoT are mobile and connected to the Internet 
through various providers. 
These properties make IoT more prone to the security 
threats compared to the Internet and traditional sensor net- 
works. Security threats known in IoT could be due to insuf- 
ficient security software or firmware, insufficient security in 
the Web interface, insecurity in cloud interface,  insecurity 
in mobile interface, insecurity at authentication or autho- 
rization point, lack of proper security measures in network 
services, lack of encryption, poor security configuration, 
poor physical security, and privacy issues [12]. To overcome 
these security challenges, different tactics are suggested to 
be taken into account for implementation, including secure 
firewall and intrusion prevention system, secure identity 
management and access control program, multi-factor au- 
thentication, emergency response program, and IoT security 
standardizations [13]. However, we believe that they do not 
sufficiently secure the IoT and more concrete security 
measures are required. This motivated us to propose a novel 
idea to boost the security in   IoT. 
 
III. ENHANCING THE SECURITY OF IOT USING 
OBFUS- CATION AND DIVERSIFICATION 
TECHNIQUES 
 
Background on obfuscation and diversification 
 
By using the obfuscation and diversification techniques 
we do not aim at removing the security vulnerabilities, but 
making it challenging and costly for the intruder to take 
advantage of them. 
Obfuscation refers to making the code more compli- 
cated and harder to understand. As a result, the attacker 
needs to spend more time and energy to comprehend the 
code [14]. Figure 2 illustrates how obfuscation affects the 
code: a) is a piece of JavaScript code, and b) is obfuscated 
version of the same code. As the figure shows, the code is  
 
 
 
scrambled/obfuscated in a way that it is harder to understand 
the purpose of the code. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. a)  Original version of a piece of JavaScript code, and b) 
obfuscated version of the same code 
 
Diversification makes the program instances unique, so 
that the attacker is no longer able to exploit a vast number 
of devices via a single attack model. The attacker needs 
to design various versions of attack models intended for 
various program instances. This makes the attack costly and 
difficult. Figure 3 illustrates the program diversification, in 
which different replicas of program P are generated and 
distributed to the users. All these programs function the 
same, but have different internal structures. Therefore, even 
if the attacker succeeds in attacking one version of the 
program (P3), the other versions are safe. 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Diversification generates unique instances of the software.  A 
single attack model works only for one instance. 
 
The idea in diversification is to change all kinds of 
internal interfaces appearing inside IoT systems, or between 
IoT device and its backend (cloud) system. As diversification 
can be done with respect to known reference interfaces, 
software developers of IoT systems need not to be aware 
of diversification details. In practice, the purpose of diversi- 
fying an interface is to create a machine/system-wise unique 
secret  that  is  shared  only  between  the  legal  ”clients”  of 
the interface. However, a diversified implementation is not 
the same as an encrypted implementation – a s the idea 
is that a diversified implementation is still executable as 
such. Moreover, the idea behind the diversification 
techniques is not to remove the vulnerabilities and the 
security holes in software, but to prevent the attackers to 
take advantage of them, since even if an attacker would 
be able to use a security hole to inject malware (code) 
into the system, the malware would not work as it would 
need to access resources  using  the  diversified (secret)  
interfaces  instead of the prevailing setting where 
accessing only requires knowledge on reference interfaces. 
Therefore, diversification is considered very useful for 
securing the systems in the current era of OS 
monoculture and in the settings where it is hard to patch 
security problems of OS or system later on. 
There exist different diversification techniques that use 
Various transformation mechanisms at different levels of 
software life cycle [16]. The idea of program diversification 
for effectively protecting the operating systems has been 
pioneered by Cohen [17]. In our previous works we have 
applied the diversification and obfuscation to different OSs, 
e.g., Linux to secure it against malware.  As  malware  is 
meant  to  run  on  the  user’s  computer  to  manipulate  the 
system or perform what an attacker desires [18], in order 
to thwart some malware to access resources via the system 
calls, we have to introduce a way to block the system calls 
made directly and indirectly from an untrusted application. 
For this purpose, we can diversify the system call numbers, 
and the library functions that make system calls [19], [20]. 
In [21] we diversified also the indirect entry points to the 
system calls and propagated the new information on entry 
points to all legal applications, so that the malware will not 
have the information to access the resources. On that 
account, we designed a concrete diversification tool which 
diversifies the symbols in the Linux ELF binaries and makes 
them unique. 
 
The proposed a p p r o a c h  
As mentioned, security threats in IoT could potentially 
be on the application layer (the software on the IoT devices) 
or on the network layer.  On this basis, we propose two novel 
techniques to provide security in these two layers. We 
propose: 1) obfuscating/diversifying the OSs and APIs used 
in the IoT devices, and 2) obfuscating/diversifying some of 
the access protocols among them. 
The sensors and devices in the IoT contain embedded 
chips which function with the help of an OS and APIs. This 
OS and the APIs are prone to malware. Our first proposed 
idea aims at protecting the IoT devices by applying diversi- 
fication and obfuscation techniques to the OSs and APIs and 
securing them against the malware. As discussed earlier, in 
our previous works [19], [20], [21], we demonstrated that 
by obfuscating the OS and diversifying the APIs we can 
successfully make it harder for the malware to interact with 
the interfaces and access the resources. 
We believe the same approaches can be applied on the 
OSs  and  APIs  of  the  IoT  devices  to  protect  them  from 
the  malware.  By making the OS and the APIs unique 
through diversification, we manage to thwart the massive- 
scale attacks, i.e., the attacker by designing a single attack 
model cannot take a large number of devices under control. 
Additionally, we mitigate the risk of zero-day attacks. 
Secondly, we propose applying diversification at the access 
protocol level. In a communication network, an application 
level protocol specifies the interfaces and the shared 
protocols used by the communication parties. Protocol 
identification is the act of identifying what protocol is used 
in the communication session [22]. Protocol identification 
can be done via static analysis methods and comparing the 
a) 
function setText(data) { 
  document.getElementById("myDiv").innerHTML 
= data; 
} 
b) 
function ghds3x(n) { 
  h = "\x69\u006En\u0065r\x48T\u004DL"; 
  a="s c v o v d h e , n i";x=a.split(" 
");b="gztxleWentBsyf"; 
r=b.replace("z",x[7]).replace("x","E").replace("s
","").replace("f","I") 
  ["repl" + "ace"]("W","m")+"d"; 
c="my"+String.fromCharCode(68)+x[10]+"v";  
s=x[5]+x[3]+x[1]+"um"+x[7]+x[9]+"t";d=this[s][r](
c);if(+!![]) 
  { d[h]=n; } else { d[h]=c; } 
} 
protocol used in the communication with the common existing 
protocols. The information gained from this analysis could be 
used by an intruder which endangers the integrity and 
confidentiality of the communication. In order to protect the 
protocol from identification, it could be obfuscated so that it 
is more difficult to be recognized by the traffic classification 
machines. Protocol obfuscation attempts to remove the 
properties that make the protocol identifiable, e.g., packet size 
and byte sequence (make them look random). The most 
common way for protocol obfuscation is using cryptography. 
Depending on the need of the network, different levels of 
encryption could be applied [22]. 
We propose obfuscating the communication protocol 
among  a  small  set  of  nodes  (e.g.,  within  a  home)  in  a 
way that the obfuscation method is kept secret among them 
and only the nodes which know the secret are able to 
communicate with each others. By changing/complicating 
the form of the protocol and making it different from the 
default format, we aim at generating a huge number of 
unique diversified protocols from a reference protocol. 
Applying diversification to the application is feasible, al- 
though it has two main challenges: 1) the recognition of 
transition (message sending/receiving) from programs, 2) 
complication and slowdown of the program. Besides the 
protocol obfuscation, we propose protocol diversification, 
which considers the protocol as an operation of two state 
machines, so that (synchronized) state changes are messages 
sent between parties. The original implicit state machine of a 
protocol can be diversified by adding/splitting new states and 
transitions. 
 
Motivation 
For securing IoT and the participants of these envi- 
ronments, we propose using diversification and obfuscation 
mechanisms. We believe that these two techniques are effec- 
tive for this purpose, by mitigating the risk of unknown zero- 
day attacks and also preventing the large-scale and targeted 
attacks. The motivation behind our idea is as follows: 
 
• Additional Security: There have been various secu- 
rity mechanisms designed and applied on IoT at the 
network level. We believe that presenting security at 
the device level is an orthogonal proactive measure for 
security. In this way, the malware is stopped at one 
node and not propagated to the whole network. 
• Energy-efficiency: The participating nodes (devices) in 
IoT are extremely constraint in resources, i.e., they are 
limited in terms of memory, energy capacity, and 
computational power. Therefore, the security 
mechanism designed for them should be rather 
lightweight. For instance, the anti-virus programs often 
cannot be used in IoT devices (because of their huge 
effect on the performance and energy consumption). 
We believe that API diversification will not slow down 
the execution at all: however, obfuscation and protocol 
diversification affect the efficiency to some extent. 
• No complexity for the manufacturer: The devices 
in IoT are controlled by the tiny chips embedded in 
them which may not tolerate a complex design. Con- 
sidering this fact, our security mechanism does not add 
any complexity overhead for the manufacturer. 
• Alleviate the risk of malware: The devices in IoT 
contain tiny chips with a lightweight OS on them. The 
OS handles the operation of the device by ex- 
ecuting the code. Code execution presents a surface 
for attacks for unwanted software or malware. This 
malicious behavior could range from unauthorized 
accessing/reading of the data to altering it towards 
the attacker’s intent. Thus, we believe the OS can 
be protected using obfuscation and diversification 
mechanisms, in order to make the malware ineffec- 
tive. In order to make our approach applicable with 
the limited capabilities of the devices (in computa- 
tional power) we limit the level of obfuscation and 
stick to the less complicated diversification methods, 
e.g., identifier renaming. 
• Alleviate the risk of massive-scale attacks: Currently, 
there are billions of devices manufactured and dis- 
tributed in a”monoculture” manner, i.e., they are 
designed and produced identical which makes them 
have the same layout and consequently, the same 
security vulnerabilities. By designing one single at- 
tack model, an attacker can simply invade a wide 
range of devices. We believe that diversification, by 
introducing”multiculturalism”, in software produc- 
tion is a proper proactive security mechanism for the 
widely distributed environments including IoT. The 
idea of multiculturalism in the software production 
alleviates the risk of massive-scale attacks. 
• Amend the update limitation in embedded devices: 
One of the drawbacks of the embedded devices is 
that they usually cannot be updated, i.e., in case a 
security hole is found they cannot update themselves 
to receive the security patch. Hence, we need to 
think of a solution that does not try to remove the 
security holes and vulnerabilities of the software, but 
to make it difficult for the attacker to exploit them. 
Diversification and obfuscation techniques are 
helpful to be prepared for the unknown attacks; 
because the general idea behind these techniques is 
not to remove the security holes but to avoid the 
attacker from taking advantage of them. 
 
 Limitations 
 
Despite of the great benefits our proposed approach 
brings along, there might be some limitations for it, 
including cost and adaptability of the network. 
Obfuscation on one hand protects the software and 
applications from the malicious reverse engineering by 
making them hard to read; and on the other hand, it 
introduces costs in terms of execution overhead, memory 
consumption, and code size increase. Additionally, when 
obfuscation is applied on the protocol, it should be assured 
that the both parties in the communication session support 
the obfuscated protocol. 
 
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 
In this paper we pointed out that due to the special char- 
acteristics of IoT, the security is more challenging compared 
to the traditional networks. Therefore, it requires security 
measures that are in line with the capacity of IoT devices. 
Diversification and obfuscation techniques are the two 
promising security techniques that have been presented pre- 
viously, and practitioners can already start to adapt these 
techniques into use to protect their IoT networks. In this 
work-in-progress we proposed two approaches using the two 
techniques, obfuscation and diversification as well as request 
further work in this topic. 
First, we propose applying the techniques on the operat- 
ing systems and APIs of the IoT devices to make it harder 
to breach through the devices. This is a traditional way of 
utilizing the techniques and it is expected that this has a 
significant impact on improving the security of the devices. 
Second, we propose applying these techniques on related 
application layer protocols. The idea is to increase the 
workload of a malicious attacker by using these techniques 
together with other techniques such as cryptography to secure 
the communication between the devices and servers. 
Third, to the best of our knowledge, there are no 
thorough study of attack vectors of IoT networks. Further 
inquiries should focus on defining different attack vectors in 
order to prove security analyses tools to start working with 
countermeasures. 
Finally, to extend this work-in-progress, our future work 
is towards diversifying an IoT operating system of a device, and 
obfuscating and diversifying an application level (internal) 
access protocol used between the IoT devices and its cloud 
based back-end system. For the device/application we  have  
planned  to  use  a  health  care  sector  IoT  device based on 
Contiki as it is the most common operating system. The target 
of protocol obfuscation and diversification is the CoAP used in 
the same device. 
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ABSTRACT
With the advancement of Internet in Things (IoT) more
and more “things” are connected to each other through the
Internet. Due to the fact that the collected information
may contain personal information of the users, it is very
important to ensure the security of the devices in IoT.
Diversification is a promising technique that protects the
software and devices from harmful attacks and malware by
making interfaces unique in each separate system. In this pa-
per we apply diversification on the interfaces of IoT operat-
ing systems. To this aim, we introduce the diversification in
post-compilation and linking phase of the software life-cycle,
by shuffling the order of the linked objects while preserving
the semantics of the code. This approach successfully pre-
vents malicious exploits from producing adverse effects in
the system. Besides shuffling, we also apply library symbol
diversification method, and construct needed support for it
e.g. into the dynamic loading phase.
Besides studying and discussing memory layout shuffling
and symbol diversification as a security measures for IoT
operating systems, we provide practical implementations for
these schemes for Thingsee OS and Raspbian operating sys-
tems and test these solutions to show the feasibility of di-
versification in IoT environments.
CCS Concepts
•Security and privacy → Software security engineering;
Keywords
software security, diversification, IoT
1. INTRODUCTION
Internet of Things (IoT) is a network consisting of physical
devices that are connected to each other. These devices
communicate with each other by sending and receiving data.
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publish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission
and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org.
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The goal is to make the human lives more comfortable and
automated. IoT is already being used in several public and
private sectors, and application areas range from health care
to industrial applications.
The number of connected devices is growing every day, as
more and more devices get connected to Internet. Gartner
estimates that there are over 6 billion connected ”things”
right now and the number will grow to 20 billion by 2020
[11].
However, security is still a huge problem in IoT operating
systems. According to [4], 70 percent of IoT devices cur-
rently have vulnerabilities that may allow the attackers to
infiltrate the systems. Therefore, novel effective techniques
improving the security of IoT environment are needed. At
the same time, the solutions have to be compatible with the
limitations of the devices connected to IoT. In this work, we
look into two different diversification techniques as a poten-
tial way to mitigate the risk of certain malicious attacks.
The contributions of this paper are as follows. We study
and propose applying linker shuffling and ELF symbol diver-
sification in IoT operating systems. We also provide prac-
tical implementations for these schemes for Thingsee OS
which is based on NuttX [3, 1] and Raspbian [2] and test
these solutions to prove the feasibility of diversification in
IoT environment.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 we present an introduction to the terms and tech-
niques related to this research. Section 3 shortly reviews
the related works. In Section 4 we present our implementa-
tions of memory layout shuffling and symbol diversification
for IoT operating systems in detail and demonstrate their
feasibility. In Section 5 we discuss the limitations of the
study. Conclusions and future work suggestions are given in
Section 6.
2. BACKGROUND
Obfuscation [9] is the process of scrambling the program
code while preserving its functionality and semantics. Through
obfuscation the program becomes harder to read and under-
stand, and therefore reverse engineering and compromising
the software becomes more challenging.
Diversification [8], on the other hand, refers to altering
the structure and internal interfaces of software, with the
aim of generating unique instances of the software. Diversi-
fied but functionally equivalent versions of the software are
distributed to users. Diversification is a technique to break
2016 IEEE/ACM 9th International Conference on Utility and Cloud Computing
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monoculture nature of software deployment and introduces
multiculturalism. If a piece of malware succeeds in getting
knowledge about one of these instances and run its malicious
code, this exploit works only on that machine and should
not be workable on other machines. This is because the in-
terfaces are diversified differently on each separate system.
Diversification can be achieved by using obfuscation tech-
niques (such as renaming functions).
As a practical example of diversification, attacks making
use of memory’s known layout structure can be prevented by
uniquely diversifying the memory layout [16]. This method
is known as Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR).
It is used to thwart the buffer overflow attacks enabling arbi-
trary code execution. In ASLR, the address space locations
of a process are randomly reshuffled. This usually covers
the base of the executable and the stack, heap and library
positions [6]. The attacker cannot jump to a particular lo-
cation in the reordered memory. Here, memory can be seen
as an interface that has been diversified so that the attacker
cannot use it anymore. In this paper, we present a link-time
implementation of this shuffling scheme for Thingsee OS (on
a Thingsee One device). We modified the GNU linker to in-
troduce diversity into the resulting program after compila-
tion and linking by shuffling the order of sections (functions
and data objects) in the linked binary without changing the
program semantics.
A linker is a program used in the build process of soft-
ware that combines object files into a finished executable
file or shared library, resolving dependencies between the
object files and updating necessary positions of the object
code with the correct relocation information. It therefore
makes sense to apply diversification at this phase of soft-
ware development/deployment.
Another example of diversification and a scheme we imple-
mented for Raspbian (on a Raspberry Pi device) is symbol
diversification. To use the critical resources of a device, ap-
plications often use well-known libraries. If we diversify the
symbol names in these libraries, the adversary can no longer
use the well-known operating system libraries to attack the
system. This diversification is propagated accordingly to
the trusted programs. As a result of this, the diversified
applications know the diversification secret (the diversified
symbol names) and are compatible with the library binaries
containing important functions. Besides library functions,
some IoT operating systems also support system calls to
provide services for user programs – in such settings, system
call diversification should be applied together with symbol
diversification.
As a security measure, diversification is orthogonal, mean-
ing it can be used with combination with other security mea-
sures like encryption and therefore brings additional security
to a system. Diversification is also transparent in the sense
it does not affect the user experience or cause additional
work for the programmer.
3. RELATED WORK
There has been a large body of research on using diversifi-
cation for securing software through many different diversi-
fication methods with the aim of mitigating several different
security attacks [17]. In a previous study, we presented a
survey on various kind of diversification methods available
[14].
System call diversification [22, 18] is a diversification tech-
nique for protecting the operating systems from harmful
malware. Laurén et al. [18] have proposed changing the
system call numbers in the kernel and also the applications
that invoke those system calls. Therefore, a malware that
does not have the knowledge about new system call inter-
faces cannot interact with the environment and becomes in-
effective. Another work done by Rauti et al. [22] proposes
diversifying the system calls in ELF binaries.
Symbol diversification is another technique that diversi-
fies the symbol names that are used with dynamic linking
of shared libraries. A shared library implements some func-
tionality and provides that for use in executables and other
shared libraries by associating the functionality with symbol
names that can be used elsewhere to find the functionality.
Symbol diversification has already been experimented with
under x86 64 Linux. [19]
As discussed earlier, in the literature there exist many dif-
ferent diversification techniques that each apply diversifica-
tion at various stages of software development life-cycle, for
instance design, implementation, compilation, post-compilation
(e.g. linking), distribution, and execution. Among all, compile-
time and link-time are most preferred stages for applying
diversification. Compile-time diversification is a fairly au-
tomatic process where the compiler creates unique binaries
each time [10]. Class transformation for Java byte-code di-
versification [20] is an example for post-compile time diver-
sification. In [7] diversification happens after compilation,
during linking and before execution. In this work, the loca-
tion of program code and data is obfuscated and randomized
in a way that makes it more difficult for a malicious program
to find the addresses for program segments, and modify the
program.
Hosseinzadeh et al. [12, 13] have proposed using diversi-
fication for IoT networks as a means to boost the security
of the network and also the participating devices in this
network. In these works, the authors propose diversifying
the operating system interfaces of the IoT devices (security
at application layer). The rationale behind this idea is to
thwart large-scale attacks. Second they propose diversifying
some of the communication protocols and providing security
at the network level.
4. DIVERSIFYING THE MEMORY LAYOUT
AND SYMBOLS IN IOT OPERATING SYS-
TEMS
We constructed a modified linker for diversifying the mem-
ory layout of Thingsee OS and demonstrated how this can
prevent an exploit attempt from working on Thingsee one
device (Section 4.2). Additionally, we applied and tested
symbol diversification in Raspbian ELF files (Section 4.3).
We apply the proposed diversification methods in practice
into an existing device and measure the effectiveness of this
approach by first testing them against a working exploit and
gauging the feasibility and effectiveness of the methods when
thwarting malicious attacks.
4.1 Introducing layout shuffling to GNU linker
Our modified version of GNU ld linker was created with
very few modifications to the original source code. To obtain
the desired functionality, three files have to be changed, with
about 100 added and one or two deleted or modified source
code lines. GNU ld already contains functionality to sort
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sections whose names match a wildcard expression defined
in a linker script by name or alignment. We introduced an
additional way of sorting that sorts the wildcard-matching
sections by salted md5 hashes of their names. There should
be no need to use the same salt more than once, since the
memory layout itself is rarely an interface that is needed by
legal code, other than the linked program itself which has the
appropriate addresses provided by the linker. Our scheme
might not be the optimal way of diversification, but it has
worked well in our experiments. To increase diversity in the
linked software, the source code should be compiled to object
files in a way that every data object and function gets its own
section. With gcc, this means passing -ffunction-sections
and -fdata-sections as parameters for the compiler.
4.2 Layout shuffling of Thingsee OS on Thingsee
One
Many resource-constrained and often time-critical IoT de-
vices and operating systems do not support many ordinary
security measures, such as virtual memory and no-execute
bits, that are commonly found in modern desktop and server
computing platforms [21]. This is also the case with the
default “flat” NuttX-based Thingsee OS build. If there is
no memory protection, specialized system call traps, or dy-
namic shared libraries, the prospects for different diversifi-
cation schemes are somewhat more limited.
We decided to apply layout diversification to Thingsee
OS with a flat address space configuration. The aim was
to prevent return-oriented programming (ROP) attacks [23]
depending on certain data residing at known addresses from
functioning. First, we wrote a vulnerable Thingsee OS ap-
plication program that writes user-supplied data to a stack
buffer without bounds-checking. We devised an exploit that
overwrites a return address on the stack and makes the pro-
gram jump to a chosen function. After executing the func-
tion, the system apparently crashes and reboots, preventing
the execution of malicious code. Later, we rebuilt Thingsee
OS using our modified ld with randomization of the order of
functions and data in the Thingsee OS image. An identical
exploit did not make the chosen function to be executed this
time, but it nevertheless invoked undefined behavior and, in
our case, made the OS crash again.
Our vulnerable program was simply created by modifying
the “Hello World” example in Thingsee OS in order to facil-
itate creating a new Thingsee OS application. Our vulnera-
ble program takes an input from a command-line argument
as a hexadecimal string and writes it to a stack buffer in
a hex-decoded form without bounds-checking. We use this
method of input to simulate a malicious input that would be
in a real application environment, such as a network server.
We compiled Thingsee OS on Lubuntu 16.04 x86 64 using
arm-none-eabi-gcc version 4.9.3 and our modified versions of
binutils-gdb (git commit 6e2565079204ae2d2c0a5fa15fcd2
33e9c614f0b), and thingsee-sdk (git commit b65cfa8ec466
d498e24959b90568b076c942aa6d).
We built the undiversified version of Thingsee OS as fol-
lows:
cd thingsee−sdk/nuttx/tools/; ./configure.sh haltian−
tsone/nsh
# Enable the "Hello, World!" example
cd ..; make menuconfig
make
arm−none−eabi−objdump −d nuttx | less
# Find ’hello_main’ (0x08014174)
# and the address of ’evil’ (0x08013fcc).
# May be different, depending on versions and
configuration
# Set the device to flash mode and upload the OS:
sudo dfu−util −d 0483:df11 −a0 −D nuttx.dfu −s :leave
socat − /dev/ttyACM0,rawer
The following listing shows the Thingsee OS command line
shell. First, we examined the stack to find where the return
address resides. We then devised and ran the exploit. The
ARM processor needs the return address be incremented by
one when using Thumb code. [5] Thus, we add 1 to the
address of ‘evil’ and write it to the stack in little-endian
byte order.
NuttShell (NSH)
nsh> hello 42 0 20
hello 42 0 20
hex_strcpy: a=20009030; s_d=0; s_n=32
0000000000000000000000000000000064900020
b54101087541010800000000
foo 1
B
nsh> hello 10112233445566778899aabbccddeeff11111111
cd3f0108
hello 10112233445566778899aabbccddeeff11111111cd3f0108
hex_strcpy: a=20009010; s_d=0; s_n=32
0000000000000000000000000000000044900020
b54101087541010800000000
foo 1
(some unintelligible characters)
Evil function!
After printing “Evil function!”, the USB connection to our
device breaks as the system crashes.
The layout-shuffled version of Thingsee OS was built as
follows:
make distclean && cd configs/haltian−tsone/
patch Make.defs <<END_OF_PATCH
79,80c79
< LDFLAGS += −−gc−sections
< # −−sort−section=shuffle_obfuscation
−−−
> LDFLAGS += −−gc−sections −−sort−section=
shuffle_obfuscation
END_OF_PATCH
cd ../../tools/ && ./configure.sh haltian−tsone/nsh
make menuconfig
# find and select "Hello, World!" example,
# exit until it prompts to save, save
env SHUFFLE_OBFUSCATION_SALT=foo make
# set Thingsee to flash mode
sudo dfu−util −d 0483:df11 −a0 −D nuttx.dfu −s :leave
socat − /dev/ttyACM0,rawer
Then the same exploit was run again:
NuttShell (NSH)
nsh> hello 10112233445566778899
aabbccddeeff11111111cd3f0108
hello 10112233445566778899aabbccddeeff11111111cd3f0108
hex_strcpy: a=20009030; s_d=0; s_n=0
foo 1
(some unintelligible characters)
Again, the connection is broken. However, now the func-
tion ‘evil’ is not called. Undefined behavior is invoked never-
theless, and Thingsee OS crashes. In this particular experi-
ment, execution happens to jump to halfway in the middle
of a 4-byte instruction word that is part of a tiny piece of
code that jumps to an exception handler. Figure 1 shows
the execution in both of the cases described above.
A crude estimate of the granularity of Thingsee OS layout
shuffling can be seen in Figure 4.2. It shows a histogram rep-
resenting the distribution of bytes in differently sized PROG-
BITS sections in the source object files of Thingsee OS. 6.2
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evil()
...
... stack
08013fcc
33221110
77665544
bbaa9988
ffeeddcc
11111111
08013fcd
...
stm32_busfault
...
... stack
Memory space
08013fc6
33221110
77665544
bbaa9988
ffeeddcc
11111111
08013fcd
Return 
address
Stack 
buffer
Flash 
memory
...
stm32_usagefa...08013fce
...
evil() 08024668
a) b)
SRAM
Figure 1: a) Normal OS: execution jumps to begin-
ning of evil(), b) OS layout-diversification: in this
particular case, execution jumps to the middle of an
instruction.
MB out of 20 MB in total are found in sections at most 1000
bytes in size.
4.3 Symbol diversification on Raspbian
We used a symbol diversification tool that has previously
been used to diversify x86 64 Linux [19]. The tool needed to
be modified to support 32-bit ELF files, which was straight-
forward. The necessary source code for the symbol diver-
sification tools in this experiment is comprised of approxi-
mately 2500 lines of C++ code and 300 lines of Python and
Bash scripts. We also needed to modify the glibc dynamic
linker source code with 225 inserted and 7 deleted lines in
6 files, plus an existing third-party SHA-2 implementation
that consisted of 2 files and 1262 lines of code.
We managed to get Raspbian to start systemd. Most of
the services seemed to start, but initially some did not. For
example, the login service did not start, and thus we could
not use the system. The problems were caused by run-time
dynamic loading. For example, /bin/login uses Pluggable
Authentication Modules and libdl.
To overcome these challenges, we implemented a source
code patch to glibc that makes it diversify symbols passed
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Figure 2: Histogram of the distribution of bytes in
differently sized PROGBITS sections in the source
object files of Thingsee OS.
to dlsym on the fly. The patched glibc contains a static
data object that contains the diversification secret and the
identification number of the algorithm to use. This data can
then be rewritten to include the correct diversification secret
in the library after compilation and linking, so including the
secret is a very inexpensive operation.
With the patched glibc, a symbol-diversified Raspbian can
boot, although only if using simple prefixation instead of
salted SHA hashing as the diversification transform. login
works, as does the shell basically, too. The programs read-
elf, less, and ssh work. Initially we had problems with
sudo, but we diversified more types of symbols in the sys-
tem to make it work. The ping command works after we set
the set-user-id bit to its metadata. Our diversification tools
did not copy that information. The man program cannot find
a library it needs without manually specifying the location
of the library with, for example, the LD LIBRARY PATH
environment variable. gdb starts but has some problems
that likely make it unusable for real debugging.
5. LIMITATIONS
Unfortunately, layout shuffling, especially in systems with-
out memory protection, does not prevent damage or denial-
of-service attacks caused by attempted security exploits. For
devices with a small address space, brute-force attacks are
also a potential problem. For example, the Thingsee One
device has only 512 KB of flash memory for program code
and in addition the device reboots when the system crashes,
so brute-force testing of different addresses could be a prob-
lem without additional measures when given enough time.
As an example, if one reboot takes 10 seconds, brute-force
attacks should succeed within about 60 days. However, it
is possible to set up other security measures to detect such
attacks.
It is worth considering how fast compromising the system
would be without the security measure. This would only
take an instant. Ideally, in the case of computer worms and
with diversification, a large scale compromise would not be
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speed-limited only by network, but it would also be con-
strained by having to spend time and processing time on
compromising more devices with a similar vulnerability.
Although our shuffling scheme does not entirely prevent
all advanced return-oriented programming attacks. As the
embedded device we used was not configured to use mem-
ory protection hardware, stack buffer overflow attacks could
still utilize executable stack space, at least unless the stack
addresses are randomized. Even if attackers cannot pre-
dict the address of the stack, they can utilize NOP slides
to increase the probability of successfully having their mali-
cious code executed [15]. Therefore, layout shuffling alone,
without memory protection, will not prevent stack smash-
ing attacks from unwanted code execution. Still, our scheme
prevents several possible ROP attacks and would also con-
siderably slow down the spread of internet worms from one
device to another, for instance.
The limitations of symbol diversification are more imple-
mentation specific. Systems that are specifically designed
with changing the symbol names in mind should be simple
to diversify. Diversification can make binary-related activi-
ties, such as debugging, more difficult [17]. Naturally, more
challenges emerge when adding symbol diversification to a
system that does not support changing symbol names well.
Run-time dynamic loading presents one of the greatest
challenges for symbol diversification. In POSIX systems,
this is done using the dlopen/dlsym class of functions. Since
the binary and library files in a diversified systems do not
have access to the information about the original symbol
names through their symbol tables, resources cannot be loaded
from them by searching with the original name. Thus, the
dlsym implementation needs to obtain the diversified name,
either by getting the diversified symbol as a parameter from
the its caller, or by computing the diversified symbol from
an undiversified symbol name parameter. We consider the
former approach more secure but also more challenging to
implement, since all programs using dynamic loading should
be analyzed and modified to provide the diversified versions
of symbols.
Different types of symbols also pose a challenge. Some
types of symbols may not be good for diversification. For
example, there are symbol types such as STT SECTION
and STT FILE in ELF binary format. While, for example,
file names are one possible interface for diversification, it
might not be a good idea to diversify STT FILE symbols
the same way as function and data objects. And if not all
symbols are diversified, there might be a need to create sepa-
rate diversifying and non-diversifying versions of dlsym, the
programming interface to dynamic linking loader. Though
the preferred method of handling dlsym would be to sup-
ply the diversified symbols in the application code that calls
dlsym.
Additionally, the symbol diversifier that we used in our ex-
periments complicates the structure of the ELF files, leaving
zero-filled gaps into the file and moving data to unusual po-
sitions. The Linux ELF loader also has a quirk requiring the
program header table to reside at a specific offset in the ELF
file in relation to its address in the process image, for which
we devised a workaround that may increase the file size. In
our experiments, the executables and shared libraries, origi-
nally taking approximately 230 MB of space, increased their
size by about 80% on average. Since much of the additional
data is NUL bytes, using file systems that support sparse
files will mitigate the actual effect of this additional space
usage.
We have seen that there are some challenges for memory
layout shuffling and symbol diversification in IoT operating
systems. However, we have also shown that most of these
challenges can be overcome or their effects can be reasonably
mitigated.
6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented two diversification approaches for IoT
operating systems, memory layout shuffling and symbol di-
versification. We have also built and experimented practical
implementations for these schemes to demonstrate their fea-
sibility.
According to our observations, the layout-shuffled pro-
grams worked correctly in normal well-behaved cases. Unde-
fined behavior, such as the stack smashing exploit, correctly
causes the behavior of diversified programs to diverge from
that of undiversified programs so that the adversary cannot
invoke malicious functionality.
Layout shuffling scheme we devised can be applied to prac-
tically all computing devices, since its basic requirements are
just an instruction memory and a processor that supports
jumping to specified addresses there. Systems that already
implement address space layout randomization (ASLR) do
not benefit from this link-time layout shuffling, except for
code to which ASLR is not applied.
It is best to apply the layout shuffling scheme we imple-
mented at compile and link time, as the compiler should
be informed to dedicate an individual section to each func-
tion and data object to maximize entropy, and the linker
stage actually applies the layout randomization. Software
vendors who do not want to disclose their source code could
distribute their software as compiled object code, with pos-
sibly diversified symbol and section names, to be linked by
the recipient of the software.
We also presented a scheme for diversifying the symbolic
names of all the library entry points that lead to critical
resources of a operating system. Our symbol diversification
tool has been shown to be able successfully diversify exe-
cutables in an IoT operating system so that their run-time
functionality is not greatly affected, while preventing mali-
cious attacks at the same time.
In practice, both presented approaches can be applied dur-
ing the life cycle of a device by adding an extra processing
stage before uploading firmware to each device. Each de-
vice gets an unique firmware modified with layout shuffling
and/or symbol diversification before shipping. In a similar
way, updating a device would work by giving each customer
an unique instance of the updated code from a pregenerated
buffer of diversified firmware binaries. This would also es-
sentially switch diversification secrets on the device to fresh
ones.
As future work, a more comprehensive diversification scheme
covering several approaches could be tested in an IoT oper-
ating system. For example, system call diversification [18],
which we did not include in our practical implementation in
this paper, would also potentially be a useful technique in
IoT environment.
Based on our experiments presented in this paper, we be-
lieve both memory layout shuffling and symbol diversifica-
tion can be successfully applied to protect IoT operating
systems and their applications from malicious attacks.
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ABSTRACT
Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX) is a promising hardware-
based technology for protecting sensitive computation from poten-
tially compromised system software. However, recent research has
shown that SGX is vulnerable to branch-shadowing – a side channel
attack that leaks the fine-grained (branch granularity) control flow
of an enclave (SGX protected code), potentially revealing sensitive
data to the attacker. The previously-proposed defense mechanism,
called Zigzagger, attempted to hide the control flow, but has been
shown to be ineffective if the attacker can single-step through the
enclave using the recent SGX-Step framework.
Taking into account these stronger attacker capabilities, we pro-
pose a new defense against branch-shadowing, based on control
flow randomization. Our scheme is inspired by Zigzagger, but pro-
vides quantifiable security guarantees with respect to a tunable
security parameter. Specifically, we eliminate conditional branches
and hide the targets of unconditional branches using a combination
of compile-time modifications and run-time code randomization.
We evaluated the performance of our approach using ten bench-
marks from SGX-Nbench. Although we considered the worst-case
scenario (whole program instrumentation), our results show that,
on average, our approach results in less than 18% performance loss
and less than 1.2 times code size increase.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Intel Software Guard Extension (SGX)1 is a recent hardware-based
Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) providing isolated execution
and guaranteeing the integrity and confidentiality of data within
an enclave. The enclave is protected from all other software on
the platform, including potentially malicious system software (e.g.,
operating system, hypervisor, and BIOS). Additionally, SGX enables
hardware-based measurement and attestation of enclave code.
Although Intel has stated that side-channel attacks are beyond
the scope of SGX2, recent research has demonstrated that SGX is
susceptible to several side-channel attacks, which could leak secret
information. In particular, Lee et al. [10] demonstrated a branch-
shadowing side channel attack that allows untrusted software to
learn the precise control flow of code running inside an enclave.
If this control flow depends on any secret information, this side
channel would leak the secret information. This attack abuses the
CPU’s Branch Prediction Unit (BPU), which is used to improve
performance by allowing pipelining of instructions before exact
branching decisions are known, i.e., whether or not branches are
taken, and the targets of indirect branches. The BPU bases its deci-
sions on recent branch history, which is stored in the CPU’s internal
Branch Target Buffer (BTB). Two critical factors allow this attack
to proceed: 1) BTB entries created by branches inside the enclave
are not cleared when the enclave exits; and 2) BTB entries only
contain the lower 31 bits of the branch instruction’s address, allow-
ing the attacker to create shadow branch instructions outside the
enclave that map to the same BTB entries as the enclave’s branches.
The attacker executes the victim enclave, interrupts it immediately
after the branch instruction, executes the shadow branch code,
and checks whether the branches were correctly predicted, thus
revealing whether the BTB entry had been created by the enclave.
Lee et al. [10] also proposed a software-based defense against
branch-shadowing, called Zigzagger. Using compile-time instru-
mentation, Zigzagger converts all conditional and unconditional
branches into unconditional branches targeting Zigzagger’s tram-
polines, i.e., minimal code sections that hold intermediate jumps
— bounces — to the target locations. The Zigzagger trampolines
initiate a series of jumps back-and-forth to different branches. The
idea is that the attacker cannot interrupt the enclave with suffi-
cient precision to shadow the target branch in this rapid series
of jumps. However, SGX-Step [15] invalidates this assumption by
1https://software.intel.com/en-us/sgx
2https://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/intel-sgx-and-side-channels
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showing how an enclave can be interrupted with single instruction
granularity, thus breaking the Zigzagger defense.
The recent Spectre [9] attacks, and their subsequent SGX-specific
SGXPectre variant [4] are similar to branch-shadowing in that they
exploit the BPU. However, we have confirmed experimentally that
neither recent firmware patches, nor the Retpoline compiler-based
mitigation affect the ability to perform branch-shadowing attacks.
To overcome this challenge, we present a new defense against
branch-shadowing, even if the attacker can single-step through
the enclave. Similar to Zigzagger, we use compile-time modifica-
tions to convert all branch instructions into unconditional branches
targeting our in-enclave trampoline code. At run-time, we then ran-
domize the layout of our trampoline, forcing the attacker to shadow
all possible locations. The finite size of the BTB limits the number
of guesses the attacker can perform, and thus we can quantify and
limit the success probability of a branch-showing attack using the
size of the trampoline as a tunable security parameter.
Our contributions are therefore:
• Experimental analysis demonstrating that the recent Spectre
mitigation techniques do not affect the branch-shadowing attack
(Section 3).
• A new approach for defending against branch-shadowing attacks,
even in the presence of single-step enclave execution, using con-
trol flow randomization (Section 5).
• An initial LLVM implementation of our solution (Section 6)3
and a quantitative evaluation of its performance and security
guarantees (Section 7).
2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Branch Prediction
Intel CPUs use instruction pipelining to load and execute instruc-
tions in batches. This allows optimization such as parallelizing
and reordering of instructions. The CPU also performs speculative
execution, i.e., it uses the BPU to predict which branches will be
taken, and executes them before knowing if they are taken.4 In
modern microprocessors, the BPU typically consists of two main
subsystems, a BTB and a directional predictor.
The BTB is used to predict the targets of indirect branches.5
Whenever a branch is taken, a new record is created in the BTB
associating the branch instruction’s addresses with the target ad-
dress. Upon encountering subsequent branch instructions, the BPU
checks the BTB for the branch instruction address and, if an entry
exists, it predicts that the current branch instruction will behave in
the same way. The exact details of the BTB lookup algorithms, hash-
ing and size are not public, but the BTB size on Intel Skylake CPUs
has been experimentally determined to be 4096 entries [10]. The
directional predictor is used to predict whether or not a conditional
branch will be taken [5].
Multiple processes executing on the same core share the same
BPU, allowing an attacker to misuse the BPU across processes to
infer the target and direction of branch instructions [5, 10].
3Available online at https://github.com/SSGAalto/sgx-branch-shadowing-mitigation
4https://software.intel.com/en-us/download/intel-64-and-ia-32-architectures-
optimization-reference-manual
5https://software.intel.com/sites/default/files/managed/39/c5/325462-sdm-vol-1-
2abcd-3abcd.pdf
2.2 Intel SGX
Intel SGX is an instruction set extension that provides new instruc-
tions to instantiate Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs), called
enclaves, consisting of code and data. An enclave’s data can only
be accessed by code running within the enclave, thus protecting it
from all other software on the platform, including privileged system
software such as the OS or hypervisor. Enclave data is automatically
encrypted before it leaves the CPU boundary. However, the OS re-
mains in control of process scheduling and memory mapping, and
can therefore control the mapping of (encrypted) enclave memory
pages and interrupt enclave execution.
2.3 Branch-shadowing Attacks on SGX
In the branch-shadowing attack by Lee et al. [10], the attacker first
statically analyzes the unencrypted enclave code and enumerates
all branches (i.e., conditional, unconditional, and indirect) together
with their target addresses. She then creates shadow code where
the branch-instructions and target addresses are aligned such that
they will use the same BPU history entries. The attacker then
allows the enclave to execute briefly before interrupting it. Finally,
she enables the performance counter, in particular the Last Branch
Record (LBR), and executes the shadow code, prompting the CPU to
predict shadow-branch behavior based on prior enclave execution.
The LBR contains information on branch prediction but cannot
record in-enclave branches. However, the in-enclave branches can
be inferred from the LBR entries for the branches executed after
exiting the enclave. Unlike cache-based channels, this does not
require timing because the LBR directly reports prediction status.
2.4 Zigzagger and SGX-Step
Zigzagger [10] is presented as a software-based countermeasure to
thwart branch-shadowing attack. Zigzagger removes the branches
from the enclave functions by obfuscating and replacing a set of
branch instructions with a series of indirect jumps. Instead of each
conditional branching instruction, an indirect jump and a condi-
tional move (CMOV) is used. Zigzagger assumes that an attacker
cannot precisely time the enclave interrupts, i.e., a single probe will
cover over 50 instructions. It introduces a trampoline to exercise
all unconditional jumps before finally jumping to the final destina-
tion. The attacker will typically always detect the same set of taken
jumps (i.e., all the unconditional jumps) and cannot distinguish the
final jump from the decoy-jumps.
However, Van Bulck et al. [15] presented SGX-Step, a framework
consisting of a Linux kernel driver and runtime library that manipu-
lates the processor’s Advanced Programmable Interrupt Controller
(APIC) timer in order to interrupt an enclave after a single instruc-
tion i.e., to single-step the enclave’s execution. They show that this
makes the Zigzagger defense ineffective because the attacker can
distinguish meaningful jumps from decoys.
3 SPECTRE MITIGATION TECHNIQUES
The recent Spectre [9] and SGXPectre [4] attacks are similar to
branch-shadowing in that they abuse the BPU to exploit specu-
lative execution. Whereas branch-shadowing aims to infer prior
branching behavior, these attacks instead manipulate upcoming
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branch prediction, e.g., cause speculative execution to touch oth-
erwise inaccessible memory. Although not designed to do so, we
suspected the new Spectre mitigation techniques could also affect
the branch-shadowing attacks. However, our testing indicates that
neither the recent firmware patches from Intel6, nor the compiler-
based Retpoline7 affect the ability to perform branch-shadowing
attacks against SGX.
In particular, we confirmed that Indirect Branch Restricted Specu-
lation (IBRS) — designed to prevent unprivileged code from affecting
speculation in privileged execution, e.g., within the enclave — has
no effect on branch-shadowing. In our tests we saw no difference
between an updated i7-7500U CPU and non-updated machines. We
speculate that this is because IBRS is specifically designed to pre-
vent low-privilege code from affecting high-privilege code.Whereas
branch-shadowing relies on high-privileged code affecting in sub-
sequent low-privilege code. The Retpoline defense replaces branch
instructions with return instructions but our tests indicate that
return statements affect the BTB, not only the dedicated Return
Stack Buffer (RSB). SGXPectre further demonstrated that Spectre
attacks can be performed against Retpoline.
4 THREAT MODEL AND REQUIREMENTS
We assume that the attacker has fine-grained control of enclave
execution, i.e., can interrupt the enclave with instruction-level ac-
curacy. The attacker can thus perform a branch-shadowing attack
against every branch instruction. Specifically, the attacker can de-
termine whether or not a branch instruction has been executed and
taken (i.e., whether a conditional jump fell through or not). If the
branching decisions depend on sensitive enclave data, the attacker
can infer this data through the branch-shadowing attack.
This is a significantly stronger attacker capability than that as-
sumed by previous work [10] because Van Bulck et al. [15] showed
that single-step execution of SGX enclaves is both feasible to imple-
ment and sufficient to break existing defenses like Zigzagger [10].
We focus on branch-shadowing attacks and do not consider other
side-channels, such as cache or page-fault attacks.
Given these attacker capabilities, we require a defence mecha-
nism that prevents fine-grained branch-shadowing from revealing
secret-dependent control flow. Specifically, in the instrumented
code, we require that:
R.1 Any branch that can be directly observed through branch shad-
owing reveals no secret-dependent control flow information.
R.2 For any secret-dependent branches, the attacker’s probability
of success is bounded based on a security parameter k.
5 PROPOSED APPROACH
Our mitigation scheme uses compile-time obfuscation and run-time
randomization to hide the control flow of an enclave application.
While our proposed method is inspired by and uses a similar ap-
proach to Zigzagger, we assume a stronger attacker model. Specifi-
cally, our approach can defend against branch-shadowing even in
the presence of an attacker with single-step capabilities.
6https://software.intel.com/sites/default/files/managed/c5/63/336996-Speculative-
Execution-Side-Channel-Mitigations.pdf
7https://software.intel.com/sites/default/files/managed/1d/46/Retpoline-A-Branch-
Target-Injection-Mitigation.pdf
Figure 1: System design
Figure 1 illustrates the high-level view of our approach. The
system consists of two main components: an obfuscating compiler
and a run-time randomizer. The obfuscating compiler modifies the
code by converting all branching instructions to indirect branches.
The indirect branch targets are then explicitly set by the instrumen-
tation depending on the converted branch type. We use conditional
moves as replacements for conditional branches, allowing us to
replicate the functionality of any conditional branch without in-
volving the BPU. The observable control flow transitions, i.e., non
trampoline branches, are further organized so that they are always
unconditionally executed in the same order. The key insight of our
approach is that, unlike Zigzagger, the trampolines are randomized
inside the enclave at run-time by the randomizer. This prevents
the attacker from reliably tracking their execution. Since only the
trampolines are randomized, all other code remains in execute-only
memory. Taken together, these two properties fulfill requirements
R.1 and R.2, as we show in our security evaluation in Section 7.
Listing 1 and Figure 2 show a single if-statement and corre-
sponding Control Flow Graph. The corresponding obfuscated CFG
is show in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows the same obfuscated code with
the branch instructions converted. The static code is produced at
compile time and its layout is assumed to be known to the attacker.
The trampoline is similarly produced at compile time but is then
randomized at run-time within the enclave. We assume that the
attacker can observe and shadow the static code whereas the tram-
poline is unknown. Specifically, our approach works as follows:
Branch conversion: All branching instructions are converted
to indirect unconditional branches. A register (r15) is reserved and
populated with the original branch targets, which are stored in
a jump-table that is updated during randomization. Conditional
branches are converted to conditional moves (cmov) (e.g., Block0
in Figure 4).
Jump blocks: Each block is followed by a jump-block that jumps
to a trampoline indicated by r15. Execution flows that do not in-
clude a specific block still go through any intermediate jump-blocks
to ensure that all indirect jumps outside the trampolines are exe-
cuted. For instance, when taking the if-clause (Block1), the else-
block (Block2) must not be executed but the corresponding jump-
block (B2J) must be (e.g., the blue line in Figure 4). This ensures
that an attacker always sees the same sequence of jumps (i.e., B0J,
B1J, and B2J), regardless of actual executed code.
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Listing 1: Example code before instrumentation
i f ( a ! = 0 )
/ ∗ Block1 ∗ /
e l se
/ ∗ Block2 ∗ /
/ ∗ Block3 ∗ /
Block 0
Block 1 Block 2
Block 3
a = 0a! =
 0
Figure 2: Original control flow graph
Trampolines: The corresponding trampolines are created, cor-
responding to either the branching target or the fall-through block
(i.e., the next block that will be executed when a conditional branch
is not taken). In Figure 3, after execution of the if-block (Block1) the
control flow is transferred to tb2S that will jump to the following
jump-block B2J without executing the corresponding Block2 itself.
Skip blocks:When skipping a block — e.g., the else block after
taking the if block — we must nonetheless execute the correspond-
ing jump-block to prevent its omission from leaking information.
The jump-block target is prepared in the prior trampoline block
by setting r15. For instance, after executing the if-block the cor-
responding trampoline (tb2S) not only jumps to the correct jump-
block, but also sets the next target, tb3, into r15. To prevent timing
attacks that measure the number of instructions between jump-
blocks, the skipping trampolines (e.g., tb1S and tb2S) are populated
with dummy-instructions to ensure that the timing between each
jump-block is constant regardless of control flow. Although not
shown in our example code, nested blocks are treated similarly to
ensure that they execute all intermediary jumps.
Randomization: Trampolines are prepared during compilation,
and are randomized at run-time inside the enclave. The random-
ization is implemented such that shadowing it does not reveal the
randomization pattern. Randomizing the trampolines forces the
attacker to shadow all possible locations in the enclave and thus,
prevents shadowing the trampoline branches and reliably tracking
the program’s execution.
Re-randomization: Since an attacker could repeatedly call the
same enclave functionality to gradually determine the randomiza-
tion pattern, we can periodically re-randomize the trampolines. For
example, the trampolines could be re-randomized on each enclave
entry. As future work we envision to: a) provide code-annotation
for limiting the obfuscation to only developer-determined sensitive
parts, and b) randomize the trampoline code only when detecting
multiple enclave entries (i.e., after a given number of potential
shadowing attempts).
Block 0
B0J
tb1 tb1S
B1J
tb2S
Block 1
tb2
B2J
Block 2
Block 3
a != 0
a = 0a != 
0
a = 
0
Figure 3: Modified control flow graph
a! = 0
a = 0Block0: lea tb1, r15
cmp 0, a
lea tb1S, r14
B2J: jmp r15
B1J: jmp r15
B0J: jmp r15
Block1: <code1>
Block2: <code2>
Block3: <code3>
tb1: lea tb2S, r15
jmp Block1
tb3: jmp Block3
tb2S: lea tb3, r15
jmp B2J
tb1S: lea tb2, r15
jmp B1J
tb2: lea tb3, r15
jmp Block2
Static code Trampolines
cmov r14, r15
Figure 4: Modified code protected by our approach
6 IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
We have implemented an open-source prototype of our approach,
based on LLVM 6.0 and implemented in the X86 target backend.
The instrumentation is applied by systematically traversing all func-
tions and modifying their branching instructions, as explained in
Section 5. Since the run-time randomization library cannot be ran-
domized, it must be resistant to branch-shadowing attacks. While
implemented, we have not yet integrated the randomizer to our in-
strumentation. For efficient and fine-grained randomization we do
not preform in-place randomization, instead, we move trampoline
entries between two trampoline areas. Listing 2 shows an overview
of our randomization algorithm. Detailed description is available
in our extended technical report [8].
We have also implemented an application for shadowing in-
enclave execution in a controlled manner. Our setup is similar
to [10] i.e., our application 1) retrieves branch instruction addresses
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Listing 2: Randomization algorithm
for ( en t ry = 0 : j ump_ t a b l e _ e n t r i e s ) {
l o c a t i o n = rand ( ) % t r ampo l i n e _ s i z e ;
i f ( f i t s ( ent ry , l o c a t i o n ) )
mark_rese rved ( l o c a t i o n , en t r y ) ;
e l se
l = ( l +1 ) % t r ampo l i n e _ s i z e ;
move_entry ( entry , l o c a t i o n ) ;
}
and sets up a corresponding shadow-jump, 2) executes the victim
enclave function and returns, 3) enables performance counters
and executes the shadow-code, and 4) reads performance counters
to infer in-enclave execution. Our setup is such that it could be
integrated into the SGXStep-framework. We have replicated the
shadowing techniques shown by [10] and performed shadowing
on return statements.
7 EVALUATION
7.1 Security Analysis
As specified in Requirements (Section 4), we must prevent an at-
tacker from inferring the secret-dependent control flow by R.1)
ensuring that observable branches do not leak information, and
R.2) preventing the attacker from probing other branches with a
probability based on the security parameter k.
To hide any data-dependant branches (R.1), we replace all condi-
tional branches with unconditional branches. We further setup the
control flow so that each block in the static code section is executed
in the same order and on each function call. One limitation is that
we do not conceal the number of loop executions, because this
is typically unknown compile time. In some cases this could be
avoided by unrolling loops.
The remaining branching instructions are exclusively in the
trampolines, for which the locations are randomized to defend
against shadowing (R.2). Without knowing the exact trampoline
layout, the attacker is forced to guess or exhaustively probe all
possible locations. The probability of attack success (Pattack) is
given by Pattack = Gk , where G is the number of guesses and k the
number of possible trampoline locations.
The upper limit for G is the number of BTB entries, but in prac-
tice this is lowered by any intermediate code (e.g., system calls
and attack setup) that pollutes the BTB. The security parameter
k determines the trampoline randomization space. Because X86
allows unaligned execution, a single 4KB range gives us up to 4091
potential trampoline locations (with a trampoline size starting at
5 bytes). With a randomization area of 8KB and 4096 BTB entries,
the success probability of shadowing a single branch has an upper
bound of 0.5. The probability of following the full control flow drops
exponentially as the number of targeted branches increase.
7.2 Performance Evaluation
Weevaluated the overhead of our system in terms of CPU-utilization,
memory use, and code size. All software was compiled using the
SGX SDK version 2.0 and run on an SGX-enabled Intel Skylake Core
Table 1: Computational performance (iterations/second) be-
fore and after instrumentation, excluding randomization
and dummy instructions.
Benchmark Before
(std. dev.)
After
(std. dev.)
Performance
loss
Numeric sort 828.8 (0.79) 578.8 (0.21) 30%
String sort 86.59 (0.09) 67.72 (0.21) 21%
Bitfield 1.839e8 (1.34e5) 1.370e8 (3.27e5) 25%
Fp emulation 87.70 (0.11) 42.73 (0.02) 51%
Fourier 1.789e5 (1.19e2) 1.500e5 (1.50e2) 16%
Assignment 21.64 (0.03) 7.769 (0.01) 64%
Idea 2667 (1.26) 2665 (1.84) 0.1%
Huffman 2354 (4.07) 860.5 (0.71) 63%
Neural net 35.16 (0.03) 25.57 (0.22) 27%
Lu decomp 973.1 (1.45) 785.0 (1.41) 19%
Geometric mean 17.17%
i5-6500 CPU clocked at 3.20 GHz, with 7,6 GiB of RAM, running
Ubuntu 16.04 with a 64-bit Linux 4.4.0-96-generic kernel.
We used SGX-Nbench8 which is adapted fromNbench-byte-2.2.3,
to measure the CPU and memory overhead of 10 different bench-
marks executed within an enclave. All benchmarks were conducted
with full instrumentation, but do not include randomization or
dummy-instructions. Although the randomization would introduce
additional overhead, it need not be constantly repeated. Instead it
can be performed once on enclave creation and then later after a
specified number of enclave re-entries.
CPU overhead: Table 1 shows the computational performance
of various benchmarks in the enclave before and after obfuscation.
The decrease in performance (i.e., the number of iterations per
second) results from the addition of trampoline jumps and the need
to exhaustively execute all jump-blocks. However, since we have
obfuscated the entire program, these results represent the worst
case scenarios. In real deployments, only the parts of the code
that depend on secret data would be obfuscated. The performance
penalty depends on how complicated the function is in terms of size
and number of branches. The Assignment benchmark, for instance,
has functions with many nested conditional branches, all of which
require corresponding jump-blocks to be added and executed.
Memory overhead: As expected, our instrumentation does not
increase heap or stack usage of the enclave.
Code size: To measure the increase in code size, we compared
the size of the enclave object files before and after instrumentation.
The size of the SGX-Nbench object files increased from 329.1 kB to
370.1 kB after instrumentation. Similarly to performance overhead,
code size overhead will also decrease when instrumenting only the
secret-dependent sections of the code.
8 RELATED WORK
There is a growing body of research on side channel attacks target-
ing Intel SGX and corresponding countermeasures. In addition to
the branch-shadowing attacks [5, 10], there are other side channel
attacks targeting SGX enclaves [2, 7, 14, 16].
8https://github.com/utds3lab/sgx-nbench
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Several approaches have been presented to thwart controlled-
channel (page-fault) attacks. SGX-Shield [11] randomizes the mem-
ory layout, similar to Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR),
to prevent control flow hijacking and hide the enclave memory
layout. This approach impedes run-time attacks that exploit mem-
ory errors or attacks that rely on a known memory layout (e.g.,
controlled-channel attacks). SGX-Shield uses on-load randomiza-
tion, allowing repeated branch-shadowing attacks to gradually
reveal the randomization pattern. Our approach solves this through
run-time re-randomization. We further minimize the additional
attack-surface by limiting the randomization to the trampolines.
Shinde et al. [13] propose an approach that masks page-fault
patterns by making the program’s memory access pattern determin-
istic. More precisely, they alter the program such that it accesses
all its data and code pages in the same sequence, regardless of
the input. This makes the enclave application demonstrate the
same page-fault pattern for any secret input variables. T-SGX [12]
leverages Intel Transactional Synchronization Extensions (TSX)
to suppress encountered page-faults without invoking the under-
lying OS. Although T-SGX does not mitigate branch-shadowing
attacks [10], it could be combined with our approach to address
both branch-shadowing and page-fault attacks.
DR.SGX [1] is presented to defend against cache side-channel
attacks. It permutes data locations, and continuously re-randomizes
enclave data in order to hamper correlation of memory accesses.
This approach prevents leakages resulting from secret-dependant
data accesses. Similarly, Chandra et. al [3] inject dummy data in-
stances into the user-supplied data instances in order to add noise
to memory access traces. They randomize/shuffle the dummy data
with the user data to reduce the chance of extracting sensitive in-
formation from side-channels. Both approaches are similar to ours
in that they employ randomization, but they are not designed to
defend against branch shadowing attacks since they randomize
data memory locations rather than control flow.
CCFIR (Compact Control Flow Integrity and Randomization) [17]
is a new method proposed to impede control-flow hijacking attacks
(e.g., return-into-libc and ROP). CCFIR controls the indirect control
transfers and limits the possible jump location to a whitelist in a
Springboard. Randomizing the order of the stubs in the Springboard
adds an extra layer of protection and frustrates guessing of the
function pointers and return addresses. However, CCFIR has not
been designed for use in SGX enclaves.
Obfuscation techniques were previously used to thwart leakages
via side-channel attacks. Oblivious RAM (ORAM) [6] conceals the
program’s memory access pattern by shuffling and re-encrypting
the accessed data. However, the state should be stored/updated at
client-side, which makes it difficult to use for protecting cache since
it is challenging to store the internal state of ORAM securely with-
out hardware support, given the small size of cache lines. Moreover,
this approach incurs significant performance overhead.
None of the above countermeasures focus on mitigating branch-
shadowing attacks, and additionally, Lee et. al [10] have demon-
strated that their branch-shadowing attack is capable of breaking
the security constructs of SGX-Shield, T-SGX, and ORAM.
9 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
We propose a software-based mitigation scheme to defend against
branch-shadowing attacks, even in the presence of attackers with
the ability to single-step through SGX enclaves. Our approach
combines compile-time control flow obfuscation with run-time
code randomization to prevent the enclave program from leaking
secret-dependant control flow.We evaluated our approach using ten
benchmarks from SGX-Nbench. Although we considered the worst-
case scenario (whole program instrumentation), our results show
that, on average, our approach results in less than 18% performance
loss and less than 1.2 times code size increase.
As future work, we will integrate the randomizing component
and optimize our obfuscating compiler to reduce overhead. In ad-
dition, we plan to integrate our approach with other defences, in
order to mitigate a broader range of side-channel attacks.
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